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GARDEN THEATER
The Jewel of Detroit

Give Me That
Green Light!
I can find something spiritual
in everything – from the chirping of the early morning birds,
to the garbage truck man, to
children like little ducks on
their way to school, I see God.
I heard a song on the radio by
an artist named, Ro James,
called, “Permission.” I almost
had a wreck when I heard him
say, “Come on, give me that
green light…” This summer
Denise and I will be married
42 years, but when I heard,
“Green Light,” I began to think
about a time when we first met. She was making a
sweet potato casserole and I sat by the stove. I kept
saying to myself, “Kiss me, kiss me.” After a few
minutes, she stood up and kissed me. That kiss was
my, “Green Light of love.”
Listening to Ro James took me back to when love
is new, early love, uncertain love, when what a lover wants more than anything else is a “green light.”
Love wants a sign, something, anything to let you
know that there is a possibility that love can grow.

Garden Theater is a beautiful and welcome addition to Midtown, and to the local roster of performance venues. It's the perfect size for a gathering of 400 guests but still small enough to maintain
an intimate feel. It's a little nicer, classier than other venues of comparable size around town. The
events hosted here are slightly more upscale and appear to target the mature young professional
crowd. With affordable rental it is an excellent venue for weddings, receptions, VIP affairs, concerts,
conferences and all upscale gatherings.
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Someone reading this is looking for love, hoping
for love, praying for love. When you think you
have found love you may be hesitant because
you don’t want to blow it. What you want is a
“green light,” a sign that it is ok to move forward.

While James is singing about getting together with a woman, his
point is he wants a sign to move
forward; he wants a “green light”
to know if love is right:
“With your permission I just
wanna spend a little time with
you. With your permission …
Come on give me that green
light. You can lay your head
down. Well only if it feels right.
Oh, give me that green light”
Listening to the song, it dawned
on me that through Jesus Christ, you and I have a
green light to the love of God. Jesus came to earth
to show us the way to live on earth and eternal life.
You are not alone! You do not have to fight your
battles by yourself! You have a friend in Jesus! One
who will listen, counsel, embrace, discipline, and
point you in the right direction! I have been following the “Green Light” of God’s love every day of my
life. To be honest, I don’t always know where I am
going, but, I keep looking for that “Green Light!”
One day, I am going to travel this road for the last
time. On that day, I want to see the “Green Light”
of God’s glory, majesty, truth and grace. Jesus is the
“Green Light” to God’s love. Follow the light. Hold
on to the light. Trust the light. Live by the light! If
you follow the light, God will bless you with favor,
endow you with grace and lavish you with love.

Editorial

Rev. Nicholas Hood III

(313) 832-0888.
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Where Great Futures Begin

June Graduation

D

etroit is a city on the
edge. We stand somewhere
on the crossroads of success
and failure. However, neither
situation is guaranteed. If we
are to succeed as a growing
metropolis, we will have to
find a way to survive the worst
economic downturn since the
Great Depression.

State

Many of our biggest employers are also feeling the pain
of a tight economy. Without
their tax dollars our community will have to come together to ensure our survival.
It will take each and every Detroiter, doing his or her share
to make our city work.

of the

City

The next time we choose our
leadership we cannot afford
to vote for unqualified people.
We must find individuals with
proven abilities and the understanding it will take to revive
our city.
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by Carter Jones
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State of
the City

visible plans for our neighborhoods are blight removal and demolition to hopefully stabilize certain areas. My guess is the
neighborhood problems are just too costly and too big to fix.
The good thing about the neighborhoods is that the mayor
makes sure the grass is cut on all vacant lots and makes residents maintain their property.
As it regards property, what we really need is about 500,000
new property owners. We lost that many people over a
decade ago. We need them to come back and bring some
friends with them to buy some houses and pay some taxes.
That would help the city a lot. What else would help is some
jobs for Detroiters, but the outlook for jobs is not that good.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, unemployment
in the city is on the rise. That's no surprise when you consider
that all of the major employers in Detroit, the three casinos,
Henry Ford Hospital, DMC, St. John’s, Chrysler, GM, the
State of Michigan, Wayne County, Wayne State University, Blue Cross, Quicken Loans, the City of Detroit and
the Board of Education, all reduced staff in 2017. If you factor in the decline of retail, the future of the healthcare industry
and reduced wages for those Detroiters who still have jobs,
the employment picture might get even worse.

by Carter Jones

Before any conversation about Detroit begins, it must be clearly
understood that Detroit is still under the control of the Michigan Republican Party. As a result, Detroiters can not make any
major decisions regarding any aspect of the future of their city.
However, Detroit's final financial reports for 2017 indicated
that the city has completed its third consecutive year with a balanced budget.
With that being said, Detroit is now poised to have the state's
oversight removed. Under the Michigan Emergency Manager
law, if we have three years of consecutive balanced budgets,
the state oversight ends. However, the state-appointed Financial
Review Commission will remain. The Review Commission
may give back some powers to the city, but they still approve
all city contracts over $750,000 and those with a duration of
more than two years.
The members of the state's Financial Review Commission include Mayor Duggan, along with state Treasurer Nick Khoury,
Detroit City Council President Brenda Jones, and others appointed by Gov. Rick Snyder. The governor did grant some representation of Detroiters on the commission, but he maintains
the greatest number of votes. So more than likely, the Republicans will never give control of Detroit back to its citizens.
According to John Naglick, the city's finance director, if the Financial Review Commission does vote to waive its oversight, it
won't go away completely. Instead, the group would continue to
vote each year for the next decade whether to resume oversight
if the city somehow stumbles back into red ink.
Mayor Duggan has done a phenomenal job managing the city's
finances and creating a possible end to the state's oversight. Our
budget sheet looked very good. The city collected $791,123,116
from taxes that came from assessments, wagering, gas and
weight taxes. A total of $580.3 million was collected from Solid Waste Service and Transportation. We also received $279.6
million from Federal Revenue Sharing and another $142.4 million from the General Fund Contribution. The rest came from
various city services. Our total revenue was $ 1.92 billion. Our
expenditures came to $1.077 billion which is the estimated cost
of running Detroit. After all the bills were paid, we ended up
with a surplus in the general fund budget of $53. 8 million.
Looking back, it is hard to believe that just five years ago we
were financially at rock bottom. It was July 2013 when Detroit
underwent the nation's biggest municipal bankruptcy. This was
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a very embarrassing moment for most tax paying Detroiters.
On the other hand, all Detroiters are hoping the budget will
always be balanced. Frankly, it would be quite ludicrous to
assume that Detroit and Mayor Duggan can continue to balance
the city's budget, because at some point we are going to have
to pay our city workers a decent wage and restore some of the
pensions taken away from retirees. It is very remarkable that we
have not done so already.
The other remarkable thing is that our former city workers,
whose pensions were partially destroyed, are still able to eat
every day and have gas money. They are the main reason the
budget is balanced. Next, there is the issue of the current city
workers. We pay them next to nothing and they still come to
work. Andy of Mayberry probably makes twice as much as one
of our police officers. Which is a problem, because as soon as
many officers graduate from training, they resign and take their
Detroit paid training else where. How good that training is being questioned. The City of Detroit has paid out $19.1 million
to settle claims of police misconduct since 2015. That impacts
every single citizen in Detroit.
There are only 1,600 Detroit Police Officers answering calls
and patrolling our streets. That's about half as many officers on
patrol in 2000. On average, the Detroit Police Dept. loses 18 officers per month. Many officers are retiring or leaving for better
paying jobs at other police departments. Union President Mark
Diaz said. " Our police wages are not comparable to other law
enforcement entities. It is imperative that we increase the salary
of our police officers. The city paid $40 million in overtime
to police officers last year - a 136% increase over the last few
years." He also stated: "Detroit Police have a staffing problem
and someone has to do the job but when I hear the mayor boasting a $53 million surplus, I find that hard to believe."
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Certainly more police officers would help our crime problem.
In Detroit, criminals are getting younger and more
dangerous. Youth crime has risen nearly 20% over the past
decade. According to the Detroit Police Department overall
crime is down. The number of criminal homicide cases in
Detroit dropped 12.5% in 2017, according to preliminary
data. The Detroit Police Department put the number of
murders at 267 for the year. Subsequently, Detroit crime has
dropped statistically. There were about 420 carjackings, and
violent crimes dropped 8% overall. There was a 12% drop
in sexual assaults and an 8% drop in non-fatal shootings.
Burglaries and robberies were down 9%. On paper we look
as safe as any other big city. However, you can't find a senior
citizen anywhere in Detroit who is not scared to death about
being assaulted or having their homes broken into.
Most Detroiters know that police enforcement is reactive
not proactive. Police officers come after a crime has already
been committed. They can do little to stop crime. What police officers try to do is get as many criminals off the streets
as possible. A city the size of Detroit will always have some
crime.
It takes a lot of money to maintain a city the size of Detroit.
We must understand that Detroit is 138.75 square miles of
lighting, sewers, abandoned buildings, parks, streets, vacant
lands, infrastructure that is nearly 100 years old, and about
716,000 residents who all need city services. Detroit is a city
of about 150 neighborhoods that have to be cared for as well.
Our neighborhoods are our biggest asset and our biggest liability. We have neighborhoods with one and two houses on a block
and some blocks with no houses at all that cost more to maintain than they generate revenue. The fact is any improvements
or developments planned are almost cost prohibitive. The only

More important than the declining job possibilities is that
many Detroiters feel that they are no longer part of the
job equation or any equation where making money is a
possibility. A well known downtown retailer stated Detroiters
have the illusion of inclusion. Everyone in the city knows that
all of the skilled trades people that are doing all the building
and working are not Detroiters, but they do have temporary
Detroit addresses. This means real Detroiters are going to
have to create their own opportunities.
This brings us to the problems with our schools. The Republicans have just about eradicated DPS and any meaningful
curriculum. Our best students who graduate from Cass and
Renaissance cannot define or write a sentence, paragraph or
a 600 word composition. They have never heard of a thesis
statement. Also they cannot calculate 15% of a dollar twenty
five. They have never heard of Nat Turner or Dr. Daniel
Hale Williams. The school system in Detroit has been reduced to a baby sitting service.
To further complicate matters, the Detroit Public Schools
enrollment is so low that schools have to wait to see who
shows up before they can hire any teachers. Without a quality school system, middle class residents will be hard to attract. The destruction of our school system was intentional.
The high cost of car insurance was also intentional as well.
Car insurance is the number one reason why none of my
friends want to move back to Detroit. Thanks to the GOP
we have the highest car insurance in the entire world. A car
valued at $600 costs $5000 to insure with a perfect driving
record, if you live in Detroit.
Finally, it is apparent, that a lot of our problems have been
created by the GOP. However, the city must be fiscally well
managed for us to stand a ghost of a chance. Without good
leadership, more residents and a lot more money the city
will always remain in peril. So far our ship has been steadied
and we seem to be moving forward. Let's hope that our final
destination will take us where we need to go.
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Interview

An Interview With

Eric Sabree

Wayne County Treasurer

attention. They are not engaged in the process at all. I took
a ride yesterday... We are looking at every single property.
Right now, we have about 1,400 owner/occupant properties
and 400 to 500 of them are on payment plans and have fallen
way behind. The other thousand or so are people who never
did anything. They just didn’t pay.
We are looking at every case. Some of these, we have taken
out because they are churches. They were not owner/occupant at all, they were just churches. We have given the
churches an extra year to get their taxes into a payment plan.
Some of them claim tax exemptions.
TND: Finish your thought about driving around.

Eric Sabree is the new Treasurer for Wayne County. As Treasurer, Sabree is responsible for the receipts, custody, investments and disbursements of all county funds. He works on behalf of forty three municipalities in Wayne County and his
major goal is to maintain an effective and efficient administration of property tax collection for the County. He recently
took a few moments of his time to share some of his ideas and concerns with The Native Detroiter.
TND: Why did you decide to run for office?

Sabree: Because I love this city and the county of Wayne. As
you know when I ran for office, the County was facing a possible state takeover. It was imperative that someone with the
knowledge and experience obtain the position to stabilize the
future of the County. No one wanted a state takeover.
At that time, I was working here in the Treasurer's office as
a deputy. I was here five years before County Treasurer Raymond Wojtowicz retired. Before I came to the Treasurer's
office I was Corporation Counsel. I felt that I was more than
capable of doing the job. When Richard Hathaway was appointed Treasurer upon Raymond Wojtowicz' retirement, I
became the Chief Deputy Treasurer. I was basically second
in command of the office. I had developed many of the programs that were being implemented.
So, when Richard Hathaway decided to leave after four
months due to family and health reasons, I consulted with
my family and a few close friends before I made my decision
to run for the seat. I wanted Wayne County to be the best it
could be and I felt that I could make that happen.

We have also improved on educating the community about
exemptions. We have put more emphasis on that because
there are people whose income is so low that they should be
exempt from paying property taxes. They need to apply for
an exemption. We’ve been pushing that to make sure people
know that payment plans are available and that they can also
reduce their interest rates. We had a program where the annual interest rate was reduced to 6 percent, but it expired on
June 30th of 2015. I was able to go back to the legislature
and extend it to June 30th of 2019. Anyone that is owner/
occupant can get on a payment plan that has 6 percent annual
interest instead of 18 percent interest.
TND: Approximately how many people face foreclosure
every year?

Sabree: Well, we have done a lot more training for the staff.
Since I became Treasurer, I have implemented a lot more
training for management, clerks and cashiers. Customer service training is very important to us. As a result, we have
improved our phone system. We are looking to replace the
system in the next couple of months. It will cost us about a
million dollars to do it, but it is absolutely necessary in making our customer service better.

Sabree: It has been going down. We have been able to reduce foreclosures 72% over the last 2 years. This year, the
stats are still coming and are not complete yet. However, we
see another 20% reduction this year. What’s happening here,
Sherman, is that the occupied homes have become the majority of the properties that are facing foreclosure. A lot of the
other properties are out of the system. We sold the vacant
lots, the fire damaged properties, and the junk properties that
nobody wants to a land bank and they are now out of the system. Most of the properties that are left are either occupied
by owners or occupied by tenants or people living in homes
of deceased relatives.

We have also made it easier for people to pay with the kiosk
system throughout the county. People can pay at community

The goal is to get all the owner, occupants out of foreclosure,
but it’s very difficult because some people are not paying

TND: After 39 years with the county what have you done
to improve the office?
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centers, drug stores and other places throughout the county.
In 2017, approximately 80,000 transactions were made, and
$25 million was collected through the kiosk program. People
appreciate that, they don’t have to drive downtown and pay
for parking or stand in long lines to make a payment.

Sabree: Oh yeah, I was just out yesterday. After reviewing
what some people owe, and what years they owe. We pull
out the ones that look suspicious and wonder why this person lost their property.
Yesterday I went out and looked at three homes in northwest Detroit that are on the list. These properties are all
properties that could be sold for $150,000 or $175,000
based on the neighborhood and the condition they’re in. A
couple of them, the average amount that they owe in taxes
is about $15,000. One of the homes only owes $5,300 in
2015 taxes. They can get into a payment plan for a few hundred dollars, like $500 or $600, or pay $3,000 in full and
get out of foreclosure. This is a house that is worth about
$150,000. You must ask why you would lose a house worth
$150,000 when you can sell it, or you can just come in and
make a small down payment and keep it.
At one of the houses I went by, there was a lady. I didn’t
stop because it was kind of late in the evening, but I want to
go back, probably Monday. We have a team of people going
out. The lady was out planting flowers, taking care of her
well-manicured yard. I was thinking why would you lose
your house, first of all, for such a small amount of money,
and why would you take care of the yard and make it beautiful when you know you’re not going to own it anymore.
Something is wrong. Something must be missing. We try
to go in and dig deep into these situations and see if we can
pull some of these people out of foreclosure. That’s what
we try to do.
Maybe it’s because they lack education on the options
available, or because some of them are not well. I went by
one house and it had a handicap ramp on it. I was thinking
that somebody has a disability, or perhaps they have some
mental challenges and they don’t know about the situation
their house is in. Maybe the family isn’t helping them.
When you really dig into it deeper, the numbers really
don’t mean as much as the people. To me, that’s what really counts. As you are digging into these cases you find
that individual people have different issues. That’s why it's
important to go into it deeper. Some people don’t care if
people are foreclosed because they want it to go to auction
so they can get their hands on the property. There’s a lot of
different people out there with different agendas.

I have really two functions as Treasurer. The one that gets all
the publicity is the foreclosure part. I am passionate about
it and it's very important to me because we are dealing with
people. My other job is taking care of the county’s money
and that too is a very important job. Taking the money, investing the money, making sure everything is accounted
for, and then dispersing the money when required to do so.
That’s the part of the job that nobody ever talks about.
We collect money from your phone bill to pay the 911 operators. If that money is not collected on time, the 911 operators won’t get paid. If you call 911 and they don’t have
any operators to answer the phone, that’s a crisis. That is
my job too, making sure the 911 operators get their money.
We are supposed to collect it and it must be done on time.
TND: Are there any other responsibilities that you have?
Sabree: We print jury duty checks and make sure people
get paid. We make sure that the healthcare checks for the
retirees get sent to the providers on time. All these things
must be done on time. If you don’t send the money to
the healthcare providers, then the retirees won’t get their
healthcare. All the things must be in on time and that’s
very important. That’s why we have so many accountants
here to keep track of money and dates and times because
if you’re late doing your job it’s going to affect someone
down the line. That’s really the most important part of the
job. However, when people are losing their homes, it’s
hard to say that that’s the most important part because
you’re dealing with families and people and it’s a crisis
when somebody is losing their home.
TND: I agree that is very important. Is there anything
in closing that you would like to say to Detroiters and
Wayne County residents?
Sabree: First of all, I want them to know that the Treasurer's office has always been an asset to the county and its
residents. Now, in terms of the money. At one time, Treasurer Raymond Wojtowicz had been saving up money
so we could be self-funded and wouldn’t have to borrow.
We accumulated over $200 million over the years and we
would have been self-funded in a year or so. However
since the county was in such trouble, we had to release
that money, as a surplus, into the general fund.
Over the last three years, one year before I became Treasurer and two years since, we were able to give the county
office about $278 million. That was a big help to stay out
of bankruptcy. The money we gave out of the surplus fund
made a difference and helped us stay out of bankruptcy
and a state takeover.
In closing, I just want to tell property owners that you
don't have to be afraid of us, the Treasurer's office. We are
here to help and serve you. Call us if you have a problem.
It is an honor and a privilege to serve in this job. I want to
say that I am open to ideas and I am engaged with the public to help. If you have ideas that would help us improve,
we are willing to listen.
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Trump
Donald

A crucial moment occurred during the week after Trump
issued the order. Civil-society groups such as the ACLU
quickly filed habeas corpus petitions asking federal courts
to enjoin the order in various ways, which they did. For
several days, it was unclear whether border agents were
complying with the injunctions, and rumors that Trump or
his Department of Homeland Security had ordered them
not to filled the news. When a federal district-court judge in
Seattle named James Robart halted the entire immigration
order nationwide in the middle of the afternoon on Friday,
February 3, Twitter and the cable shows were aquiver for
several hours with the possibility that Trump would defy the
court.

Where Do
We Go
From Here?
by Carter Jones

“What would happen if the administration were to simply
ignore this court order and continue to deny people entry?,”
MSNBC national correspondent Joy Reid asked her
guests on All In. Washington State Attorney General Bob
Ferguson, who had brought the case against Trump, treated
the question as a live possibility. “I don’t want to be overly
dramatic, Joy,” he said, “but you would have a constitutional
crisis.”

When David Duke came out early in 2016 to support Donald
Trump it did not come as a surprise. After all, the far right
had been building a strong political base for the past two
decades. It was apparent that they were about to make their
move and take over the United States government. When
Trump won the following year, many of us began to realize
that the shit had finally hit the fan.
As a result, Donald Trump is testing the institution of the
presidency unlike any of his 44 predecessors. We have
never had a president so ill-informed about the nature of
his office, so openly mendacious, so self-destructive, or
so brazen in his abusive attacks on the courts, the press,
Congress (including members of his own party), and even
senior officials within his own administration. Trump is a
Frankenstein’s monster of past presidents.
At this point in the singular Trump presidency, we can begin
to assess its impact on American democracy. The news thus
far is not all bad. The Constitution’s checks and balances
have largely stopped Trump from breaking the law. And
while he has hurt his own administration, his successors
likely won’t repeat his self-destructive antics. The prognosis
for the rest of our democratic culture is grimmer, however.
Trump’s bizarre behavior has coarsened politics and induced
harmful norm-breaking by the institutions he has attacked.
These changes will be harder to undo.
Trump, in short, is wielding a Soprano touch on American
institutions. “I’m fucking King Midas in reverse here,”
Tony Soprano once told his therapist. “Everything I touch
turns to shit.”
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The framers of the Constitution wanted to create a powerful,
independent executive branch, but they didn’t want to
stoke fears that the new United States would replicate the
monarchy from which it had just separated. Confident
that George Washington would be the first chief executive
and would use his power responsibly, they established an
unstructured office with ambiguous authorities. Article II
vests the president with “executive Power,” but it doesn’t
define the term, and it gives the president only a few rather
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modest enumerated powers.
The Mind of Donald Trump These vague constitutional
contours allowed the presidency to grow, in response to
changes in society and the world, into a gargantuan institution
that the framers never could have foreseen. The president’s
control over the bully pulpit, federal law enforcement, and
the national-security establishment has made the office the
dominant force in American government and a danger to
constitutional liberties. The flexible structure of the office has
meant that it is defined largely by the person who occupies
it—his character, competence, and leadership skills.
This was the background to the near-hysterical worries
when Trump became president. During the campaign, he
pledged to act in illegal ways; expressed illiberal attitudes
toward freedom of speech, religion, and the press; attacked
immigrants and minorities; tolerated, and even incited,
thuggery at his rallies. The man who on January 20, 2017,
took a constitutional oath to “preserve, protect, and defend
the Constitution of the United States” seemed disdainful
of the rule of law and almost certain to abuse his power.
“He is unlikely to be contained by norms and customs, or
even by laws and the Constitution,” wrote Peter Wehner,
a circumspect Republican commentator, in The New York
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Times the day after Trump’s inauguration. Wehner captured,
in an understated way, prevalent fears about Trump’s
presidency.
Thus far, however, Trump has been almost entirely blocked
from violating laws or the Constitution. The courts, the
press, the bureaucracy, civil society, and even Congress
have together robustly enforced the rule of law.
Trump’s initial executive order on immigration—a
temporary ban on entry for people from seven Muslimmajority countries that were not obvious sources of terrorist
activity inside the United States—was widely seen as his
first step toward authoritarianism. Issued seven days into his
presidency, the ban was sloppily written, barely vetted inside
the executive branch, legally overbroad, and incompetently
rolled out. The administration gave the people subject to
the ban’s edicts no notice, which led to bedlam at airports.
Many observers believed the immigration order indulged
the “symbolic politics of bashing Islam over any actual
security interest,” as Benjamin Wittes of the Brookings
Institution put it at the time.

Trump’s norm violations are different. Many of them
appear to result from his lack of emotional intelligence—a
“president’s ability to manage his emotions and turn them
to constructive purposes, rather than being dominated by
them and allowing them to diminish his leadership,” as
the Princeton political scientist Fred I. Greenstein has put
it. Trump’s behavior seems to flow from hypersensitivity
untempered by shame, a mercurial and contrarian
personality, and a notable lack of self-control.
Another reason presidential norms will prove resilient is that
Trump’s aberrant actions have been sweepingly condemned.
He has been rebuked for his attacks on investigatory
independence not just by his political opponents but by
more-sympathetic voices in the Republican Party and on the
Wall Street Journal editorial page, and even, implicitly, by
his own Justice Department appointees, who have continued
the Russia investigation despite his pushback. Trump’s
response to the violent demonstrations in Charlottesville,
Virginia, in August produced a uniform outcry that will
reinforce norms for future presidents about denouncing
racism and racial violence. The majority of the other
presidential norms that Trump has defied will similarly be
strengthened by the reactions to his behavior, and will snap
back in the next presidency.
Their individual triumphs made this exclusive party seem
above America’s founding sins, and it was forgotten that
the former was in fact bound to the latter, that all their
victories had transpired on cleared grounds. No such elegant
detachment can be attributed to Donald Trump—a president
who, more than any other, has made the awful inheritance
explicit.
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JORGENSEN FORD
WWW.JorgensenFord.com
313-584-2250
8333 Michigan Ave. (at Lonyo)

DETROITERS OF THE YEAR
The last ten years have brought some remarkable people to our city. Citizens whose tireless efforts and leadership have helped
shape and improve the lives of Detroiters . In this edition we would like to introduce you to just a few of them.

MERLTON BRANDENBURG

Mike Duggan

Mike Duggan was elected Mayor of the City of Detroit on November 5, 2013, and re-elected to a second
term on November 7, 2017. Duggan, born in Detroit,
has spent his entire career working in the city to solve
some of the most complex issues facing Detroiters, including crime, blight and access to jobs.

5 TIME WINNER OF THE

PRESIDENT'S AWARD
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In his first term, Mayor Duggan got to work restoring
basic city services for all Detroiters. He established the
Department of Neighborhoods, placing staff in each
of the seven city council districts to help residents address concerns of blight in their community. He also
took an active role in projects that installed more than
60,000 new LED street lights to streets, some left in
the dark for years, removed nearly 13,000 blighted and
abandoned houses and dramatically improved police
and EMS response times, bringing them down to the
national average.
He also returned financial accountability, working
with City Council to pass three consecutive balanced
budgets in FY2015, FY2016 and FY2017, which led
to significant upgrades in the City’s bond rating.
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DETROITERS OF THE YEAR

Paul Hubbard
Paul L. Hubbard Honored by Wayne State
University School of Social Work

On June 5, 2017 the Wayne State University School of
Social Work named the conference room in their major
academic building after Paul L. Hubbard, a current board
member and former student. Hubbard has served on the
Board of Directors for the School of Social Work for a decade. He is a former student of the school and while there
served as President of the Association of Black Students at
Wayne State, Vice Chair of the Student Organization, and
founded the Association of Black Social Work Students.
Hubbard served as a Legislative Intern to then State Senator Coleman Alexander Young who would later become
Mayor of Detroit (1974-1994). During his student years
at Wayne State, Hubbard was passionate about community
organizing. He vividly remembers the Kent State Massacre
in 1970 where students who were protesting the Vietnam
Continued on page 106
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DETROITERS OF THE YEAR

Dan Gilbert

As the owner of Quicken Loans he moved its headquarters and 1,700 of its team members to downtown Detroit, in August 2010, where Gilbert and the company
are helping lead a revitalization of Detroit’s urban core.
Today, Gilbert-owned businesses employ more than
17,000 people in the city.
In 2011, Gilbert's Bedrock Detroit purchased several
buildings in downtown Detroit, including the historic
Madison Theatre Building, Chase Tower and Two Detroit Center (parking garage), Dime Building (renamed
Chrysler House), First National Building and three
smaller buildings on Woodward Avenue. In 2012, Bedrock Detroit purchased the former Federal Reserve
Bank of Chicago, Detroit Branch Building, One Woodward Avenue, 1201 Woodward (Kresge Building), and
five smaller buildings on Woodward Avenue and Broadway Street, totaling 630,000 square feet of commercial
space in downtown Detroit. In 2013, Bedrock Detroit
purchased the 1001 Woodward office tower, several
smaller buildings in the downtown area and announced,
along with The Downtown Detroit Partnership and the
Detroit Economic Growth Group, a placemaking plan
for revitalizing Detroit's urban core.
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DETROITERS OF THE YEAR

Salvador
Salvador
Salort-Pons
Salort-Pons
With the tri-county millage in place and the City of Detroit’s bankruptcy successfully completed, Salort-Pons
strongly believes the DIA is poised to move forward
in engaging the museum’s local and regional communities as well as advancing its international profile.
Trained at the DIA in the visitor centered approach and
a proponent of it, Salort-Pons plans to continue building on it, making the DIA’s extraordinary art collection
relevant to broad and diverse audiences. He envisions
the DIA as both a place for scholarly research and as
a leader in learning and interpretation, which will provide fresh knowledge, ample accessibility and opportunities to all the DIA’s various audiences. Ultimately,
he envisions the DIA as the main square of the community where all will be welcomed, represented and
united.

DETROITERS OF THE YEAR

Vernon C.
Allen
WAYNE COUNTY COMMUNITY
COLLEGE DISTRICT TRUSTEE

Vernon C. Allen believes that it is his faith in God that
drives him to serve his fellow man. Born and raised in
Detroit he has given all he can to help make Detroit
a better place to live, work and play. His efforts have
been phenomenal.
As a lifetime member of the NAACP he has worked
for every social, political and community initiative
affecting Detroiters. When many Detroiters failed to
show up at the polls, Vernon Allen established one of
the first organized efforts to get voters to exercise their
right to vote.
When Detroit students needed greater educational
opportunities he helped activists and community
leaders develop WCCCD into one of the greatest
learning institutions in the nation. He is and he will
always be one of Detroit's great citizens.
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DETROITERS OF THE YEAR

Beverly

Women of the Decade
Alisha Bell

Hannah-Jones
Entrepreneurship and creativity are in the blood of this
Native Detroiter. Founder and CEO of Hannah & Associates, Inc., Beverly celebrates 25 years of providing
architectural services, interior design, and 3D Laser
Scanning to BIM services. She has built her practice
based upon design excellence, while engaging opportunities for successful partnerships and advancements
in technology.
A proud product of the Detroit Public School System,
and alumna of Lawrence Technological University,
Beverly is the first African American to receive the
LTU Distinguished Alumni Award, and one of only 10
African American females in the country to own and
operate her own architectural firm.
Continued on page 106
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DETROITERS OF THE YEAR

Mario Morrow
Many of you know the name Mario Morrow, but not
the story. A brief glance at Morrow’s resume makes
it clear the man knows a thing or two about how to
communicate, which is why so many leaders and organizations seek him out when they need help figuring
out how to say exactly what they need to say. Not kind
of what they want to say, or pretty close, but precisely
what they want to say. Because words matter, and in
so many instances, whether it is avoiding a confrontation on the street or negotiating a complex multi-million dollar deal, it is the person equipped with the best
words who invariably comes out ahead.
Not only is Morrow a leading publisher and communicator he is also a leading Detroiter. Having worked in
the Detroit Public Schools and the State of Michigan
he has been a fighter for Detroit for many years.
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The 100 Greatest Detroit
BLACK & WHITE
WE HAVE THREE WONDERFUL
LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

Living Legends

It is not really clear what makes a person a legend in Detroit.
The conversation is endless on who is and who is not. I guess
it kind of depends on where you grew up and what schools
you attended. Maybe it depends on where you partied and
with whom you partied. However, to most people, to be a
legend in Detroit your name has to be kicked around for at
least 10 years in a lot of places.

Consequently, many Detroit legends have received national
and international recognition, while others have received
street credibility for doing whatever it is they do. There are
people in Detroit who really did not do anything and yet they
are legends. Conversely, there are people who did a lot and
they are legends too.
A lot of our Ghetto Celebrities gained their reputation and
notoriety in politics or business. Some became neighborhood
famous because they were beautiful or great athletes. While
still others made their reps because they could simply out
hustle most of us.

VOTED #1 EYEGLASS RETAILER
IN METRO DETROIT

Legends are not always people we know, but they are people
we have heard about. We know them because we have heard
of them. In this edition, we want to introduce you to 100 of
Detroit's greatest living legends. So we will start with number
one, Judge Greg Mathis.
Regarded by most as the personification of self-determination
and actualization, Judge Greg Mathis survived a tough and
profoundly difficult childhood to establish himself as a
respected citizen, social activist and district judge. A native
Detroiter, Mathis grew up in a westside housing project and
dropped out of high school before graduation, then took to
the streets and crime before a judge presented him with an
ultimatum, either complete his education or go to jail. Mathis
opted for a G.E.D., and aggressively turned his life around.
He attended Eastern Michigan University. There he immersed
himself in politics and led a student protest movement.
Following graduation, Mathis established himself as a fighter
for civil rights, worked for Reverend Jesse Jackson's Operation
PUSH, and was appointed to the staff of Detroit councilman
Clyde Cleveland. Mathis also worked seven years for Detroit
Mayor Coleman A. Young as manager of the Detroit City
Halls.

RAYFORD FRYE
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In 1995, Mathis was elected to Michigan's 36th District Court,
making him the youngest person in the state to ever gain such
a position. His efforts and high visibility prompted Warner
Brothers Entertainment to offer him his own courtroom reality
show. Mathis has remained fully active in civil rights, social
causes, charities and the city of Detroit.

Judge Greg Mathis
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LIVING LEGENDS

LIVING LEGENDS

Of course not every name or photo of Detroit's living legends appears
on these pages. Some we may have missed. But those we have are
individuals who have made their mark on Detroit's legacy.
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Aldridge, Dan
Alebiosu Larry
Allen, Charles
Allen, Vernon
Adams, Anthony
Adams, Dean
Adams, Rev.Charles
Anderson, Zach
Adolph, Miles
Ambrose, James
Andrews, Terrance
Anthony, Vernice
Archer, Dennis Sr, Jr
Ashford, George
Ayler, Bill
Baker,Anita
Bantam, Gerald
Bailer, Pennie
Bates Lonnie
Barney, Jerome
Bartell, Ray
Bartell, Rufus
Baxter, Wendy
Beatty, Marvin
Beckham, Charles
Bell, Alisha
Bell, Emma
Bennett, Chuck
Bernard, John
Bernard, Linda
Bernard, Sharon
Big Sean
Bing, Dave
Bishop, Dave
Blackwell, Arthur
Blanding, Joe
Bradley,Tyrone
Brandenberg, Merle
Brown, Harley
Brooks, Bill
Byrd, Mike
Cardenas,Lamar
Chambliss, Earl
Clark,Sisters
Cobb, Joe
CoCo
Cofield, Marvis
Coleman,Derrick
Coleman,Ken
Coleman,Patrick
Collins, Carl II&III

Conyers, John
Culpepper, Otis
Davis, John Henry
Davis, Jared
Davis, Marvin
Dearing, Jai Lee
Dickens, Jamaine
Diggs, Doug
Dubose, Cullen
Duggan, Mike
Dumas, Karen
Dunmore, Greg
Eadie,Reginald
Eason, George
Evans, Warren
Ellis, Spencer
Fakir, Duke
Fat Mark
Ficano, Robert
Freddie, Fast
French, Will
Frazier, Newton
Frye, Rayford
Gamble, Rory
Gilbert, Dan
Gilchrist, Brenda
Gant, Terry
Glass, Derrick
Glass, Herman
Glover, Denise
Goldberry, Ron
Graves, John
Graves, Tree
Green, Cliff
Gullick, Wesley
Hayden,Frank
Hale,Stacey
Hamilton George
Hamlin, Kathy
Hammonds,Tino
Harlan,Carmen
Harris, Ken
Hairston, Larry
Harden,Thomas
Haywood, Spencer
Hearns, Thomas
Henderson,Maurice
Hendrix, Freman
Hendrix, Rudy
Hendrix, Stephen
Hicks, Charles

Hill, Tony
Hitchcock, Ellery
Holmes, Will
Hollowell, Butch
Horn, Kimmie
Horton,Willie
Hood,Nick
Hood,Steve

Carolyn Kilpatrick

Big Ron Lyons

John George

Anthony Brogdon

Rev. Edgar Vann

Bishop P.A. Brooks

Alvin Ward

Warren Evans

JoAnn Watson

Charlie Williams

Phillip Pierce

Tony Stovall

Ivery, Dr. Curtis
Jackson, Gregory
Jackson, Glenn
Jackson, Marshall
Jackson, Melvin
Jackson, Rayford
Jackson, Wayne T.
James, Kim
James, Louis
Jenkins, Jim

Keith Stallworth

Debbie Stabenow

Monica Conyers

Mike Aaron

Vonda Evans

Alberta Williams

Bishop Drew Sheard

Mildred Gaddis

Beverly Smith

Richard Whitmer

Kwame Kilpatrick

Jerome Bettis

Edna Bell

Tyrone Winfrey

Greg Eaton

Eric Whitaker

Hood Tires

Christine Beatty

Sam Riddle

Joe Cobb

Hubert Yopp

Leland Bassett

Jewel Ware

Barron Harris

Mary Wilson

Roy Issac III

Robert Brumfield

Devin Scillion

Bishop Wendell Anthony

Bernard Parker

Keith Washington

Luther Keith

Maureen Taylor

Kim Trent

Bill Foster

Nate Conyers

Dwight Smith

Rayford Jackson

Dennis Coffey

Quentin Perry

Janice Winfrey

Teola Hunter

Huel Perkins

Mario Morrow

Frankie Darcell

Cathy Garrett

Ernest Johnson

Alexander Zonjic

Ray Solomon

Jim Holley

Kim Harwell

Irma Clark

Gary Brown

Tom Schoenith

Ken Cockrel

Charles Ellis

Benny Napoleon

Jimmy Settles

Sherry Gay-Dagnogo

William Gibbons

Dave Cartwright

Hubbard, Paul
Hudson, Lester
Humphries, Ivan
Hunt, Bruce
Hunter, Clarence
Hunter, Teola

Bert Dearing

Johnson, Daryl
Johnson, Marc
Johnson, Ray
Kem
Keith, Damon
Kelser, Greg

Kiagler, Darnell
Kinlock, Solomon
Kilpatrick, Bernard
Langford, Denise
Lattimore, Bill
Lee, Dr Karen
Lemmons, Lamar
Lewis. Dave
Levin, Carl
Littlejohn, Kelly
Little Willie
Lockett, Ronald
Long, Larry
Lowe, Keenan
Lucas, Bill
Mahorn, Rick
Mallett, Conrad
Marie, Lynn
Marsh, Thomas
Marshall, Bullock
Mason, John
Mason Lance
Mason, Lindsey
Mausi, Sundiata
McCants, Grover
McCallister, Keith
McCullough, George
McKenzie, Reggie
McPherson, Bob
Middlebrook, Deon
Mitchell, Charlene
Mongo, Adolph
Mongo, Larry
Moten, Emmett
Mongo, Larry
Moore, Bruce
Moore, Helen
Moore, Kenya
Morgan, Jerome
Morgan, Monica
Morris,Nat
Morton, Maurice
Muhammad,Charles
Napoleon, Hilton
Neal, Fred
Northern, Carlton
Norwood, Willie
One and Only Polo
Parham, Duane
Peak, Lonnie
Perkins, Huel
Perry, Gail
Phelps, Will
Pickard, Bill

Pitts, Cornelius
Pitts, Jack
Price, Mike Tiger
Prime, Freddie
Radden, Steve
Reeves, Martha
Roberts, Roy
Robeson, Dalton
Rollins,Virgie
Rose, Jalen
Roseman, Merv
Sabree, Eric

Scales,Charles&Gwen

Scott, Millie
Scott, Martha
Shannon, Walt
Sheffield,Horace
Small, Darnell
Simmons, Larry
Smith, Charles
Smith,Gerald
Smitn, Zana
Simpson, John
Snider, Donald
Stallworth, Alma
Stevens, Cynthia
Stewart lll, Carlyle
Stokes, Chuck
Strather, Herb
Strong, Craig
Spraggins, Leon
Swanson, O'Neil
Swygert, Larry
Taylor, Dr. Carl
Turner, Micheal
Turner, Patty
Turner,Tim
Tune Up
Washington, Gino
Washington, Johnnie
Watkins, R, J.
Welch, Richard
Winans,Marvin
Williams, Horatio
Wilson, Mary
White, Benny
White, Debbie
Weathers,Dr.James
Wheeler, Heaster
Woods,Terrance
Worthy, Kim
Yopp, John
Young, Alan
Zonjic, Alexander
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Craig Strong's fundraising committee for the museum has been together for 37 years

A group of our recent graduates at our annual commencement ceremony.

Museum of African American History
By Judge Craig Strong

Wayne County Community College District
Where Great Futures Begin
By Judge Craig Strong

Every year for the past 37 years I have invited many of
my close friends to be a part of history. Or better yet, a
chance to preserve history, our history, and the stories of
our ancestors. Each February we come together to host a
fundraiser for the Museum of African American History.
We don't do it for ourselves, but we do it for the generations to come.
I thought the more Detroiters knew about the museum the more they would want to support it. So here is
a little something I would like to share. Charles Wright,
a practicing physician, was inspired to create an institution to preserve African-American history after he visited
a memorial to Danish World War II heroes in Denmark.
In 1965, Dr. Charles H. Wright opened the International
Afro-American Museum at 1549 West Grand Boulevard
in a house he owned. Some of the exhibits included the
inventions of Michigander Elijah McCoy, and masks
from Nigeria and Ghana that he had acquired while visiting there. The next year, he opened a traveling exhibit
to tour the state. In 1978, the city of Detroit leased the
museum a plot of land in Midtown near the Detroit Public
Library, the Detroit Institute of Arts, and the Detroit Science Center. Groundbreaking for a new museum occurred
in 1985, and the museum was renamed The Charles H.
Wright Museum of African American History. It is located
in the Cultural Center of the City of Detroit. Founded in
1965, the museum holds the world's largest permanent ex-
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hibit of African-American culture. In 1997, Detroit architects Sims-Varner & Associates, designed a new 120,000
square foot (11,000 m²) facility on Warren Avenue. The
museum has dual missions, serving as both a museum of
artifacts and a place of cultural retention and growth.
The Museum owns more than 35,000 artifacts and archival materials. Some of the major collections it is home to
include the Blanche Coggin Underground Railroad Collection, the Harriet Tubman Museum Collection, a Coleman A. Young Collection, and a collection of documents
about the labor movement in Detroit called the Sheffield
Collection. Also in the museum is an interactive exhibit
called "And Still We Rise: Our Journey through African
American History and Culture", and seven exhibition areas devoted to African Americans and their lives. In addition, it houses the Louise Lovett Wright Research Library
and the General Motors Theater, which is a 317-seat facility for film, live performances, lectures, and presentations. A terrazzo tile creation by artist Hubert Massey entitled "Genealogy" is in the Ford Freedom Rotunda Floor
topped by a 100 feet (30 m) by 55 feet (17 m) glass dome.
The museum store sells authentic African art and books,
as well as other merchandise. In August, the museum
hosts the African World Festival, a free, three-day festival
celebrating the culture of the African diaspora. If you have
never been to the museum please stop by and bring some
friends. If we don't support our own museum, who will?

When you vote on November 6, be sure to check the bottom of the ballot. Wayne County Community College District is seeking voter authorization to combine and continue two millages that are currently set to expire in 2020
and 2022. If approved, voters who own property would
experience no increase in the rate taxed of about $2.25 per
$1,000 of taxable value.

credit students across its six campuses. The College is also
a regional leader in workforce training and development,
working with area businesses, as well as city, county,
and state government leadership, and other agencies and
groups to ensure that southeast Michigan has the skilled
workforce it needs to fill high-demand positions and boost
area economies.

WCCCD fuels growth across Wayne County, and the 36
cities and townships that it serves. A recent economic impact analysis of WCCCD by Economic Modeling Associates International indicated that for every $1.00 spent
on the College, $5.70 is gained in lifetime income for
WCCCD students. And, because 95 percent of its students
grow in place, they keep their higher incomes in their
hometown communities.

To support its students and the communities it serves,
the District has made major investments across Wayne
County in technologies, new and upgraded educational
and community facilities, and expanded services. Those
services include transportation, one-on-one advising, financial aid support, program design, 24-hour learning
support, job placement support; class schedules that work
for working families; new programs offered in partnership
with the state’s best universities that allow students to get
advanced degrees in their backyards; and a broad array of
programs for seniors available at no cost to support everyone’s educational goals.

The report also estimated that for every $1.00 put into the
College District, $22.80 is gained in added income and social savings to society and $2.20 is gained in added taxes
and public sector savings for taxpayers. Overall, WCCCD
has an impact on the local business economy of about
$370 million every year – or about 0.5 percent of the region’s Gross Regional Product every year.
WCCCD is the primary open-door institution of higher
learning in the region, with nearly 70,000 credit and non-

The District is known for providing lifelong learning
opportunities – whether for residents just starting preschool, finishing high school, transitioning to a new
career, or feeding curiosity later in life. The District has
broadened its array of programs for seniors available
at no cost touching on everything from creativity to
(continued on pg. 127)
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Lavish T. Williams

Paul Hubbard Jr. volunteering at the NAACP Freedom Fund Dinner

The will to win means nothing without hard work
By Carter Jones

Peak performers are people who move towards success at
the risk of losing it all. This is the fundamental attitude
that contributes greatly to their willingness to take risks in
the name of results. It is the attitude that all businessmen
must possess. It would be easy for someone to find a job,
but to build a business that you can maintain takes a lot of
heart and courage.
T. Williams known to many as LAVISH is one such individual. He is the owner of Lavish Towing, LLC. and owner
of Lavish Car Wash & Detail Center located at 8843 Livernois, Detroit MI 48204. He has always believed that he
could succeed and achieve at any goals he set his mind to.
"I went through many obstacles trying to grow and brand
my business," he said. "It was hard and tough times, and
through it all I kept a straight face never displaying any
frustration or problems that I had."
Like most minority businessmen, Williams didn't have
people to show him the way to success. He had to figure
it out,one day and one mistake at a time. "All my people
worked or were unemployed," he recalls. "When I was a
kid everyone told me to finish school and get a job, but
instead I thought bigger, starting a business was a better
fit for me."
With many long hours and a 24/7 work schedule,Williams
has never regretted owning his business; he knew it would
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come at a cost. "I knew that with every dime of my money
and time on the line I could not afford to lose or take a
loss. I had to escape distractions, maintain discipline and
learn that everyone around didn't have my best interest. As
you grow and seek success you become a threat to some.
I lost many friends and relationships along the way, but
they were life lessons for me." Williams knows what it
takes for his business to survive and is willing to commit
whatever time and effort his businesses need.
He has gained his celebrity status as an entrepreneur
because of his cool personality and professionalism as
a young businessman who chose to invest and stay in
Detroit. Williams is always smooth in his demeanor, and
sharp in his attire. He takes pride in satisfying his customers and is well loved by many people. He has a good
loving and caring heart for people. "My business is only
as good as my customer service."
Williams reaches out to the community through charitable causes. He founded a program called Lavish Mentoring, where he gives his time to young people by sharing
work based learning, self improvement, encouragement
and achievements. He's a proud Mason from Hopewell
Lodge #15 AF&AM. Williams also has a annual Lavish Car & Bike Show labor day weekend closing out the
summer. This is a family friendly event displaying some
of the coolest classic and custom vehicles.

Paul Hubbard Jr.
After years of hard work and determination
He comes from a legacy of community commitment
and activism—the son of Marilyn French Hubbard and
Paul Hubbard, Sr. Both names are respectively and
respectfully etched in Detroit’s history. And yet, Paul,
Jr. has been able to effectively carve out and make his
own contributions to Detroit’s story.
After more than 20 years in the hospitality industry
where he was a fast-food restaurant franchisee operator and served in a leadership capacity for seven fast
food brands in suburban, urban, airport, mall and arena environments throughout the metropolitan Detroit
area and Ohio, Paul Hubbard Jr., 41, is now applying
his quality and customer service skills to serving up a
different menu, this time with a healthier fare, as Chief
of Staff for Detroit Community Health Center.
“It’s a different industry with the same focus,” said
Hubbard. “Commitment to the community and delivering a quality product is the consistent thread.”
A native Detroiter, Hubbard has always embraced and
supported his city and the people in it. At DCHC, he is
a team player and leads the charge of ensuring that all
staff is in-line with the mission, vision and values of

the organization, its board and President/CEO, Wayne
W. Bradley Sr.
Whether it is providing leadership for the Employee
Appreciation event, the coveted Annual Meeting and
Awards Ceremony, Outreach and Enrollment, or overseeing the procurement process, Hubbard is making
sure everything and everyone is on the same page, the
DCHC page.
“Healthcare is more important today than ever
before, especially in our community,” he said. “Food,
awareness and other healthy lifestyle-choices are direct
influencers to life expectancy and quality of life, both
of which also shape and sustain—or compromise—
our communities.”
In spite of a demanding schedule, Hubbard makes
time to recover and relax by spending quality time
with his ten year old son and coaching at his basketball games. Paul earned a Bachelor’s Degree in
Business Administration from a historically Black
college, Talladega College, Talladega, AL and has
received numerous certifications in business and
franchise leadership.
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HEALTH

How Cell Phones Are Killing Us
With so much money on the line, if cell phones could
vaporize our brains, who in the hell would tell us?
By Amani Onius

When cell phones were made available to the public
in 1983 no one wanted to talk about the danger of the
radiation they transmitted. The cellphone manufacturers have said nothing for decades. Now they are telling
us that your cellphone may kill you.
The FCC recommends not keeping your phone in your
pocket, not putting it up to your ear for a prolonged
amount of time, keeping use low if there are two bars
or less, not sleeping near it at night and to be aware that
if you are in a fast-moving car, bus or train, your phone
will emit more RF energy to maintain the connection.
However, Joel M. Moskowitz PhD Director and Principal Investigator, Center for Family and Community
Health, maintains most state and federal health agencies
have not kept up with the research. “The preponderance
of the research indicates that cell phone radiation poses
a major risk to health,” he said in a statement.
With the enormous growth of cell phone usage, numerous reports have been generated by the medical community regarding the potential health risk that comes with
these devices. Possible hazards range from noise and
wax build up in your ears, to frequent headaches and
stress to more terrifying reports of memory loss, malignant brain tumors, DNA damage, acoustic neuroma
and glioma.
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Most of the concerns are centered on the low powered
radio signals or electromagnetic frequency (EMF) waves
that are emitted over the surface of the phone and penetrate
the user’s brain. Studies have been conducted on the dangers of EMF, for nearly 50 years and have conclusively
demonstrated that EMF waves are harmful and deadly.

Many members in the medical community across
the world have reported an increase in neurological
tumors, cancer and DNA damage among the users
of handheld cell phones as opposed to other types
of phones. Young children whose brains have not
developed may be at a greater risk for medical problems.
Every cell phone sold in the U.S. has a specific
absorption rate (SAR) rating which measures how
much microwave energy from the phone can penetrate the brain. The more functions and tasks your
phone can perform the greater the power or EMFs.
Scientists believe that the closer you hold the phone
to your head the greater the damage and penetration
of EMFs to your brain. If held too close, as much as
60% of the microwave radiation can be absorbed.
Radiation associated with cell phones falls under
two categories, ionizing and non-ionizing. Nonionizing radiations are those which do not have sufficient energy to break apart atoms or molecules and
turn them into ions. Ionizing radiations are Gamma
radiations which have enough energy to break apart
molecules and atoms, which can harm the body in
many ways.
The manufacturers of cells phones argue that their
products lack sufficient levels of radiation to harm
the human body. While opponents disagree, ultimately you are the judge. It’s like how they told us
cigarettes would not harm us. With so much money
on the line, if the phones could vaporize our brains,
who in the hell would tell us?

The Phenomenal

Kim Harwell

Detroit Henry Ford High School Alumni Kim Harwell
owns, National Bid Network (NBN). NBN (www.
nationalbidnetwork.com) is a management and holding
company, and is one of the leading minority federal, state
and local government contracting firms in the country.
NBN’s federal government clients include: The Pentagon,
The Army, The Navy, The Air Force, The Marines, The
Department of Commerce, The Department of Veteran
Affairs, The Department of Justice, The Department of
Homeland Security, The Minority Business Development
Agency (MBDA), The Broadcasting Board of Governors,
The Department of Energy, FEMA, TSA, and NASA.
Some of NBN’s corporate clients include: Bosch,
General Dynamics, Smith and Wesson, Colt Defense,
IBM, Rickman Enterprise, American Small Business
continued on page 32
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companies worldwide, as well as our relationships with almost
every federal government agency, US Senators, and members
of the House, Generals, Admirals, other distinguished members
of the Armed Forces, and more…”
Also, our relationships with so
many influential organizations
has allowed AGC to forge strong
strategic partnerships.” There was
a huge void in the marketplace for
a way to connect businesses from
every part of the country, back to
DC, and the federal contracting
network. AGC has filled that
void.” AGC is also becoming
a strong voice, on Capitol
Hill, as a champion for policy
issues designed to bolster small
business and create more revenue
generating opportunities. “The
money comes from Washington,
and we help our members earn
as much of it as possible”, says
Michael Eric Dyson and Kim Harwell
Harwell.

Alliance, Benco Dental, Centre Law Group, Bose Corporation,
and thousands of other small, mid-tier, and large businesses.
One of NBN’s subsidiaries
is
GovPurchase
(www.
govpurchase.com), the world’s
largest database on government
contracting.
Thousands
of
businesses use GovPurchase to
win billions of dollars annually
in federal, state and local prime
contracts, subcontracts, teaming
agreements, and commercial
(B2B) business. This is done via
the 100%, cloud-based system,
combined with their team of
analyst, and excellent training
and support. “We designed a
robust, reasonably priced system
that would give small businesses
some of the same advantages as
large businesses,” Harwell states.
“Although our system was built
for small businesses, some of
largest primes contractors in the
world now use GovPurchase.”
GovPurchase is the only tool
that can be used by both service
providers, and manufacturers
and distributors of parts and
products. Also, GovPurchase
assists government officials,
and corporate supplier diversity
entities with locating qualified
minority, women, and otherwise
small businesses. Government
also uses GovPurchase for market
research, and market intelligence.

Another of NBN’s key companies
is DB Commercial Group (DB).
DB (www.dbcommercialgroup.
com) is a partnership between
Harwell (CEO) and the founders
of one of the largest minority IT
firms in the country. “We designed
DB to leverage the resources,
and experience that the partner
company has in the federal space,
to do business in the corporate
arena, Harwell states.” We are
bringing the technology our
partners have used to serve NASA
for years, to the corporate sector.”
As a holding and management
As a result, DB is the current
company, Harwell’s NBN owns,
Capitol Region Minority Supplier
either wholly or partially, five
of the Year and is a finalist for the
Kim Harwell and Ben Jealous
other companies. The flagship
National Minority Supplier of the
subsidiary, as previously indicated, is GovPurchase. “Having
Year, which will be announced at the national conference in
thousands of business customers, worldwide, has allowed us
October, in Austin, TX.
to build one of the strongest, and most diverse network of
businesses in the world”, states Harwell. “This allows us to
Another of Harwell’s key companies is Political
create teaming relationships, mentor-protégé relationships,
Productions (www.politicalproductions.com), where
provide matchmaking opportunities, and much more, within
Harwell serves as President. Political Productions has
our network.”
been producing political events for over 30 years and has
produced at least one event for every major presidential
As a result of these relationships, Harwell founded, and is the
candidate since George H. W. Bush. Political Productions
CEO of The Association of Government Contractors (AGC).
produced dozens of events for President Barack Obama
“I founded ACG because of our relationships with so many
before and during his eight-year term.
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“What sets Political Productions apart from other production
companies is our unique “grip style” trucks, preloaded with
the specialized audio-visual equipment necessary for political
production; however, the real key to our success is our staff.
Our crew is experienced, dedicated, and customer focused. If
you’re in politics, you know that our industry is truly different
from any other. Political Productions knows political work and
knows that a political rally is not the same as a rock concert
or corporate event. Why hire a company that mostly does
concerts or party planning?” Harwell states.

technical and material needs of manufacturers. There are not
many minorities in the field at all”, Harwell states. Realtime
Management is positioned for certification as a Hub Zone,
minority-owned certified, and 8(a) certified company. Harwell
says, “We are currently seeking to locate our new headquarters
within the city limits of Detroit, Michigan.

Kim Harwell, Navy Rear Admiral Shepard, and Kim

Sen.Tim Kaine, Kim Harwell, Sen. Mark Warner

Another key company in the Harwell portfolio is National
Cloud. National Cloud provides website design & build
services, social media marketing, digital marketing, branding,
and much more… “My Cloud team provides professional
design guidance, copywriting, on-going analysis, and ongoing updating. They learn about the client’s business to create
the best possible online experience for the client’s customers
on both traditional and mobile devices. No special quoting is
required as costing is quick and easy with our menu driven
services for basic to advanced and integrated solutions.
National Cloud also offers fast, efficient, and comprehensive
Search Engine Optimization (SEO). We offer detailed tracking,
on-going analysis, and on-going updating services. All of
our packages can be targeted to our client’s specific market;
Global, National, Regional, or Local. Our versatility allows
the SEO offers to be implemented on any site”, says Harwell.
Coming Home:
Harwell’s latest venture Realtime Management (RM). RM is
a partnership formed to distribute parts and products to the
military and the automotive industry. “Through our extensive
dealings with the military, we have acquired great technical
expertise in the parts and products industry. We understand the
logistics of the military parts industry. Also, we understand the

Realtime offers the following services and values: in-depth
inventories of top quality manufacturers throughout four
warehouses nationwide. “We sell over 60,000 items and stock
over 40,000. We have the sourcing experience and capability

to find and get the hard-to-locate items that are vital but
infrequently bought. We have inventory reduction programs to
permit our customers to reduce their investment and expense
in carrying in-plant or storeroom inventories. We provide
value engineering and analysis to assist customers in their cost
reduction efforts in eliminating, standardizing, substituting or
consolidating purchased products or paperwork; and a strong
presence and capability in designing, installing and operating
Integrated Supply Solutions for major multi-plant locations.
Most of all, we offer a team of quality people who are
motivated to serve our customers in purchasing and sourcing
industrial supplies, equipment, and machinery”, says Harwell.
Harwell is in business with his son, Kim. A graduate of Detroit
Country Day Middle and High School. A holder of several
state track sprint records, a former All-State wide receiver,
and defensive end, and the number two Detroit Free scholarathletes, during his senior year. Also, Kim was a four-year
starter at Northwestern University, where he received his
degree in 2007. In addition, Kim played briefly in the NFL
and in Europe. “My son Kim is one of my greatest assets. It is
such a blessing to see all of that great education at work on a
daily basis.”
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Sexually Transmitted Diseases
Are Very Easy to Catch

H

umans are one of the few animals on Earth who
engage in sex just for the fun of it. We do it
because we like it. It makes us feel good and it is a
breathtaking experience with the right partner.
With that being said, according to the Michigan Department of Health and Human Services more than 11,000
people are living in metro Detroit with HIV and more
than 40 percent of them are in Detroit. HIV is now one
of the major STDs in our area.

STDs are one of the most critical health challenges facing
the country today. The Center for Disease Control estimates that there are 19 million new infections every year.
Sexually transmitted diseases, commonly called STDs,
are diseases that are spread by having sex with someone who is infected with an STD. You can get a sexually
transmitted disease from any sexual experience.
According to the American Social Health Organization,
one out of four teens in the United States becomes infected with an STD each year. By the age of 25, half of all
sexually active young adults will get an STD. STDs are
serious illnesses that require treatment. Some STDs, like
HIV, can be treated but not cured. STDs such as Genital herpes can not be cured, but is not deadly. You can
get herpes kissing your grandmother. Human papilloma
virus/Genital warts, Hepatitis B, Chlamydia, Syphilis,
Gonorrhea can be cured.
If you don't know if you have an STD, look for the following symptoms: bumps, sores, or warts near the
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Autism And Immunization

By R.W. Johnson

mouth, anus, penis, or vagina. Swelling or redness near
the penis or vagina, skin rash, painful urination, weight
loss, loose stools, night sweats, aches, pains, fever, and
chills,yellowing of the skin (jaundice) discharge from
the penis or vagina. Vaginal discharge may have an odor.
Bleeding from the vagina other than during a monthly
period, painful sex, severe itching near the penis or vagina. If you have any of these symptoms, chances are
you have an STD. It can take up to seven years before
some symptoms are noticable so don't asume that you
don't have an STD. However, to be sure, talk to your doctor. Many STDs are treated with antibiotics. If you are
given an antibiotic to treat an STD, it's important that you
take all of the drug, even if the symptoms go away. Also,
never take someone else's medicine to treat your illness.
By doing so, you may make it more difficult to diagnose
and treat the infection. Here are some basic steps that you
can take to protect yourself from STDs: Consider abstinence which is the only sure way to prevent STDs. Use
a latex condom every time you have sex. Limit your
number of sexual partners. The more partners you have,
the more likely you are to catch an STD. Practice having
sex with only one person. That person must also have sex
with only you to reduce your risk.
Choose your sex partners carefully and keep in mind that
you can't always tell by looking if your partner has an
STD. If you have an STD, stop having sex until you see a
doctor and are treated. Follow your doctor's instructions
for treatment. Make sure to use condoms whenever you
have sex, especially with new partners.

Autism is a development disorder characterized by troubles with
social interaction and communication.

W

hen I was growing up on Detroit's westside
almost 50 years ago I didn't know of any Autistic children. We had a few stupid kids in the
neighborhood, but that was considered normal because
both their mothers and fathers were stupid. So we knew
where their stupidity came from.
However, today there are a lot of children who are Autistic whose parent are perfectly healthy, intelligent and normal. So where did their child's autism come from? Their
parents are completely dumfounded.
However, there is more evidence today that indicates current immunization practices to newborns is the cause of
their Autism. Children who were born in the 1950s and
1960s were given six to eight vaccinations from birth to
three years old. Now newborns are given about 70 vaccinations and multiple shots of the same vaccination during
the same time period.
What is ludicrous is that many of these shots a new born
does not need. For example before a newborn can leave
many hospitals they are given a hepatitis B shot. The only
way a person can get hepatitis B is to be an intravenous
drug user or have sexual contact with someone who does.
Medical data proves that the increased immunization has
also increased Autism. In the 1930s when Autism was

practically unheard of, 1 out of every 5000 children
was affected with Autism. In 1990, 1 out of 200 was
affected. Now, today it is 1 out of 88.
It is hard to believe that most of these shots are given
without any proof of their value to a child. There has
never been one study conducted to verify or dispute
the safety of many of these shots. There has never even
been a comparison analysis where 100 children were
given the shots and 100 were not to see the value of
many of these vaccinations. This is because the big
drug companies are influencing government officials.
What is happening to our children is criminal. Giving a
newborn immunizations who does not have a developed
immune system is just wrong. When you consider that
many of these vaccinations, particularly the flu vaccine
are loaded with mercury and mercury is the most toxic
substance besides plutonium on the planet, a newborn
doesn't have a chance. All of this is being done to
make money. The cost to us is we have more mental
illness, more Autism and more health problems for our
children.
Any medical doctor will tell you that every medicine has
a side effect. It is believed by some that the side effects
to over-immunization is Autism. What was once only
happening to a few children is now happening to many.
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How Detroit’s 180
Year-olD water
Department is
new again
The Detroit Water and Sewerage Department (DWSD) has a rich history as a public utility dating back to 1836. It’s one of the largest water and sewer utilities in the United States serving more than 230,000
Detroit residential and commercial accounts. DWSD’s water network
consists of more than 2,700 miles of water main pipes and nearly
3,000 miles of sewer collection pipes within the city of Detroit.
Even though DWSD has been providing safe and reliable drinking
water to its customers for more than 180 years, the department has
gone through a considerable transformation in the last two years.
The change is mainly due to the bifurcation with the Great Lakes Water Authority (GLWA). On January 1, 2016, the city of Detroit began
leasing regional water and sewer infrastructure, as well as water and
wastewater treatment facilities, to GLWA. Now, instead of being the
regional provider of water and wastewater, DWSD is only responsible
for maintaining the water and sewerage system within the city of
Detroit, while all regional services fall under GLWA.

“the new DwsD allows us to put our entire
focus on delivering safe, affordable water
and best-in-class customer service to only
our Detroit customers.”
In October 2015, Mayor Mike Duggan appointed Gary Brown and
Palencia Mobley, P.E. as Director and Deputy Director/Chief Engineer,
respectively, of DWSD. The Detroit Board of Water Commissioners
affirmed the appointments in January 2016. Under their leadership,
Brown and Mobley are changing the face of DWSD: One customer at
a time; one neighborhood at a time.
“The bifurcation with GLWA benefits Detroiters,” said Brown.
“The new DWSD allows us to put our entire focus on delivering
safe, affordable water and best-in-class customer service to only
our Detroit customers. The quality of our water has never been
an issue – noted by the numerous awards – but I’ll be the first

DWSD Director Gary Brown speaking to the Detroit news media
about the department repairing a water main break on East
36Warren Avenue.

Customer AssistAnCe
ProgrAms (CAP)
DWsD is working to save residents money to
ease utility costs and ensure access to services.
DWSD has 23 construction projects scheduled this year, which
includes sewer and water main replacements. This project shows
the water main replacement on Faust Street.
to admit that in the past, our customer service was a problem. We
have changed that, and now, customer service and customer satisfaction is a primary focus for us.”
Brown and Mobley are frequently tapped as guest speakers for
out-of-town panels to share the story of DWSD’s compassionate and
robust customer assistance programs. WRAP (Water Residential Assistance Program) provides low-income customers payment assistance and help with past due balances. WRAP also provides up to
$1,000 in minor home plumbing repairs to conserve water and lower
monthly bills. In addition, DWSD’s 10/30/50 program has no income
restrictions. Any customer can apply. This payment plan starts with
a 10 percent deposit on past-due balances, while the remaining balance is spread over 6-24 months.
“Every customer that asks for help has a path toward assistance,”
said Brown.
The Customer Care Centers have come a long way as well. DWSD
DSWD
no longer has long lines wrapped around the building or customers
waiting hours to speak with a representative. There are three convenient ways for customers to check, manage and pay their water
bill. First, they can go online, 24/7, at detroitmi.gov/paymywaterbill.
When customers register their account online, they can pay their bill,
see water usage and even enter into a payment program. Secondly,
they can visit more than 40 payment kiosks in and around Detroit.
The kiosks accept cash, personal checks or credit/debit cards. For a
complete list of kiosks, visit detroitmi.gov/DWSDkiosk. Thirdly, customers can secure a place in line at a Customer Care Center before
leaving the house by going to detroitmi.gov/DWSDCustomerCare.
The agreement between DWSD and GLWA also includes a $50 million annual lease payment for 40 years to replace and rehabilitate Detroit’s aging water and sewer system. Prior to the bifurcation, DWSD
only had about $4-$7 million annually to spend on water and sewer
infrastructure renewal. The annual lease payment and a bill collection rate, which is now at 92 percent, now enable the department to
spend close to $100 million annually on capital improvements.
“Detroit residents, businesses, nonprofits and visitors have experienced the impact of decades of deferred maintenance on the water
and sewer system. Now, we’re well-positioned to begin the renewal
process. We have 23 water main replacement and sewer main rehabilitation projects in 2018 alone. We also have several Green Stormwater Infrastructure projects underway, that will help us reduce the
amount of stormwater runoff that gets into our sewer system. We
have the opportunity to make Detroit the greenest city in the nation,”
said Brown.

WRAP,
THE WATER RESIDENTIAL
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Program assists with bill payments
and past due balances for low-income
households as well as minor home
plumbing repairs to save water and
lower bills.

AUTOMATIC DRAINAGE
CREDIT

Starting July 2018, a 25% automatic
credit on your drainage charge for
disconnected downspouts that flow
onto grass or in a rain barrel and
other stormwater benefits specific
to residential parcels. Verify your
impervious, hard surface area for
your parcel(s) by visiting
detroitmi.gov/DWSDparcelviewer.

TOILET UPGRADE AND
REPLACEMENT PROGRAM

Phase One will replace 3.5 gallon tank
toilets with new, efficient 1.8 gallon
versions, up to two per household. This
is a pilot program for 500 households
to see if residents will see a reduction
in their water bill.

10/30/50 PLAN

No income restrictions to apply.
Payment plan starts with 10 percent
deposit of past due balance. The
remaining balance is spread over 6-24
months. If payment is missed, residents
can re-enroll by paying 30 percent. If
payment is missed again, residents
pay 50 percent.

resiDents Will Also sAve by:

1

Making payments before the due date to reduce the amount of debt carrying over into the following
year through the water, sewerage and drainage rates.

2

Reducing the amount of water used to lower energy and efficiency costs at the water and sewerage
treatment plants will help keep rate increases low.

3

DWSD’s use of the existing Combined Sewer Overflow facilities and installing more green stormwater
infrastructure rather than building new wet weather treatment facilities will also reduce the impact
on bills.

(313) 267-8000 • detroitmi.gov/DWSD
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WOMEN

What Every Queen Should Know By Age 30
The goal of every Queen is to live as well as she can,
for as long as she can. First and foremost: Educate
yourself enough to take care of yourself. Dream big,
work hard, stay focused and surround yourself with
smart people. Learn a skill or a trade. Live beneath your
means. The key to life is survival, the trick is getting
paid. Money does matter. Make money honestly
every way that you know how. Listen more than you
talk. Learn from the past, plan for the future, live in
the present. Don't sweat the small stuff. Hard work
won't kill you, worry will. Don't let the opinions of
others affect you. Aim for success. Your enemies have
friends, but you have friends too. Make at least one
good friend in life that you can count on. There is a big
difference between real friends and fake friendship.
You win with people. Support the people who support
you. Saying no is not selfish. Family matters, but they
can be wrong too. Life can change at any second and
so can you. Occasionally you need to remove the toxic
people from your life.

A Bad Time To Have A Baby

F

By Ray Amber

or the first time in world history there are more people on earth than we can comfortably feed, maintain or ever employ. Population growth is now almost out of hand. More babies means a future that offers
less.
The population has been growing rapidly since the year
1400 A.D. The most significant increase has been in the
last 50 years. This is mainly due to medical advancements and the increase in agricultural productivity. As
of November 2017, the world human population was
estimated to be 7.6 billion by the United Nations Census Bureau. The rapid increase in human population has
raised concerns that the planet may not be able to sustain current or future numbers of inhabitants.
The biggest concern about the increasing population is
that our natural resources are being strained to capacity. Eventually, we will start to run out of everything.
Our fresh water supply is already being challenged
and widely contaminated particularly in western and
southwestern states where water supplies are tight
due to years of drought conditions. Increased population has also affected food production. It takes three
years of farming to grow enough food for one year
of consumption for our present population. According to farming experts, this situation is unsustainable.
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When you consider that this year’s drought is
expected to repeat itself in coming years, then it
is very likely that food and water supplies will
worsen. If you factor in problems such as global
warming, pollution, rising levels of atmospheric
carbon dioxide and the depletion of natural resources, new generations of humans really have
a bleak future.
More babies will impact how we live, where we
live, and our quality of life. For example fresh
water supplies on which farming depends are
running low worldwide. Waste disposal, sewage
treatment, and energy supplies currently cannot
keep up with the demand. The population has
grown so much that labor is cheaper than it has
ever been. Employers can hire anybody to do anything and pay them almost nothing because there
are so many people who need jobs. This means
the quality of life for everyone will decline. Despite all of these concerns, you can’t pass a street
corner without seeing someone pushing, pulling
or carrying two to three babies on any given day.
If we continue to multiply, the earth will keep
getting warmer. Food and water supplies will run
out and as the Bible also states “Babies will curse
their mothers for being born.”

You will not meet the love of your life at a bar at 2:00
am. Don't date men who are criminals, that don't work,
have a lot of kids or who are dumber
than you. Only date men who are
good to you, respect you and know
how to make you happy and will
work somewhere to help support you.
Use condoms. Always remember that
having a baby won't make a man love
you or want to stay with you. Stupid
men make stupid babies. No babies is
a good idea, but if you must, no more
than two. Too much child support will
make a man hate you and the child. If
you are a mother teach your kids right
from wrong. Don't let them run the
streets with their hair uncombed and
pants falling down. Don't be a mother
forever. When your kids get grown,
put their asses out. You will actually
be thankful that some things did not
work out the way you wanted them to.
Travel as much as you can while
you can. You are far more likely to
regret the things you haven't done
more than the things you have done.
Sometimes we miss the memories
and not the person. In case no one
told you today, you're beautiful.
You're loved.You're needed. You're
alive for a reason. You're stronger
than you think. You're gonna get
through this, don't ever give up!
Don't run from problems. Deal with
problems as they occur. Rarely do

problems take care of themselves.
Strive for excellence, not perfection. Be On Time.
Don't make excuses. Don't argue. Get Organized.
Take time to be alone. Cultivate good manners and
thinking skills. Learn a new word every week. You
have a brain, don't be afraid to use it. Ask questions.
Be humble. Love your body enough to take care of it.
Exercise daily, be healthy. Don't get fat. Stay beautiful
as long as you can. Beauty is an asset, because most
people see better than they think.
Realize life is not fair. Know when to keep your mouth
shut. Don't be indecisive about what you want. Don't
procrastinate goals. Admit when you make a mistake.
Everybody makes mistakes, bad mistakes, silly
mistakes, stupid mistakes, drunk mistakes. When you
make a mistake don't keep worrying about it. Don't keep
beating yourself up, move on, but don't make the same
mistake twice. Make peace with your past, so it won't
disturb your future.
The will to win means nothing without the will to
prepare. To succeed in life you must prepare, plan, meet
people, and develop resources. Nothing worthwhile is
achieved without hard work. Know and
believe that you can accomplish every
goal that you desire. Always be ready
to grasp opportunity when it comes. The
only way to succeed is to never quit.
Always look out for yourself first. It
is your job to make you happy, no one
else's. Be as happy as you can every
day, because tomorrow, you may be
dancing with your ancestors. Don't take
life for granted, it's not promised. Return
everything you borrow. Do something
nice for someone. Be kind to people. Go
an entire day without criticizing anyone.
A princess who will become a queen
should know that attitude is everything.
Respect is earned. Never wait for
permission. Worry less, do more. Invest
in yourself everyday. Never settle for
boring. Follow your passions. Ask
for what you want. Never let fear stop
you. Don't be afraid to fail. Believe
in yourself and know that you can
achieve anything and everything with
resources, a good plan and the right
partners.
Finally, realize that a Queen is a
woman who has mastered herself. She
is not perfect, but she is complete. She
has come to the full realization that
everything she needs can be found within
herself.
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INSURANCE

How To Make A Man

A man by definition is someone who can provide, protect, educate, love and take care of others as well as himself .
Raise him, Teach him, Don't baby him. Don't take care of him.
By Carol Rodgers

T

Photo taken at Jefferson and Van Dyke. No one was hurt.

Detroit Car Insurance

D

Detroit residents pay the highest auto insurance in the entire world and it is not
because we have the worst accidents.

etroit residents pay more for automobile insurance
than anybody else on the planet. We pay more
than New York residents, more than Los Angeles
residents and we pay ten times more than any resident
driving in any of the major European cities.
A number of attempts to change the state’s auto insurance
system have failed over the years, especially those aimed
at Michigan’s no-fault coverage. The latest figures from
Insure.com show just how bad rates are in Michigan.
Drivers in the Mitten State pay a staggering 82 percent
more than the national average. Statewide premiums
averaged $3,351 in 2017 the highest rate in the country,
according to the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners. Insure.com recently pegged Michigan’s
full-coverage average premiums as among the nation’s
highest but Detroit's insurance rates are the highest. If you
are a Detroit resident your driving record does not matter.
Whether you are driving a 30 year old hoopty or a new
Benz, your insurance rates may be higher than your car
note. Thanks to the Republican legislators, things probably
won't get better anytime soon.
Hospitals and patient advocates say there are ways to
control costs but argue Michigan’s unique state laws
make it impossible. To Mayor Duggan’s credit, he has
tried to allow insurers to sell a lower-cost, cappedcoverage plan in Detroit but Michigan legislators
stopped his efforts last year.
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However, the mayor never stopped making noise about
creating a new statewide solution. He believes that
D-Insurance should offer motorists across the state the
option to buy a policy with a cap on personal injury
protection benefits. It would be paired with required
rate reductions.
“I’m hearing some ideas about a package that would
still cap catastrophic claims at $250,000 with an
anticipated (rate) rollback of 30 percent,” said Rep.
Sherry Gay-Dagnogo, a Democrat on the House
Insurance Committee and Detroit Caucus chair.
Gay-Dagnogo said Democrats are very concerned about
high auto insurance rates, but they’ve traditionally
fought coverage caps. She argued that any reform
plan must prohibit insurers from using factors like ZIP
codes, education level and credit scores to determine
individual rates.
Gay-Dagnogo also said “If you don’t remove education
attainment, if you don’t remove credit scores, then even
if you see a statewide 30 percent rollback, what you’ll
see is insurance companies will still have the ability to
raise rates based on other factors,” she said.
It appears to most observers that the goal is not to insure
but to punish Detroiters.

his is the sixth generation of men who have been
raised almost entirely by women. The results are
that many young men have adopted characteristics that not too long ago were only associated with
women. From wearing
earrings, and flip flops
to braiding and dyeing their hair, to wearing skin tight suits,
pants and shirts, and
not wanting a job, it
is apparent that many
young men have used
their mothers as role
models. They look,
think and act like women.

as well as others, during normal economic times. His role is
to provide, protect, educate and love his family and his community. As soon as he is able to walk and comprehend, he
must begin to understand who and what he is and his role as
a man. Becoming a man
is a learning process,
not a natural one.
A man’s early years of
development should be
spent learning how to
be responsible, respectful and independent. A
man should know how
to take care of himself.
When a boy is very
young, teach him how to
do as much as he can for
himself. Tying his own
shoes, washing, cooking, cleaning, and taking care of his room are
all early lessons in being independent. Assign
him appropriate chores
that he must perform on
time every day. Things
like cutting the grass,
taking the garbage out,
and mopping the floors,
make him responsible.
Have appropriate punishments for failed tasks.
Teach him manners and
how to be respectful, in
other words, home training.

Consequently, it is clear
that many women will
probably continue to
raise their sons without a father. It is obvious that many of these
women did not have
fathers themselves and
have no idea of what a
man is or how he is supposed to behave. To further complicate matters,
some women have raised
their sons like girls, because they didn't realize
the difference. So we
thought we would provide a little direction on
how to make a man, beTeach your son the value of reading and learning.
cause we realize a lot of
Your son should underwomen just don’t know.
stand
that
you
are
his
parent,
not
his
buddy. As a parent you
We understand the challenge is daunting.
are responsible to provide the necessary food, clothing, shelter and medical care insofar as you are able. The proper role
First, it is very important for a single mother raising a
of the parent is to provide encouragement, support, and acson to realize that men are not born, they are made. No
cess to activities that enable the child to master key developman was ever born realizing what his role was and how to
mental tasks. A parent is their child's first teacher and should
achieve his goals. Someone taught him or he learned in the
remain their best teacher throughout life. Teach your son by
streets. Learning manhood in the streets will guarantee stuexample. Don't do or say stupid things in front of him and
pidity or failure. A boy has to be taught how to be a man and
think he won't notice.
what a man is, by someone who knows, a real man.
A man by definition is someone who can take care of himself

Most boys will misbehave very early in life. You may ask

(Continued on page 44)
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appearance matters. Don’t dress him up like Snoop Dogg
and think that intelligent people will not think that he is a
fool or a hood rat, because they will. Make sure he is neat
and clean every day, and his hair is cut and combed, and his
pants are up. You want to make sure he understands that
he should always show his mind not his behind. Teach him
manners, how to say please, thank you, excuse me, and no
profanity. The man that he is to become is the man that you
make him. Make sure he looks smart and acts respectful, like
a man.

Surround him with as many positive men as possible. A boy
needs someone who looks like him to show him the way.
Your role model does not
have to be a doctor, lawyer,
engineer, or an airplane pilot
although that would be nice.
As he grows older, indepenHe can be a regular guy with
dence is achieved by learning
a haircut, his pants on right, a
a trade, a business, a skill, or
job, ambition, and a set of valthrough education. It is only
ues. My older cousin helped
with employment or commerce
me raise my son. He provided
that he can become indepenhim with a male perspective on
dent. In addition, he must learn
important topics such as sex,
that he has to make money the
child support, sleeping around
old fashioned way. He has to
making babies you don’t want,
earn it honestly. Let him know
how to shave with hair clipthat going to jail will not help
pers so he wouldn’t get razor
you or him. Starting from the
bumps, racism, where not to
time he is able to walk, he must
go, where to go, what to do if
learn that he has to work for evyou get stopped by the police,
erything that he receives. If he
how to treat a woman, how to
wants a new pair of gym shoes,
start a business, fixing cars,
find a way that he can work to
how to paint a room, make
earn them. He should know
minor home repairs, change a
that no one owes him anything,
flat tire, college, politics, when
not you, his grandmother, or
he should fight and when he
his daddy. Make him aware
should run, how to crossover
that it is up to him to earn the
dribble without getting the ball
things he wants. A mother’s
taken, life in the streets, getting
goal is to teach her son how to
high, dope, and money. You get
take care of himself. Love him,
the point. It takes a man to talk
A man must learn from you how a woman is supposed to be treated.
teach him but don’t baby him
to him about the things women
or take care of him after he is grown.
never think about. Think about this, can a man teach a girl
how to be a woman?
Be a good example for your son. Teach him how to love
and respect others and his own women in particular. Giving,
If you do not know any role models for your young son, find
sharing, and showing respect are learned behaviors. Somesome. He cannot be what he does not see. If that fails make
one must teach you. However, the concept of loving somehim read books about them. Find books about men who can
one is usually done by observation. Don’t have men in your
inspire and give him direction like Nat Turner, Elijah Mulife who mistreat you or disrespect you in front of your son.
hammad, Berry Gordy, Dr. Daniel Hale Williams, Mayor
He must learn from you how a woman is supposed to be
Coleman Young, Don Barden, Mayor Dennis Archer or
treated.
other positive men. This will help him develop options for
his future. Equally important, a mother must realize that if
all her son sees growing up is stupid men on TV or in the
Manners and appearance are the elements by which most
neighborhood, that he is at risk of becoming the same.
young men are judged at first meetings. Teach him that his
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them to do something and they don't do it. I got my first
ass whooping when my mother found out my cousin and I
were skipping school. If your son is normal, at some point
you may just have to slap the shit out of his ass. However,
remember a child will do more out of respect than they will
do out of love. Men in their 60s and 70s feared their mothers and respected them because they knew if they didn't do
what was expected, two things would happen. One was bad
and two was terrible. Discipline is one of the toughest parts
of parenting. However, data shows that if it is not done early
in a boy's life he will never respect authority. Just remember you are not his buddy, you are his mother. Anyway, not
only will assigned tasks and discipline teach him to respect
authority, these things will prepare him for a real job when the
time comes.

(Continued on page 125)
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Michael Roberts and the Roberts Riverwalk Hotel

Roberts Riverwalk Hotel

The Roberts Riverwalk Hotel, formerly the OMNI Hotel, is the only African-American owned historic boutique
hotel located on the banks of the majestic Detroit River

H

istoric and African-American owned, Roberts
Riverwalk Hotel receives Wayne County’s
largest PACE deal, a $4.8 Million Energy
Efficiency Program that will help sustain property and
revitalize the Riverfront.
The Roberts Riverwalk Hotel, with the assistance of
PACE Energy Services, Structured Finance Associates
and Wayne County has been approved by Lean & Green
Michigan for PACE, an energy efficiency and property
sustainability program.
Under the program and through PACE Energy Services,
the hotel is in the process of implementing a wide variety
of energy and water efficiency measures including LED
lights inside and out, new heating and cooling units,
state-of-the-art building controls, multiple water saving
measures, building envelope upgrades, solar-powered
parking lights and will address certain stormwater
controls. The $4.8 million project was financed over 20
years, and is projected to save $15.6 million over that
timespan. This landmark project is the first in the state
for an African-American owned business.
Prominent St. Louis Business Mogul and Hotelier,
Dr. Michael V. Roberts, Sr. pursued the program after
discovering the opportunity to lower energy costs
while significantly decreasing the buildings carbon
footprint. PACE, Property Assessed Clean Energy, is a
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legislative program developed as a long-term financing
tool for commercial property owners to pay for energy
efficiency, water efficiency and renewable energy
upgrades. Property owners receive 100% pre-funding
for energy saving upgrades on their facilities and pay
the PACE loan back through a special assessment on
their property taxes.
As a visionary and sustainability advocate, the highly
sought after public speaker and author of “Action Has
No Season”, is not new to urban green revitalization.
Over the past 3 decades, he has developed several
energy efficient commercial and residential properties.
These developments consist of hotels, television/
radio stations, and mixed use buildings spanning the
country in such cities as Houston, Dallas, Denver,
Tampa, Atlanta and his hometown of St. Louis. He is
a true pioneer in the revival of Detroit and recognized
massive rebounding potential prior to participating in
the recovery of the city when he purchased the property
in 2010.
“The rebirth of Detroit is happening! Once a struggling
city, it has now turned the corner and is experiencing
an extraordinary Renaissance with new commercial
and residential developments, national conferences,
sporting events, concerts, and job creation. This is an
exciting time to be invested in this beautiful city and an
integral part of the community,” says Mr. Roberts.

Detroit Edison High School Pioneers

Detroit Public School League Basketball
Champions, State Class C Champions

T

by Carter Jones

he talent and team play were so evenly
distributed in the PSL this year, that two teams
who barely had winning records played for the
championship. However, despite the parity Detroit
Edison (10-8) put on an impressive performance in the
Detroit Public School League basketball championship
game at Calihan Hall, dominating Detroit Pershing,
82-45, to avenge a pair of earlier losses.
All Detroit Edison head coach Brandon Neely wanted
was for his team to be relevant in the PSL tournament
and relevant they were. Their play as a team was
phenomenal. Each player seemed to know their role on
the offense as well as defense. It was an extraordinary
team effort. However,as well as they played as a team
it was the outstanding individual play that was really
the big difference in the game.
Keith Johnson did an admirable job stepping into the
starting point guard role stabilizing Edison's offense,
which is the team’s overwhelming strength. Raynard
Williams won the battle of the big men over Johnny
Davis. "I think we’re relevant. Our young men played
together and they played well. Our school is very

proud of them and so am I,” Coach Neely said after
celebrating Edison’s first PSL Championship.
Consequently, when the Pioneers entered the
state tournament they were not heavy favorites.
Most public school league observers believed if
they made it to the regional they would be lucky.
When the tournament started it was apparent that
most observers were wrong. The State Class C
championship Tournament was pretty much the
same. The Pioneers played well together. Sparked
behind some great shooting by Pierre Mitchell and
Deante Johnson they cruised to a victory over a
very good Glen Lake team.
The Native Detroiter Magazine would like to
congratulate Detroit Edison's team members: Pierre
Mitchell, Gary Solomon, Jalen Flaniken, Timothy
Steward, Dominyck Thomas, Rico Jones, Demir
Leonard, Malcolm Timmons, Keith Johnson,
Thaddeus Powell, Raynard Williams, Brian Taylor,
Deantac Johnson, Vincent Cooley, Kyle McPherson.
Coaches:Brandon Neely, Willie Hudson and Ethan
Banks.
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BOB MAXEY

7th Time President's Award Winning Dealership
President's Award for 2016, 2016 Partners & Quality Awarded from Ford Motor Company
We say THANK YOU to our loyal customers for helping us obtain these prestigious awards

The award winning Sales Professionals of Zach Anderson, Derrick Johnson,
Mark T. O’ Bryant, Garey Ware, Jetaun Wilcoxson, and Tim Kopec can put you in your next
vehicle. Payments starting at 84.00 Per Week. Bankruptcy, Divorce, Repossession.

Slow Pay. We Finance Everyone!

Take it to the Max

313-392-9200

Ask for Derrick, Mark, or Tim or visit us at www.BobMaxeyford.com
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1833 E. Jefferson Ave. Detroit, MI 48207
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Detroit’s Top Golfers:
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1. John Wallace
1.Alan Johnson
1. Joe Hooks
1. Larry Long
1. Willie Mayes
1. Larry Clemons
1. Ricardo Jackson
1. Cinco Franis
1 Angelo Arca
1. Jerry Hopkins
1. Jack Pitts
1. Jerry Ambrozy
1. George Evans
1. Charles Renfro
1. Tony Houston
1. Lindsey Mason III
1.Jordan Heath
1. Fred Neal
1. Big Joe Meekins
2. Jack Crumpler
2. Damon Tooles
2. Mark Thomas
2.Walter Mills
2. Dave Weems
2. Art McCullers
2. Felix Mason
2. Bill Lee
3. DominqueWorthy
4. David Humphreys
4. Dennis Reynolds
5. Maurice Adams
5. Wilbert Griffin
5. Ron Acen
6. A.C. Burke
7. Gino White
7. Mike Evans
7. Mark Taylor
8. Mike Fleming
8. Ed Foxworth
8. Tim Houge
9. Eddie Simmons
10. Robert Lacey
10. Sequal Clone
10. Chuck Bolden
10. Charles Taylor
10. Glen Wood
11.Brak Little
12. Paul Rutledge
13. Mike Heath
13. Horace Mitchell
14. Malcolm Little
15. Jauwan Banks
15. Jalyn Banks
15. GregoryJackson
16. Kenneth Walker
16.Walt Douglass
17.David Young
17 Doug Sims
18. Hollis Sheffield
19. Doc Sims
19. Christopher Quinn
20. Marvin Beatty
20. Robert E Brown
20. Garland Solomon
20. Willie Green
Michael Aaron
Anthony Adams

Johnson Akinwusi
Larry Alebiosu
Les Allen
Mack Allen
Kerry Allison
Earl Anderson
Arthur Anderson
James A,Anderson
Robbin Andrews
Terrance Andrews
Billy Anthony
Angelo Arca
Mike Audary
Sam Banks
Terry Barker
Wendell Barron
Sid Barthwell
Leo Bartley
Bryan Bedsworth
Derron Bell
Ray Bell
Ben Bembry
Doug Bembry
Dave Benson
David Blocker
James Booker
Lamar Boyd
Marvin Bradford
Mackie Bradford
Freddie Bradford
Chuck Branch
Bill Bridges
Britt Brown
Greg Brown
MacArthur Brown
John Brown
Anthony Bruce
Marvin Bryant
Sam Bryant
Chico Buchanan
Michael Bundy
David Butty
Chuck Bush
Loran Byrd
Raven Cannon
Settimo Caparaotta
Dave Carter
Mike Carter
Paul Carter
Hugh Clarke
Cornel Clarke
Ray Clemmons
Maurice Cockran
Ed Colbert
Dwayne Coleman
Keenan Coleman
Robert Coleman
Courtland Colding
Larry Collins
Carlton Combs
Danny Coray
David Cox
Brian Cross
Frank Cross
Willie Daniel
Carlton Daniel
James Daniel

The top 100 golfers in Detroit will be a discussion
for all times. However, this is our list for 2018.

James Davidson
Luther Davidson
David Davis
Robert Davis
Howard Davison
Brian Devezin
Rod Estime
Eric Evans
Al Evans
Mike Evans
Jalen Farmer
Jerry Freismuth
Fuzzy Farrar
Karl Featherstone
Orlando Featherstone
Rean Featherstone
Joe Fell
Milton Fountain
Daryl Fredrick
Charles Gaddick
Robert Gibson
Ray Gilmore
Sal Gladden
Gerald Glass
Clarance Glenn
Tony Gouch
Carnell Grant
Jerome Gray
Blaine Gray
Curtis Grice
Roderick Grimes
Luke Gunn
John Hair
Lawrence Hale
Rennie Hall
Bernard Hall
Gene Hamilton
Willie Hampton
Andre Harden
Michael Harden
Rodney Harden
Paris Harmon
John Harris
Freeman Harris
Ray Harvey
Keith Henry
Ron Hill
Lyall Hoggatt
Derrick Holmes
Omar Holt
Sam Hopkins
Chuck Horn
Thomas Howard
Robert Hubbard
Lenny Jackson
Curtis Jackson
Phil Jackson
Pouncho Jackson
Curtis Jackson
Paul Jameson
Jim Johnson
Derrick Johnson
Mike Johnson
John Johnson
Ron Johnson
Robert Johnson
Jack Jones

David Jones
Steve Jones
Aaron Jordan
Stan Jordan
Bob Jordan
Earl Justice
Chui Karega
Ric Kelly
Charles Lackey
Bill Kincaid
Justin Lanham
Tony Lett
Omari Lewis
Eric Lewis
Mike Little
Rod Longstreet
Glenn Lott
Collis Love
J Gregory Love
Walter Love
John Lucy
Ken Lowery
Larry Lyons
Tony Lyons
Lance Maddox
Sam Mallet
Larry Mann
Leon Marlow
Robert Marshall
Alex Martin
Charles Martin
William Massey
McArtherMaxey
Leon Maynard
Willie Mayo
Ron McBurrows
Charles McRae
Virgil McCorley
Darryl McDuffie
Vince McFolley
Mike McKeehan
Reggie McKenzie
Ben McMillion
Shon McQueen
Dave Meadows
Brian Meekins
Tim Middleton
Herb Micon
Jesse Miles
Larry Miles
Ken Millen
Charles Mitchell
Willie Mitchell
Ray Mongo
Mark Montgomery
Glenn Morgan
Billy Moore
Jerry Moore
Jodie Moore
Robert Moore
Eugene Moore
Michael Morrison
Robert Mosley
Mike Mosley
Robert Moss
Jerome Motley

Eddie Munson
H.Daniel Mujahid
Larry Nash
Kevin Neely
Len Ngbogbaga
Mayowa Odumade
Richard Owens
Freddie Parker
Sidney Parker
Rodney Patrick
Johnny Pettus
John Pitts Jr.
Larry Pickett
Harvey Pierce
Michael Polk
Doug Potts
Stelton Powell
Thomas Proven
Greg Pruitt
David Pryor
Sidney Ray
Mark Randon
Charles Redden
Ken Redditt
Tony Robinson
William Robinson
Walter Roberts
Glen Rodney
Dennis Rogers
Julian Roper
Andre Rucker
Willie Rushing
Henry Russell
Bill Ryals
Willie Ryals
Doug Sanders
Ken Sanders
Darrell Saulsvy
Vince Session
Leroy Sims
Gerald Smith
L. C. Smith
Jesse Smith
Bill Smith
Craig Sommerville
Richard Stacy
Larry Stephens
Tyrone Stewart
Everett Stone
Antonio Stokes
Wyatt Sweeney
Rick Taylor
Johnnie Taylor
Mike Taylor
Cliff Taylor
Robert Thomas
Spencer Thomas
Jimmy Thompson
Harvey Thornton
James Tolston
Ron Tyler
Dana Vance
Bob Vogler
Jerry Wahl
Eugene Wallace
Jimmy Ware
Eldon Warr

Perry Watson
Wardell Watson
Kim Watson
Phil Watson
Jeff Weiss
Glenn Weldon
Pepper White
Curtis White
Joe Williams
Tarzaa Williams
Dennis Williams
Jessie Williams
Marvin Williams
Frank Williams
Robert Williams
Rico Williams
Nate Wimbley
Jimmy Winston
Ron Womble
William Word
Danny Wood
Ron Wood
Roger Yopp
Kosta Zografos
Top Women
Golfers
Doris Hollins
Erica Heath
Kendall Graves
Juanita Reid
Fran Burkeen
Angela Jackson
Sheridan Graves
Marilyn Maddox
Mclanie Colbert
Zoeann McDonald
Nadine Featherstone
Jane Little
Selena Roberts
Beverly Tooles
Sophelia Alexander
Sheryl Massenberg
Terri Lynn
Liz Houston
Gale Cooper
Carolyn Johnson
Loretta Washington
Arezell Brown
E. Anne Cotton
Vicki Watson
Beverly Stovall
Brenda Hall
Tanya Hubbard
Geri Tigner
Rene Kelly
Lena Willis
Tanya Smith
Beatrice Griggs
Brenda Purifoy
Mildred Jackson
Angela Brown
Lois Bennett
Desi Johnson
Roz LeFlora
Yvette Johnson
Harriet Formiss
Mary Hauk

Golf News
Detroit

Sherman Eaton
The PGA Tour Golf is making its return to Michigan with
a new tournament in Detroit planned to start next year. Dan
Gilbert owner of Quicken Loans Inc. made the rumors
official with his announcement of a "long-term agreement"
to create a new professional golf tournament in Detroit. It is
expected to take place at the Detroit Golf Club.
The three remaining City of Detroit municipal golf courses,
Chandler Park, Rackham and River Rouge have been re
opened. Palmer Park, which is another city-owned course,
is closed. City Council narrowly approved a controversial
management contract to maintain operation of all three
municipal courses to the Detroit Parks and Recreation and
Detroit Golf Inc. However, many Detroit residents are
wondering why there is no resident discount for Detroit
players. Every other city in Michigan gives discounts to its
resident players.

William Robinson, Mark Thomas and Bill Kincaid were Michigan’s only

representatives at the US Amateur Golf National’s Team USA.

We are pleased to announce that William Robinson will be
on the US Team that will represent the United States at the
World Amateur Golfers Championship in Malaysia. Mark
Thomas of Detroit represtented 2011 & 2015 and Mary
Hauk in 2012 .
All three of Detroit's golf courses received improved ratings
over last year. Chandler Park was the most improved
Course. Manager Angelo Arca said they plan to work every
day to improve the entire course this season.

The Motor City Eagles are still among one of Detroit's top golf leagues
hosting over 65 players weekly.

We were thinking about starting a Native Detroiter Magazine,
Golf Hall of Fame. Of course, Ben Davis would be the first
inductee. If you would like to nominate someone, email me
at nativedetroiter1@aol.com
Fred Neal proved once again that he is one of Detroit's best
golfers. After winning a couple of tournaments last summer
he has moved back as a "One" on the top golfers list. Mark
Thomas won a few tournaments as well and is now ranked
as a "One" on our list. Jordan Heath, Tim Hogue also
moved up this year.
Bill Lee and associates Golf Detroit Inc., Chandler
Park Conservatory and Detroit Parks and Recreation
sponsored a Putt, Chip and Drive golf, kick off
extravaganza at Chandler Park Golf Course. The successful
golf outing provided games, food, pony rides and more to
over 600 Detroit young people.

Bill Lee held his annual Youth Day at Chandler Park Course. Angelo Arca,
Willie Davis, Beverly Davis and Steve Hampton all supported his effort.

We were told that Fuzzy Farrar did not play this season
due to illness. The entire Detroit golf community wishes
him well and a quick return back to the links.
.
The Jack Pitts Open Golf Tournament with the help and
support of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, raised $10,000 for
Breast Cancer at Michigan State University Golf Course in
East Lansing. The tournament attracted many of Michigan's
top golfers.
Can anybody beat John Wallace. He has been the number
one rated golfer for six seasons.

Wilbert Griffin, Sam Banks, Bernard Hall, Charlie Pickens, Joe Neely, Adolph
Nobles, Vernon Fullard and Emerson Acoff are the Top Guns at Rouge.
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US

THE WORLD OF STUPID

When you go outside and look around it is hard to believe that stupid is not the new normal. Every where
you go you see stupid people looking crazy walking
down the street with their pants falling down, their hair
uncombed, or goofy braids, talking as loud as they can
on their cell phones, throwing trash out of their car windows, and playing their music so loud that their cars
shake. What really pisses me off is they go to restaurants and act like they are in their backyard at home.
As a result, a lot of people like myself are wondering where did all these damn stupid people come
from. Many people blame the school systems,

churches, rap music,video games, reality TV shows,
Santa Claus and the school crossing guards on Jefferson, for so much stupidity. However, some people
blame stupid parents and when you think about it
the dumbest people have the most kids. This is the
main reason why we have so many stupid people.
Think about this, many hoodrat parents, teenage mothers had babies but never took the time or
knew how to raise them. So,now we have three or
four generations of young people who have no
idea of how to look, dress, behave or act in public. Bay Bay kids are running all over the place
cussing and clowning and looking dirty and nasty.
Anyway,This Year's Stupid List: Desmond Hatchett 33 years old, has 30 kids and 11 babies mamas is
asking for help on his child support. The Democratic
Party leadership, I'm going to hold off on this one.
However, some of their state wide ticket selections
look pretty damn stupid to me. Shri Thanedar was
real stupid. He spent multi millions in a governor's
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race he obviously didn't know it was impossible for him
to win. Did somebody in Lansing forget to tell him that
Michigan is a Klan state. Oh yeah, how in the world did
John Conyers’ seat leave Detroit? The Q line is just stupid. The park on the corner of Woodward and Jefferson
is also real stupid. All these bicycle lanes are stupid too.
Worse Stupid Attack This Year: Tanaya Lewis won
that honor when she murdered a fellow classmate in a
Warren school over some straight up bullshit. After
just 3 games a lot of people think Lions Coach Matt
Patricia is dumb as dirt. I’m glad he won the Patriots
game. City Councilman Gabe Leland may have tried
to extend his salary to include the general public. Hopefully, this is a misunderstanding. I wonder how Detroit
Lions player Darius Slay, appeared in a Hungry Howie
commercial looking like he just ran out of a crack house
on Mack. My mother said they pay certain athletes
to make us look stupid on TV. She said the rappers do
it for free. I really believe a lot of people don't know
they are stupid. So we came up with the Stupid Test
How do you know if you are stupid?Take the Stupid
Test. To be declared legally stupid you must fail to answer
all of the following questions. If you can answer at least
one question, you may be just a little stupid. Don’t take the
test if your mama and daddy are both stupid. If you didn’t
vote in the last presidential election and if you have 3 babies by 3 different people, because you are legally stupid.
The Stupid Test
Math
If three loaves of bread cost one dollar, how much does
one loaf cost ? What is 15% of twenty dollars ?
Writing
A sentence has two parts, a subject and a predicate.What
is the predicate of the following sentence? Bob is
definitely stupid.
Ecology
There are currently almost 8 billion people in the world.
How long will the world last with that many people using resources? 2 years, 5 years, 8 years, 9 years
History
The first Africans to come to America were from?
West Africa, East Africa, Detroit, Kenya. Who was Nat
Turner?
Reading
What is the main ideal of this passage? There are
among the people thieves who have never stolen, murderers who have never murdered and liars who have
spoken nothing but the truth.
Ten of the stupidest things you can do today.
8. Failing a job drug test
1.Driving drunk or high.
2. Sell your jewelry by mail 9. Have a baby with someone who has no skills, no
3. Co-sign for anybody
job, no education, no car,
4. Loan money
no crib.
5. Watch reality TV
10. Go to jail because you
6. Sex without a condom
were with somebody
7. Drive without car insurstupid.
ance

DISCOUNT LINEN
Tablecloth Coverings | Box Pleated Table Skirts
Napkins |
Chair Covers & Ties
We have a wide array of colors available. We are available for: Birthdays, Weddings, and Bridal
Showers and any other special occasion you are planning. We will also work with your caterer
and/or event planner for package pricing.

Office:313.864.7253

|

Cell:313.610.8091

Email:discount_linen@yahoo.com
Location: 19721 James Couzens, Detroit, MI 48235
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INSIDE THE MUSIC

Cardi B
Cardi B was born Belcalis Almanzar on
October 11, 1992 in The Bronx, New
York. Cardi B is of Afro-Trinidadian,
Mestizo, and Dominican descent.
She was raised in the Highbridge neighborhood located in the South Bronx.She
spent a lot of time at her grandmother's
home in Washington Heights, which she
credits with giving her "such a thick accent".As a youth, Cardi B was a member of the Bloods, claiming to have been
a gang member since the age of 16.She
went on to attend Renaissance High
School For Musical Theater & Technology, a small specialty school on the Herbert H. Lehman campus.

Peter Gene Hernandez (born October 8, 1985), known professionally as Bruno Mars, is an American singer-songwriter, multiinstrumentalist, record producer, and choreographer. Born and
raised in Honolulu, Hawaii, by a family of musicians, Mars began
making music at a young age and performed in various musical
venues in his hometown throughout his childhood. He graduated
from high school and moved to Los Angeles to pursue a musical career. After being dropped by Motown Records, Mars signed
a recording contract with Atlantic Records in 2009. Mars singing
abilities include a wide range of styles from falsetto to baritone.
Shawn Corey Carter born December 4, 1969 known professionally
as JAY-Z is an urban American rapper and businessman. He is one
of the best-selling musicians of all time, having sold more than 100
million records, while receiving 21 Grammy Awards for his music.
MTV ranked him the "Greatest MC of all time" in 2006.Rolling Stone
ranked three of his albums—Reasonable Doubt (1996), The Blueprint (2001), and The Black Album (2003)—among The 500 Greatest
Albums of All Time.In 2017, Forbes estimated his net worth at $810
million, making him the second-richest hip hop artist in the U.S.
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Kendrick Lamar Duckworth (born June 17, 1987) is an American
rapper and songwriter. Raised in Compton, California, Lamar embarked on his musical career as a teenager under the stage name

K-Dot, releasing a mixtape that garnered local attention and led to
his signing with indie record label Top Dawg Entertainment (TDE).
He began to gain recognition in 2010, after his first retail release,
Overly Dedicated. The following year, he independently released
his first studio album, Section.80, which included his debut single,
"HiiiPoWeR". By that time, he had amassed a large online following and collaborated with several prominent artists in the hip hop
industry, including The Game, Busta Rhymes, and Snoop Dogg.
Aubrey Drake Graham (born October 24, 1986) is a Canadian
rapper, singer, songwriter, record producer, actor, and entrepreneur.[Drake initially gained recognition as an actor on the teen
drama television series Degrassi: The Next Generation in the early
2000s. Intent on pursuing a career as a rapper, he departed the
series in 2007 following the release of his debut mixtape, Room
for Improvement. He released two further independent projects,
Comeback Season and So Far Gone, before signing to Lil Wayne's
Young Money Entertainment in June 2009.
Drake released his debut studio album Thank Me Later in
2010,which debuted at No. 1 on the U.S. Billboard 200 and was
soon certified platinum by the Recording Industry Association of
America (RIAA). His next two releases were 2011's Take Care and
2013's Nothing Was the Same,with certifications of quadruple and
triple platinum respectively in the United States;

During her teenage years, Cardi B was
employed at a supermarket in Lower
Manhattan, which was the last job that
she held before turning to stripping at
the age of 19.Upon being fired from the
supermarket, her former manager recommended she work at a strip club. She has
said she became a stripper to escape poverty and domestic violence, having been
in an abusive relationship at the time.
Cardi B has also said becoming a stripper
was positive for her life in many ways:
"It really saved me from a lot of things.
When I started stripping I went back to
school.She says stripping was her only
way out, a way to earn enough money to
escape her dire situation and get an education.
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DETROITERS YOU SHOULD KNOW

The Undisputed Truth

Miss Pageant Bianca Atterberry
Her motto: Let no one outsmart you, ever.

Greg Dunmore, Multimedia Journalist for PulseBeat TV says
“Among the many reasons that The Undisputed Truth’s newest CD, ‘The Truth Will Set You Free’ is a must have recording is that it captures the essence of what made The Undisputed Truth a formidable group and sounds free and
original in today’s too often assortment of forgettable music!"
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Dunmore continues, “Joe ‘Pep’ Harris’ deep and rich vocal in
partnership with three outstanding female vocalists: Brenda
Joyce Evans (BJ), Jaki Fondren (Jaki G), and DaZee Luv create a
winning team. This ensemble of superb voices accompanied by a
distinctive group of world class Detroit-based instrumentalists is a
recipe for success, and a tasty treat for anyone’s musical appetite.”

Finally, Dunmore reports that “Detroit has long been a Mecca of music which is defined by its creativity. The Undisputed Truth’s newest project inspired by Norman Whitfield,
directed and produced by Joe Harris, co-produced by recording engineer Rufus Harris and writer Cadillac Dale (with input from its executive producer and music aficionado Rev.
Dan Aldridge) is the heart and soul of Detroit’s musical testimony as to what makes the Motor City still reign supreme as
a Tour-de-Force in the multi-billion dollar music industry.”

Detroit still makes real music and that’s The
Undisputed Truth!

Pageant Bianca Atterberry holds the former title as Miss
Southfield USA 2014 and is the founder and owner of PBA
Royal Performing Arts and Training School.The nonprofit
facility offers classes to young people age 2.5 years old and
older in dance, modeling, acting, music, pageantry, and media
productions. PBA Royal has teamed up with a number of organizations to maximize on its contribution to Detroit’s Youth,
including: New Beginnings Child Care Center and Academy,
Wayne County Sheriff’s Youth and Senior Fund, The Horatio
William Foundation, YMCA, the Lomas Brown Foundation,
The Michigan Science Center, Plum Hollow Lanes, Metro
Parks, Karmanos, Dance Donations, Stone Jungle Apparel,
and Forgotten Harvest, which delivers snacks and supper to
the school Monday through Friday.
Atterberry is also the Director of Communications for the
Wayne County Sheriff’s Office. Director Atterberry has
worked as a political journalist for the nation's Capital, White

House and Pentagon during the Obama Administration.She
was a contributor to the “Women of Color for Hillary Clinton” campaign, produced 10 shows for 910AM Superstation
along with being the first news reporter and face for the station
as well. Director Atterberry has freelanced for the Michigan
Chronicle, Detroit Free Press and Jazz it Up Television, was
featured in Detroit’s "Who's Who", recognized as a Millennial Mogul, nominated for Detroit’s "Best in Black," and was
recently awarded the “40 Under 40” award from the Michigan
Chronicle, along with being Google certified.
Director Atterberry is a graduate of the University of Detroit
Mercy holding a Bachelor's degree in Communications, minors in both History and Political Science and a certificate in
Pre-Law. Currently, Director Atterberry is a graduate student
at Harvard University where she is finishing her Master's degree in Government and a certificate in Organizational Behavior.

PBA Royal Performing Arts and Training School is located at: 18121 W. Chicago, Detroit, MI 48228
Website: www.PBARoyal.com Phone: 248-909-7167
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Devin Mckenzie

Erica Heath

Within us all, there is power… a raw, ever-evolving power that creates
limitless opportunities. This power has the ability to fuel your dreams. Use
this power. Dreams are Reality. Fear less, rebel more. Welcome to the
mind of a Fearless Rebel.
Fearless Rebels is a sporty, everyday brand with a unique design…cool,
comfort fashion. We pride ourselves on being much more than an apparel
line but a lifestyle. To be fearless, one must be unafraid to chase your
dreams regardless of the obstacles set before you. You will be tested, but
those who are fearless will always suceed. To be a rebel, one must never
give up and steer away from the norm IF it leads in the direction of positivity. We are the leaders, the motivators, the creators, the entrepreneurs and
the world-changers. This brand is for the strong-minded individual with
passion, love, and respect for culture.
Fearless Rebels is a sub-brand of The FRESH 100 Inc. which is a company
based and focused on the music industry. F.R.E.S.H. meaning “Fearless
Rebels Effective Street Hustle,” provides services for independent artists
such as digital distribution, marketing & promotion, visuals, photo shoots,
and web design. Just as we help and encourage artists to reach their full
potential, our Fearless Rebels clothing & lifestyle brand does the same
for all the dreamers and goal-getters. We believe this world needs more
positive vibes, creativeness, and empowerment that only a true Fearless
Rebel can bring.
We are happy to launch our first line of exclusive items and will continue
to expand as our demand requires. Today and every day, is an opportunity for self-expression. Use your fashion style to evoke greatness within
yourself and everyone around you. “Fear Less x Rebel More”…the world
depends on it.

Erica Heath was born and raised in Detroit. She is a gifted athlete who did
not think twice when Coach Terri Ryan offered her a golf scholarship at the
University of Detroit Mercy. Today in her junior status, she is in the starting line up with 52 rounds of collegiate golf under her belt. Being a golfer
has never hampered her studies as a Business Administration Major with
a minor in Leadership.

Shop The Collection- www.FEARLESSREBELS.com

DETROITERS YOU SHOULD KNOW
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Seltman Hayes is one of the most
talented math instructors in our area. Since
many schools don't have the time or personnel to provide proper math instruction,
he as a retired math teacher, has the time
and ability to help any student. He provides
tutoring for higher math and thinking skills
to make math relevant to young learners. In
2001 he started a tutoring service offering
valuable skills in math and Chess. Services
are available at $25 per one hour session.
For additional information, call (313)-4549439.

Clinton C. Topp was

elected to
the Community Advisory Council in District
7. He is the liaison between the people &
civic leaders. He is also a precinct delegate
in Detroit and president of his block club.
Due to his activism and passion, he has
received several Spirit of Detroit Awards
for foreclosure prevention in District 7. He
believes that voting is important and has
helped residents understand the voting
process. Topp looks forward to working on
the behalf of Detroiters for many years to
come.

India A. Valrie is the president
of It’s Easy Real Estate and Commercial
Cleaning. Ms. Valrie has been providing excellent cleaning services to several downtown office buildings for the past five years.
Her company and employees have built
a reputation for the quality of their efforts,
hard work and attention to details. She
guarantees satisfaction and will do any job
over if the customer is not completely satisfied. She is fully bonded and insured, and
accepting new clients. She can be reached
at (313) 608-0330.

University of Detroit Titans

Erica is the first African-American to play golf for the university and she
takes this opportunity very seriously. She has been on the Detroit Mercy Athletic Director's Honor Roll in 2016 and 2017 and also the Horizon
League Spring Academic Honor Roll in 2017.
Her foundation in golf was established at an early age, led by her father
Michael Heath. She attended Mercy High School in Farmington, and was
a 4 year varsity letter winner who helped the Mercy Marlins win 3 straight
Catholic League Championships.
In the summer of 2017, Erica completed an internship at the Volvik LPGA
tournament at Travis Pointe in Ann Arbor. Besides having the opportunity
to mingle with some of her greatest golf sheros like Cheyenne Woods (Tiger Woods niece), Lexi Thompson, and Lydia Ko, she learned the behind
the scenes logistics involved with coordinating a professional Golf Tournament. Upon graduation Erica aspires to leverage her athletic and business
acumen with a leading Fortune 500 global employer.

DETROITERS YOU SHOULD KNOW

David Allen is Chief Operating Officer of Grace Management Services. For
over a decade he has been responsible
for implementing new facility maintenance
strategies and ensuring retention of active
clients, as well as benchmarking competitive initiatives. During his tenure with GMS,
JD has specifically acquired over 50 accounts in Southeastern MI and yielded over
$10 million in direct sales revenue. A product of U of M and U of Iowa, he is one of
the top young professionals in the Detroit
area and someone to note in the years to
come.

Brittni Brown is an award-winning
publicist who has the unmatched ability to
unite passion, precision and the perfect
pitch. Named as a “Top 25 African American PR Millennials to Watch” by Huffington
Post, Bee’s strategic trifecta has elevated
brands to national and international recognition. She is a major player in this hardhitting industry. As the owner of Principle
Publicist, she dedicates her discipline to
young professionals who she calls the
game changers, innovators, and doers of
the new age.

Katrina D. Frazier

Born and raised in Detroit, Katrina earned
her BBA, and MM from Walsh College.
Then after working in HR for over 15 years,
she transitioned careers. She's always
wanted to impact and inspire the community so she earned her MA in counseling and
started Taylor Made Coaching & Consulting. An inspiration became an actualization
and she continues to impact and help as
many people as she can in her own community and beyond.
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Finding A Man
In Detroit

I visited Notre Dame years ago and they had 140 brothers
who were recruited to play sports and only 3 sisters who
went to St. Mary's across the street. I bet all three of those
women got married. Finding a mate at the right school is
easy. Especially if you are actually attractive with a nice
face and figure. How could you lose around a bunch of
horny 20 year old men.

Where to go. What to do.
By Robert Thompson

Detroit has some of the most beautiful women in the
country. They are smart, sophisticated, selective and in
many cases alone and looking. It is painfully apparent
that there are a lot more women in Detroit than there
are available men. So many of our most beautiful and
brightest are without companions, lovers, boyfriends or
potential mates.

If you are a woman age 30 to 60 go to any golf course
in Detroit and you will get more attention than you ever
thought was possible. Men go a whole day at Chandler
Park, Rackham and Rouge Golf Courses without seeing
a single female. So when one or two women show up, all
eyes are on them. Even Shotmaker and Fuzzy will look up
from time to time.

As a result, you don't have to go far to realize there is a
man shortage in Detroit. Last year I went to the Kappa's
party at Cobo Hall, the Que's boat ride on the Princess,
the Alpha's party at Floods, and the Sigma's Gala at the
Westin. In each case the sisters outnumbered the brothers
two to one, just like every other party or bar in Detroit.

A woman in Detroit does not have to strain herself to
meet a good man, but it does take some effort. Primarily
because the dating game is not that serious to Detroit
men. Most men in this town already have a woman.
Data shows that men in Detroit are pretty laid back in
this relationship market. When men are faced with an
oversupply of women, they are more likely to delay
marriage and play the field. And for young Detroit men,
commitment is out of the question. They just hookup
and get down. No need to wine and dine a potential
lover when you can just hit it and keep it moving. Since
many women need and settle for casual sex in Detroit
as opposed to a long-term relationship, commitment is
gone. The real dating deal in Detroit is that most men
are not looking for a committed relationship. They are
looking for a "situationship" and to have a good time.

So, in a very tight dating market, what can a sister do to
gain an edge in the Detroit dating maze? First of all, she
has to play the game. Most men see better than they think
and most men select their women based on appearance,
but not all men. Remember, there are all kinds of men
in Detroit: professional, working, not working, old,
young, thugs, and petty hustlers. All of these groups
have different criteria for selecting a woman. Most men
select their women based on need or pleasure. Many
professional and working men select on pleasure because
they can take care of their own needs. However, some
non-working and hoodrats select women based on need.
Nothing makes a man fall in love quicker than when he
needs a place to stay.
So how does a woman get into the dating mix in Detroit?
To answer that question, we asked 50 single men how
they selected their current girlfriend. They all said that
timing was one of the key elements in their selection
process. They met their new girlfriends at the end
of an old relationship. Then we asked where did they
meet her. Twenty percent of the men met their current
girlfriend through friends; 19% met their girlfriend at a
social setting, bars, parties and gyms; 17 % said at work
or school; 4 % said online; 6% said social media; and
another 6% said other places like the market, gas stations
etc. So, I guess the first thing a woman needs to do when
she is looking is to have some friends hook her up. Let
friends know that you are available and looking. Ain't
no shame in that game. Next, get out of the house and
attend social gatherings where single men go. If all else
fails go online.
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Remember, don't take the dating game too serious.
Over half the men you meet in Detroit won't be worth
your time. So play the numbers game. Meet ten and

talk to two. If a man is worth your time, that means he can take care
of himself. If he is college educated or has a trade, good job, is well
dressed, neat, has good manners, a nice crib, a car and is under 40, he
probably has a ton of women. To get a quality man, a woman would
have to be every female fantasy he's ever had since he was 12 years
old. The competition for the best men is phenomenal. Competition is
high for all men, because most women don't want to be alone all the
time.

to the gym, golfing, bowling, political events, big parties, the grocery
store, everywhere. So women, you gotta go too, if you are looking.

A lot of Detroit women say they get tired of talking and hanging
out with their girlfriends. Sometimes they just want male company.
Somebody to just go to the show with, talk to, or laugh with. If that's
the case, it's clear that if a woman is looking for a companion, she
has to get out of the house. She has to go fishing where the fish are at.
Women who have an active social life are more likely to meet men
than women who sit in the house all day.

For women 18 to 24, going to school is always a good idea. However,
going to the right school increases your chances. Don't go to Michigan
State, U of M, Eastern or Western looking for a man. First of all, the
ratio of women to men is about six to one. Plus, you got all those fine
ass Deltas running around and not to mention all them sisters from
down south who can cook better than your grandmother. Well, that is
some pretty fierce competition, no matter how you look at it. Still, a
lot of Detroit women do meet their men in college, but if you want to
increase your odds of finding a mate, go to a school where there are
more men than women.

Conversely, perhaps the biggest advantage a woman can have is if she
works where a lot of men go. That tremendously increases her odds
of finding the man she wants. In Detroit that means bars, restaurants,
offices or any job where you interact with the public. How many
proposals do you think an attractive bartender or waitress gets? What
about the sisters in the police department, the auto plants or any job
where men are in the majority? They definitely have a shot at meeting
somebody. Granted, many of those men already have women, but
most of them will take an upgrade, if the situation presents itself. If
you cannot work where men go, at least go where they go. Detroit
men go ballrooming, to Native Detroiter parties, Floods, to school,

So to all the college-educated, good job working women out there who
feel like the world will probably end before they find a decent, hard
working, eligible man, take comfort. All you need to know is where
to look and how to look. Finding good men in Detroit is challenging,
but they can be found.

In Michigan that means Ferris State which offers vocational degrees
and is the only university that has more men than women. It is an ideal
place for any woman who is man hunting. However, if you want an
education and a man, go to a technical institute like Lawrence Tech or
a trade and skill-based school like Wayne County Community College
District. They have many vocational programs from truck driving to
heating and cooling, with a heavy male enrollment. Better yet head
to Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (72 percent male) or Georgia Tech
(66 percent), institutions with way more men than women.

The better you look the more likely it is that a man
will find you. Although, most men have sex with their
eyes closed, what you look like is still very important.
Men like pretty women with nice shapes and figures.
So your physical appearance is very, very important.
Data in Detroit indicates that the top 25% of single men
compete for the top 10% of single women. So those real
fine sisters have no idea that a man shortage even exists.
So, what do Detroit men want their women to look like.
Ask most Detroit men and they will just say "fine." Well,
sisters before you run out and get your hair and nails
done, you have to get date ready. That means some
of you may want to go to the gym or at least cut back
on some of that fried chicken and mac and cheese. Big,
curvy and thick women are more abundant than they
have ever been. So a sister with a waistline has a real
serious advantage.
We interviewed 20 guys at Floods. Granted, some of
them may have been drunk, but most were not. Older
men, 55 plus said the ideal weight for a woman under
5'7 is from 110 to 125lbs. Men 40 and under said 140
to 160 was the ideal weight. Both groups said that 180
lbs. was the most that they wanted to deal with in bed,
but under the right circumstances they would do a 200
(Continued on page 127)
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Great Living in Detroit

CLASSIC
FASHION

Luxury Apartments
Townhouse Living
Noel Village

1 & 2 bedroom apartments and townhouses
2158 Chene Detroit 48207 313-567-9856
Affordable well-maintained 2 bedroom townhomes with 1 1/2
baths, appliances and central air included, conveniently located
minutes from downtown Detroit

Lester Morgan Cultural Garden

Has 2 & 3 bedroom townhouses that have two-car garages
available for each unit. They are located at 500 Fredrick
Detroit 48201
313-832-1730 Lester Morgan in Cultural Center Garden is located 3 blocks from Wayne State University, 2
blocks from the College for Creative Studies, and 3 blocks from
the Detroit Medical Center. No pets are allowed.

Market Place Courts

1 & 2 bedroom apartments
3676 Rivard Detroit 48207 313-832-3792
This is a stunning new complex with many amenities. Two and
three-bedroom units are available with private entrances. The
complex is located 1 mile from Wayne State University, 1/4 mile
from the Detroit Medical Center and 3/4 mile from the College
for Creative Studies. Private parking is available. Tenant composition is 100% professionals.

Orchestra Tower Apartments
1 & 2 bedrooms units
3501 Woodward Ave Detroit 48201 832-9456

Welcome home to Orchestra Tower, an energetic 55+ community! The choice is yours; the pleasure is ours! We make coming
home the best part of your day by surprising the standard of
excellence you deserve. We are a Section 8 contracted building
that offers rent at an affordable rate - 30% of your annual income. We proudly serve the near elderly community of those 55
or older. We offer spacious studio and 1 bedroom apartments.
Enjoy where you live. We'll take care of the rest!
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If you enjoy luxury living, you
will enjoy living at one of our
four locations.

THE

BEAUTY

OF

COLOR

Fashion From Around
The World Is Changing
The dull dark gowns at major
social events are giving way to
the bright and the beautiful
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S I LV E R F OX F U R S

Silver
Silver Fox
Fox Furs
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Men's swimsuits have
evolved over the decades.
So, don't expect what was
once uniform to be what
is now; anything goes.
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SWIMWEAR 2019

SWIMSUITS
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SWIMWEAR 2019

NE W S W IM W EA R

Warm water beaches
across the world are seeing a change in swimsuits.
No more hide and seek in
fashion designs. Today’s
swimsuits are designed for
the bold and the beautiful.
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Diane Berry Design
FASHION
PHOTO BY ROD MURPHY

CO O L C A S UA L
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THE RIGHT SUIT ON THE
RIGHT MAN CAN MAKE A
POWERFUL STATEMENT
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GROWN MAN CLOTHES

COO L C A S UA L
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CCCCCOOL AND COMFORTABLE

COOL CO M F O R TA BLE
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FIRST
LADY

FA S H I O N

FIRST LADY
Prom
Collection Center
26221 Southfield Rd.
248-557-3334
Southfield Mi 48076

We Have Over

1000 Dresses
To Select From
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If you would like to model for the Native Detroiter magazine call 313-822-1958
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MENSWEAR
18211 W. 10 MILE

(Just west of Southfield Rd.)

SOUTHFIELD

248-569-4630
VanDykesMenswear.com
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HOT
HOT SAMS
SAMS
MEN'S
MEN'SWEAR
WEAR

127
127Monroe
MonroeSt.
St.Detroit.
Detroit.MI
MI48226
48226

TAKING YOU TO THE
NEXT LEVEL

313.961.6779
313.961.6779

From suits, shoes and ties to haircuts, manicures and shoe shines,
The HS Club is highlighting what already sets Hot Sams apart
from the rest of our loyal and valued customers

The HS Club Includes:

• Grooming services
• Special pricing on store merchandise
• Access to Hot Sams styling amenities including personal shopping, image consulting, custom suit selection and pick up and
drop off laundering service for suits
• Member-Exclusive Events
We invite you to an elevated experience within
The HS Club. Contact the Club Concierge to
schedule or inquire about perks.
ClubConcierge@hotsamsdetroit.com
www.HOTSAMSDETROIT.COM

HOT SAMS
MEN'S WEAR

127 Monroe St. Detroit. MI 48226
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|

313.961.6779
Sold
at hundreds of stores across
the country

Pretty Pieces
www.tayion.com
Eastland Mall

For Your Holiday Shopping

We sell everything any
well dressed man needs

We have grown man
clothes and clothes
for men who are still
growing
81

FASHION

Extraordinare
From Every Corner
of the

World

E VE NING ELEGA NT
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VACATIONS

''
the past eleven

polite and courteous. Its

TORONTO is still one of the best
low cost vacations you can take from
Detroit. We recommend the Royal York
Hotel which is directly across from the
train station. You gotta take the train it's
cheap, easy and comfortable. Toronto
has a lot of nice restaurants, places to go
and things to do.
MIAMI is also a great little get away.
They party party on Ocean Drive, but
you don't want to stay there. The food
is bad at most of the hotels and is over
priced. We recommend going into the
city for meals and sightseeing.

Open Daily
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Wednesday

4PM–2AM

Thursday

4PM–2AM

Friday

4PM–2AM

Saturday

7PM–2AM

Sunday

7PM–2AM

Monday

4PM–12AM

Tuesday

4PM–2AM

CHICAGO is also a nice weekend
get away with the right person. Great
downtown hotels plenty of nice restaurants, super shopping, plus they have
the Navy Pier.
WASHINGTON D.C. is the bomb. It's
diverse, exciting, entertaining and there
is always something to do. The best
thing about D.C. is you don't need a car
to get around. Cab fares are cheap plus
they have Ubers.
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STUDIO NOVA
22153 Coolidge Hwy,
Oak Park, MI 48237
248-547-3794
Newton Frazier, Proprietor

TOP QUALITY MEN'S CLOTHING
AND ACCESSORIES
WE SELL EVERYTHING
MEN WEAR
SHOES
SOCKS
SHIRTS
PANTS
COATS
HATS
SUN GLASSES
CUFF LINKS

The North American
International

AUTO SHOW

Charity Preview

Parties of
the Year

Toby Odegbo and Anika Jackson
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AUTO SHOW CHARITY PREVIEW has become legendary as one of Detroit’s top political, community and social events. It is the event where everybody comes together to celebrate the car
industry's success. However, as good as the Preview is, the After Parties are more fun. They are the
perfect combination of good people, food, dancing, and anything else you can think of. Together the
parties and after parties are the“Parties of the Year.”

Mrs & Mayor Mike Duggan with Jackie & Jim Jenkins

Mrs & Mr Gary Brown

Mrs & Mr Dan Baxter

BMW, Dennis Archer Jr.

Holly Gilmer & Elridge Ryans

Van & Edmond Douglas

Mr & Mrs Maurice Morton

Mrs & Mr D. Buffington

Celes & Reggie Hayes

Mr & Mrs Stephen Grady

Suzanne & Sean Werdlow

Big Wayne, Stacey, Thomas Hearns

Ed & Jesse

Lance &Tammy Maddox

John, Whitney, Jeremy
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Mrs & Mr Keith Williams

Ian & Raechel Conyers

Colette & Darnell Jackson

Mr &Mrs Rufus Bartell

Carla

Monique

The Auto Show Charity Preview has gained a reputation for the who's who of
Detroit party goers. Everybody from the Mayor to City Socialites shows up to
have a good time. It is the mecca for beautiful women and fine designed attire.
Every year it seems to get better. This year was no different.

Mrs & Mr Ray Solomon

Erica, Larry & Faye

Curtis Terry Jr., Robin Terry, Curtis Terry Sr., Fawn Terry

Gayle Blakely, Rainey Hamilton

Mr & Mrs Kenneth Chandler

Mr & Mrs Walt Douglas

Mrs & Mr Warren Evans

Marvin Charlery & Mary Sheffield

Willis Marshall & Erin Patten

Jim Jenkins Jr, Samatha Scott

Sonya & Tyrone Evans

Will French & Marcina Bowens

Maria & Alice Thompson

William Word & Davena Jackson

Rhonda & Kevin

Dixon & Mary

Chris Campbell &Tracey Long

Krystal & Robert Wardford
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Tanisha
Tiffani, T. Woods & Sarah

Frank, Lorren & Mike

Mr & Mrs Mark Young

Levi & Coco Stubbs

AUTO SHOW CHARITY PREVIEW

gives the bold and the beautiful a chance to meet
and mingle. However, everybody there, is there to be seen and to catch up on the latest and have a great time. This
year was no different. Detroit's finest were there to represent the "D".

THE DOWNTOWNERS had a lot to celebrate and places to go this year. As you
might guess Bakers Keyboard kept their regulars happy with plenty of good food and drinks.
Many of Detroit's finest were at the Barristers'Ball,NAACP Freedom Fund Dinner,and the
Native Detroiter Black Party.And just in case your invitation got lost in the mail, we were
there to represent you.

Carla Marshall & David Mott
Matthew & Naysha Varghese with Anusha & Steven Taylor

Bryan &Rian Barnhill

Kerri Binno, Jo Coleman

Mr & Mrs Warren Evans

Lynn Hathorn & Berne Esaw

Mr & Mrs Eric Scott

Mark & Derrick

Mike & Lon Lleshay

Mrs & Mr Merle Brandenburg

Mrs & Mr Larry Simmons

Joe,Eleanor & Joe Cobb Sr.

Melvin & Sharon Jackson

S.Blanchard, Krystle & Leah

Charles Reese & Tammi Dukes

Charlie Williams & Darnella

Corissa Kincaid &Tara Vallone

JQ &Jasmin

Mr & Mrs Deron Washington

June Durr & RodneyAllen

Judge & Mrs David Robinson

Dominique & Annie

Mr & Mrs Eddie McDonald

Brian Banks & Charles Beckham

Felicia & Harold

Mr & Mrs Gregory Jackson

Mr & Mrs Mark Baughman

Dennis Young & Rachelle Rogan Dinah Moore,Shenetta Coleman

Reggie Mills & Cheri Simmons

Terri Faison & Raquel Banks
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Derek Ware & Rhonda Parker

Dave Dorsey, Randa,Sandy, Pat and the Cool Ones

Janice Cosby & Dean Adams

Ernest, Celeste, Tony & Zene
Howard & Andrea

Eric & Jackie Whitaker

Mr & Mrs Ken Coleman

Barbara

Corri

CorriKiara

Jordan & Hanks
Carla

Dana Davis

Patty Turner
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THE DOWNTOWNERS had a lot of fun all over the city, With about 20 new

venues all over the city nothing could slow them down. Of course, Floods and the Block
restaurants are the first stop for many of them. Throw in Bakers Keyboard and Beans and
Cornbread and a good time is about to go down.

Kim, Kelly, Chuck & Trudy Stokes

Brenda Jones, John Conyers, Donna Stallings

Alyta, Chief James Craig & Carolyn

LaDonna, Pat Chatman & Cheryl Walker

Tom Stallworth,Gretchen Whitmer & Nicole Stallworth

Sharon &Thomas Stallworth

Rosalind Norris & Darwin Lewis

of the Year

Bill Andrews,Bonita Turner,Darnelle Dickerson

Mark Carter, Alisha Bell & Carolyn Carter

Kevin Elder Family

Wedding

Mrs & Mr George Barnes

Pam Rodgers & Rayford Jackson

Rory Gamble & Irma Clark

Thomas & Zenovia

Mary Waters &Sam Riddle

Mr.&
Mrs. Donnell White
Their Great Gatsby themed wedding at the Detroit Masonic Temple was absolutely stunning. But even more important than the beautiful design and decor, was the pure
love and joy seen throughout the day.
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92Mr & Mrs Freddie Prime Jr
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Shonna Mathis Nicole Massey

Marcus Burrell,Tina Robinson

April & Maurice Morton

Yvette Cree & John Allen

Shannon Reaver&Alexis Dishman
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Rev. Wendell Anthony presided over a wedding ceremony that brought tears to many in attendance. It was a ceremony that was
filled with traditional and African Culture. It was an experience of a life-time and a magical moment for guests. The Great Gatsby
was the theme of their wedding and it lived up to everyone's expectations. Guests were treated to the best of everything from fine
champagne and hors d'oeuvres at the pre-reception to a five star dinner at the reception . No expense was spared for the three
hundred fifty guests who celebrated the union of Darnell White and Gabrielle Sims held at the Masonic Temple Ballroom in
Detroit. It was the Wedding Of The Year.

The Detroit Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
brought the dynamic April D. Ryan to the city for the sorority’s 2017
Founders Day celebration. Ryan is a White House correspondent
and the Washington, D.C., bureau chief for American Urban Radio
Networks. The event, which was open to the public, gave Detroiters
an opportunity to hear from Ryan, who has had well-publicized
verbal disputes with White House staff and the president.

DAC President Lois Bingham, 2015-17 DAC President; LaNeice Jones, Speaker; April Ryan, DAC 1st VP; Larmendar Davis

Wendell, Monica,Wendelaya Anthony

Jennifer & HeasterWheeler

Jim & Jackie Jenkins

Maxine & Marvin Beatty

Latoya, Crystal & Tony

Bridgette Hurd, Betty Henderson & Alison Vaughn

Mrs & Mr Tony Stovall

Taryn, Paula & Phil

Mike & Cheryl Turner
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Anika Jackson and Toby Odegbo

JoAnn Watson & A. Byrd

Harold Bulger III & Danielle Bulger

Mr & Mrs Edgar Vann III

Rod and Linda Gillum

Diane Smith & Rose Swanson

Silvia Sims & Erin Keith

Jacqueline Hall & Clara Jenkins
Sylvia & Keith

Beverly Wilkerson & Kim Worthy

Erica Donerson & Barbara Rose Collins

Valencia Holmes, Fredi Binion, Susie Binion Williams, Andrea S. Williams, Terrie Henderson & Cynthia Smith,
President, Women's Auxiliary, National Baptist Convention, USA, Inc.

Vanessa Weathersby & Fay Jackson

Chastity Pratt-Dawsey & April Ryan

Pam McClain & Judy Summers

Glenda Kirkland & Dr. Derrell Acon

Ron & Terry Bivens

Founders Day Committee, 2017:
Mrs & Mr Chui Karega

Harold & Sandy Bulger

Rodney & Nikki Jenkins

1st Row: Deborah McCreary, Eleanor Harris, Marion Binion; Committee Chair, Stephanie Hobson; Committee Co-Chair, Josephine Sims
2nd Row: Audrey Bibbs, Agnes Dunbar, Paulette Thomas, Joann Olivache', Joyce Herron-Taylor, Janice Bush, Paralee Day, Lisa Biles, Stacia Little, Patricia Taylor-Eubanks, Lisa Jennings,
3rd Row: Gwen Prater, Katrina Young, Patrice Simpson, Sallie Johnson, Felecia Baker, Nicole Philando, Colette Cook
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TRACI K. BYRD AND ROBERT A. CRUMP, III

began their new life together, exchanging wedding vows, in front of many cherished family and friends on July 15, 2017.
Both wedding and lavish reception were held at the beautiful and historic Garden Theater in Mid-Town, Detroit.

TO P T E N PA R T I E S O F T H E Y E A R

1. Dennis Archer Auto Show Party
2. Native Detroiter Black Party
3. The Barristers' Ball
4. Bravo, Bravo
5. Kentucky Derby Party

Terrance & Deborah

6. Dave Choice Awards
7. Patty Turner's Birthday Party
8. Black Party Masonic Temple
9. NAACP After Glow
10. Kelly Pickett's House Party

Michelle & Ron

Dave Bishop & RJ Watkins

Tyrone ,Karrie,Tracy,&Terry

Aaron, Gerald, Dominique,Mia,Walter,Kadence,Robert,Traci,Terri,Sherwood,Leah,David & Dion

Donnell, Alex & Brittany

Cornell & Elisa

Robert Jillian & Shirley

Stephanie & Christine

John & Frankie

Crystal & Rod

Tommy & Linda

Lawrence & Vanessa

Marlon & Kisha

Kraig & Nicole

Kim & Derrick

Ed & Pam

John & Shelene

Latina & Mike

Kelli & Santoria

Thomas & Bridgett

Sybil & Dianne

Kim & Thurston

Mr & Mrs Weeks

Kevicha & Andre

LaDonna & Nick

Margaret & Hailey

Kevin, Davisha & Keith

Brit & Kat

Traci & Tonja

Dona & Patrick

Mrs & Mr B Warmack

Sharron & Chelsea
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Loren Jr & Jessica

Alida & Mike

Robert, Traci & Kay

Father & Mother of the Bride

Josh & Leslie

Loren Sr & Deb

Lisa & Cleo

Tate & Erica

Amy & Darnell

Mel

Melisa

Nikki
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The Black Party was phenomenal this year. As usual over 600 guests came from
across the country to celebrate their holidays with Native Detroiter Magazine. The
magazine honored some of Detroit's leading citizens. This year we honored Amber
Lewis,Tiffany Patton, Judge Aliyah Sabree and Police Chief James Craig.

THE BLACK PARTY IS ALWAYS ONE OF THE BEST PARTIES OF
THE YEAR. THIS YEAR WAS PHENOMENAL.

Terry & Geniene
Amber Lewis, Tiffany Patton, Aliyah Sabree & Police Chief James Craig

Dennis & Jeffiria Orr

Chez & KayVonne

Bruce & Gina

Miko & James

Goody, Melisa & Jeff

Thomas Hearns, Rejoydia & Tom Bolden

Russell, Lauren, Sheena & Anthony

Darryl Price & Dupree

A. Samuels & J. Meadows

Antonio & Gabrielle

Jay & Kay

Janelle & Mike

Taylor & Jonairo

Lovie & Taft

Kandy

Becky

David & Randa

William Word, Judge Craig Strong, Martha Reeves & Joe Nixon
Adrian,CJ & Beatrice

John Bernard & Spencer Haywood

Angel, Latascha & Carla

Glenn &Susan
Fran, Sandy & Keila

Keenan & Piper Lowe

Mike & Rashad

Marilyn & Keith

De'shirae, Kim & Judith
Rachel & Gary Williams
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Rocke, Marcus Cordland & Monye

Amy, Larry & Catrina Hurst

Neldra, Sal & Rochelle

Niki, Denise, Gary, Tony, Lisa & David

T. Woods, Ms Patty, Ashley & One And Only Polo

Kevin, Calvin, Bill

Markeisha

Kellie

Janika
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The law firm of Miller Canfield Paddock and Stone (MCP&S) hosts the premier reception
at the Wolverine Bar Association’s Annual Barristers’ Ball. MCP&S, a 160-year old global
law firm headquartered in Detroit, proudly supports the Wolverine Bar Association and its
mission of public service, enhancing the legal profession and promoting justice.

Mr&Mrs Mike Taylor with Attys. Sandra & Harold Bulger

THE BARRISTER'S BALL still remains as one of the top five social events in Detroit.

It is the Who's Who in the legal profession. For Detroit Judges, lawyers, clients, business people,
and politicians it is a must go event. It is always a really great party. This year's party was
absolutely one of the best.

Mrs. & Judge Saul Green

Atty & Mrs Mack Faison

Edmond &Van Douglas

Art McCullar & Linda Parker

Mrs & Atty Joe Vernon

Amy Parker & Greg Pruitt

Mr & Mrs Eric Sabree with Mrs & Judge Adam Shakoor

Brenda Motley & Bob Flournoy

Kim & Ken Harris

Atty & Mrs Phillip Hamilton

Judge Giovan & Susan Sisk

Angela & James Weathers

Mrs & Mr James Tate

Mrs & Mr Darnell Kaigler

Sharon & Mike

Rema & Lucius Vassar

Chuck Bennett & Alicia LaMar

Elizabeth & Carl Stafford

Mrs & Mr Charles Briggs

Atty & Mrs Michael Jackson

Wendy Baxter & Kevin Richards

Mr. & Mrs. Adrian Lewis

Francis & Donald Snider

Lucien Hudson & Rochelle Edwards

Michelle & Kendall Sherman

Angela & Cornell

Nanine & Myles

Ragelio Landin & Jessica James

Thomas Jackson & Karen Hood

Brian & Brandy McMillion

Nina & Ken Watkins

Crystal & Desiree

Chuck Smith & Julie Owens

Mr & Mrs Jared Davis

Willard & Jasmin Holt

Mrs & Mr Roy McCalister

Roxanne Thomas & Craig Strong

Mrs & Dr Maurice Henderson

Bridgette Officer & D. Holley

Judge Denise & Rev. Nick Hood

Mr & Mrs Freddie Prime Jr
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Dr. Herman Glass, Dr Tanya Corbin with Mrs & Atty Reginald Dozier

Mrs & Mr Andy McLemore

Tara Charles, Lavish & Valerie Harris

Ethan & Meagan Dunn

Herb Strather & Keely Stevens
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The Zach and Christine Anderson wedding was one of the most
spectacular events all year. The couple shared their bliss with over 300
friends and family at the Laurel Manor. Guests were not only treated
to fine dining but were entertainted by the sensational Williams Singers.

THE WOODS&MARTIN WEDDING
The union of Toni Martin and Jay Woods was an affair to remember. With over 300 family and friends
in attendance the couple ushered in their long and happy life together. Guests were treated to a five
course meal, great entertainment and a life time full of memories.

Sonya Gibson, Mr & Mrs Zach Anderson, Carla Scott & Lula Anderson
Cora, Rose, Barbara

Patricia & Kenneth

Dale & Nesha

Anthony & Marsha

Omir & Nyasha

Steven & Karla
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Kyndel, Calvin, Heydian & Courtney
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Dean & Tamara

Dale & Cassandra

Janae, Kalon & Dorine

Michelle & Orlando Woods

Mya, Dawn, David & MyQuail

Tracy & Spencer Fitzpatrick
Mrs & Mr Jay Woods

David & Kim Brown

Glenn & Cheryl

Mrs & Dr. James Morman

Mark & Treasa O'Bryant

Steve & Linda Harris

Akta Steen & Kayla Smith

Lawrence & Rhonda Brown

Mr & Mrs Cecil Fonbes

Robin & Derrick Johnson

Mr & Mrs Zander Gatson

Brenda Bogan & Robert

Mr & Mrs Marcus Hayes

Clayton & Christin

Gordon & Tenesha

Bonnie & Anthony

Phyllis, Emory, Kim, Evelyn, Mark

Ruthie, Jet, Tony & Tyronda

Mrs. & Mr Gary Pitts

Mr & Mrs Darius Thompsom

Roger & Marilyn Frazier

Rev. Jesse & Bishop Edgar Vann

International and World Entertainers The Williams Singers sang at
the wedding

Lloyd, Leah & Jalen McCatty

Anthony, Ursala, Erica & Andre Darby
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The White Party is always one of the best parties of the year. This year was phenomenal. We honored Kim Harwell, Michael
Roberts, Carl Martin, Sierra Donaven, Danielle Hughes, Pageant Atterberry for their outstanding work in our community.

The Cool Ones
Kelly, LaDon,Lisa, Jody

Jada & Marcus

Marcus & Jackie

Janelle & Thomas

Doreen & Anthony

Tiffany,Delorean,Verona & Erick
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Orlando & Mark

Eric & Senique

Kayla,Cortez &Janika

Kim & Eric

Jermaine, Ms Maclin

Derle & Alexis

Scoop & Priscilla

MzDawn& Tami

India & Larrry Tharpe

Debra, Crystal, Lisa, Denise, Tonya & Gretchen

William Word, Judge Craig Strong, Martha Reeves & Joe Nixon

Janelle & Mike

Sheena & Gail

Otis & Coleen

Daisy & Mark

Samara & David

David & Lisa

Mark & Par Smith

Mr & Mrs Bernard Hall

Tracie & Tom

Susie &Dennis

Carmela & Les

Rochelle &Darrell

Gary, Foresteen & Marvin

Christine, Marcella, Tracie
Joy

Lezerin

Samantha

Darius

Lilly
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Love

Surround yourself
with dreamers and
believers, doers
and achievers, but
most importantly
surround yourself
with someone who
is proud to have
you, scared to lose
you, fights for you,
appreciates you,
respects you, cares
for you and loves you
unconditionally.
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Love
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My Heart Smiles Again
MY HEART SMILES
EACH WAKING MOMENT
THAT YOU CONTINUE TO CARESS MY SOUL
GIVING NEW MEANING TO MY LIFE
THAT WAS MEANT FOR DEAD
CREATING IN ME, A CLEAN RIGHTEOUS ATTITUDE
GIVING ME PURPOSE AND SOLITUDE
GIVING ME REASON TO SHINE
NURTURED FROM LIMP BUDS
TO PETALS THAT SPROUT BEAUTIFULLY
INTO THE ROSE THAT I HAVE BECOME
I, NOW GREET THE SUN IN THE MORNIING
AND HUG THE NIGHT WITH AN EASY REST OF SLUMBER
I EMBRACE THE MONTHS HEAD ON
WITH A KIND AND GENTLE SEASONAL GRIN
I, NOW LOOK FORWARD TO THE DAYS TO COME
NO LONGER, FRIGHTENED BY THE UNKNOWN
ONLY ANXIOUS FOR A NEW BEGINNING
A CHANCE AT LIFE ONCE AGAIN
TO BE FRIENDS WITH MY CHALLENGES

AND
CONQUER
ALL
OBSTACLES
IN IN
MYMY
WAY
AND
CONQUER
ALL
OBSTACLES
WAY
REALIZING
THAT
THE
BATTLE
IS NOT
MYMY
OWN
REALIZING
THAT
THE
BATTLE
IS NOT
OWN
THAT
I AM
NOT
ALONE
THAT
I AM
NOT
ALONE
BUT
THE
ANSWERS
ARE
WITH
THE
MIGHTY
ONE
BUT
THE
ANSWERS
ARE
WITH
THE
MIGHTY
ONE
NONO
LONGER,
THE
LONELY
ONE
LONGER,
THE
LONELY
ONE
MYMY
HEART
SMILES
HEART
SMILES

Aretha Franklin
The Queen of Soul
1942-2018
Detroiters Will Always
Say A Little Prayer
For You

AND
I SHARE
THE
BEAUTY
AND
I SHARE
THE
BEAUTY
THAT
RESURFACED
THAT
RESURFACED
THAT
ONLY
A MINUTE
WAS
STOLEN
THAT
ONLY
A MINUTE
WAS
STOLEN
AND
BROUGHT
BACK
TOTO
EARTH
AND
BROUGHT
BACK
EARTH
AND
RESTORED
MYMY
FUTURE
AND
RESTORED
FUTURE
THAT
I, SO
PROUDLY
STAND
5FT.
1IN.
TALL
THAT
I, SO
PROUDLY
STAND
5FT.
1IN.
TALL
EXPRESSING
WITH
SINCERITY
EXPRESSING
WITH
SINCERITY
NONO
LONGER
SHAME
TOTO
ADMIT
LONGER
SHAME
ADMIT
THAT
I HAVE
FALLEN
THAT
I HAVE
FALLEN
BUT
I HAVE
GOTTEN
UPUP
BUT
I HAVE
GOTTEN
AND
REGAINED
A LOVE
FOR
MEME
AND
REGAINED
A LOVE
FOR
THROUGH
GOD’S
LOVE
UNCONDITIONALLY
THROUGH
GOD’S
LOVE
UNCONDITIONALLY
TODAY
MYMY
HEART
SMILES.
TODAY
HEART
SMILES.

Poetry By Gail R. Morrow

DETROITERS OF THE DECADE... CONTINUED
PAUL HUBBARD
Continued from page 16

BEVERLY HANNAH-JONES
Continued from page 20

War were killed by the Ohio National Guard. Hubbard
states, “10 days later two individuals were killed and
12 were wounded by local police at Jackson State University in Mississippi and there were no protests or outrage on campus.” Hubbard organized a student protest.
He remembers. “President Keast called me into his office and said, ‘I hear you are trying to shut the school
down.’ I said yes. He said, ‘Good, let’s do it together.”
Hubbard and the President organized a 2-week teach-in
on campus in which education about African-American
achievements and accomplishments in all the majors
were arranged. President Keast also increased the
budget to the student organization by $20,000. This
is truly a remarkable piece of history and testament to
the leadership of Hubbard. Paul L. Hubbard is Grammateus of Alph Phi Boulé, member of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Incorporated and the Prince Hall Free and
Accepted Masonic Order. He is the previous President
of the National Association of Guardsmen.

Beverly is also Managing Partner of Hannah-Neumann/
Smith, LLC., a strategic partnership that formalizes a
long-standing business relationship. Beverly and Joel
Smith celebrate their 5-year partnership and are active
in the architectural revitalization of Detroit. HNS is
architect of record for the Wayne County Community
College District – Health and Wellness Education Center, and renovations for The Skillman Foundation, Lear
Innovation Center, BCBSM, WDIV Channel 4, They
Say Restaurant, and the United Way Foundation.
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Always forward thinking, Beverly’s latest venture is
in construction trucking logistics, where she plans to
move aggregate and construction debris for both vertical and horizontal projects. Keep an eye out for Arawana Construction Trucking (ACT).
Her affiliations include, Goldman Sachs 10,000 Small
Business Alumni, American Institute of Architects,
Leadership Detroit XIX, and Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Incorporated - Detroit Alumnae Chapter.
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Celebrating Our
34 th ANNIVERSARY
Thank You Detroit!

THE WAY WE WERE

The City of Detroit has had a lot of great men and women who gave their hearts and
souls to improve the lives of others. Over the past 34 years many Detroiters have come
and many Detroiters are gone and some of us are still here. However, the one thing
that we share and shared in common is and was, we really love and loved this city.

Tree Graves, Ray Hines,Grant Hill, John, JD Simpson, Bullock Marshall

Barbara Rose & Jamaine Dickens

Bill & Ella Cummings

Charles Pugh and Cedi

Mr & Mrs Jim Thrower

Eric Dyson, V. Fox & LaVann Hawkins

Omarosa & Craig Strong

Nick Ashford,Vivian & V. Simpson
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Bill Lucas, Mae & Mel Farr

Don & Alana Barden

Cedric and Dave Bishop

Berry Gordy, Aretha Franklin and Jesse Jackson

Bill Bonds & Kevin Hammons

Carlita &Kwame Kilpatrick with Rhonda & Derrick Walker

Jim Blanchard, JackieVaughn & Don Riegle

Isiah Thomas, David Stern & Earl Cureton

Dr. Cornel West & Alberta

Gerald & Wendy

Claude Young, Lonnie Bates & Howard Sims

Angelo Henderson, Malik Shabazz & Raphael Johnson

Carolyn, Jalani & Jonas Kilpatrick

Mr & Mrs Bill Laimbeer

Monica & John Conyers with Mr & Mrs Stanley Knox

Damon Keith with Anita & Walter

Gwen & Charles Scales

John H. Johnson & Jacob Mays

Mr & Mrs Woodrow Woody & Coleman A.Young

Rick Welch, Dick Gregory & Mary Sheffield

Pat, Ron & Paula

Steve Harvey & Derrick Coleman

Dr & Mrs Richard Golden

Will, Darnell & Keith

Trudy & Mayor Archer with Nettie Seabrooks

Rasheed Wallace & friends

Mrs & Judge Adam Shakoor

Mildred Sibert & Marlon Martin

John Henry & Lisa Davis

Rick Mahorn & Shaquille

Dennis & Gina

Cathy Adams & Francine Peque
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John Mason, Desmond Howard, Carole Gist, Otheia Barnes, Brad Sellers & Thomas Hearns

Milestones
by Sherman Eaton

Death is the one battle we cannot win and
it is the one peril from which there is no
escape. In the past couple of years we have
lost many individuals whose lives have
impacted our community in ways that would
be impossible to forget. They are gone, but
hopefully never forgotten.
Mike Ilitch: In every big city, and
in every small town in America,
there is always at least one guy who
is known as the "Money." That guy
may not be a public official or the
head of a powerful group, but his influence is enormous. In most cases his power is so
great that little can be done without his approval.
In Detroit, that guy's name was Mike Ilitch.
Many Detroiters thought Mike Ilitch came from
a wealthy background. He did not. He rose from
a humble west side neighborhood in Detroit to
assemble a food, sports and entertainment empire that included the Detroit Tigers, Detroit Red
Wings, Little Caesars Pizza and a lot more.
Conversely, as well as he was known for his
wealth and power, he was equally famous for his
generosity and magnanimous spirit. Perhaps one
of his most infamous acts of kindness was taking
care of Rosa Parks' financial obligations during
the last days of her life. He was that kind of guy.
He supported almost everything and everybody
who was trying to make Detroit a better place.
He was a shining tribute to humanity. He died
at age 87.
Angela Patillo Burns was an innovator and icon in the hair industry.
Starting her craft in her basement,
she grew her business into a successful enterprise. Known for her
courageous spirit she battled cancer for over ten
years. Friends say she never lost her joy, love, or
laughter. She was always a pleasure to be around
and was loved by almost everyone who knew her.
She was 57.
Marie Coe was a warm, wonderful,
and beautiful person who loved her
family, children and grand children.
In life she labored tirelessly for nearly
40 years as a teacher. Marie had a
love for life and many friends to share it with. She
was a Detroit treasure and will be missed by many.

ROLL CALL : IN LOVING MEMORY OF
Edward Keyes was blessed to have
many good things happen in his life.
He was one of the most extraordinary men that I have ever known.
Well read, articulate, and knowledgable, he seemed to have an opinion
about every topic. Profoundly intelligent, he was
a master of wit and sarcasm. He could make you
laugh until you cried. The father of 8, he had 4
beautiful daughters, 4 sons, and a wife Peggy
who loved him dearly. He passed at 94.
Cliff Russell had just turned 60
and needed to have stents put into
his heart to relieve blocked arteries. He used the occasion as a
teachable moment: "I am hoping
to persuade people, Black men in particular, to
take better care of themselves," he said on Facebook. Russell was a spokesman for Mayor Dennis Archer and the Detroit Tigers. He was a true
Detroiter who represented everything that all Detroiters should be.
Marvell Cheeks, must have had
some heck of some DNA because
he produced some brilliant children
and grandchildren. He was Kwame
Kilpatrick's grandfather, and Congresswoman Carolyn Cheeks' father.
Whenever I saw him he was always well dressed,
well mannered, and very polite. Friends tell me
that in his early days, he was a courageous fighter
for civil rights and worked tirelessly for its cause.
He died at 98 after an extended illness.
Anna Diggs-Taylor was a fighter and
a phenomenal trailbrazer. She graduated from Yale Law School in 1957
and found work at the US Dept. of
Labor. In 1979 she was appointed to
the Federal bench by President Jimmy Carter and
later served as chief judge. She was the first woman to hold that position. Known for her honest and
fair rulings, she retired in 2011. She passed at 84
after a long illness.
Art Van Elslander was a man who
knew how to enjoy life and everything
it had to offer. Always well dressed and
personable, he attended as well as hosted many of Detroit's top social events.
Known for his business accomplishments, owner of
Art Van Furniture, he was one of Detroit's strongest
supporters and gave generously to many local charities. He will be missed by many. He was 87.

Ernest Maxwell was a playground legGrady Washington was one of the
end and U of M basketball star. His
coolest. A singer, songwriter, actor and
love for the game not only gained
all-around entertainer, he could party
him notarity but many, many friends
with the best of them. Recognized for
as well. He and his brother Les were
his great sense of humor, everybody
so close I called them the Ernie and
liked
him.
I
don't
think Grady ever had a beef with
Les Show. They attended many events together
with their wives. Ernie was one of the most posi- anyone. He was not that kind of guy. For those of us
tive people I have ever met. He leaves behind three who knew him, we will never forget his spirit, laughdaughters- Tracy, Ashley, Lyndsey, and his wife, ter, triumphs, or joys. He died of cancer at age 60.
Renee.
Always remember to work, live, love, party and enjoy life every day that
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you can, because tomorrow you may be dancing with your ancestors.

Abrams, Samuel D.
Alexander, Angela
Baker, Dr. Herbert Lee
Barthfield , Jon
Benbow, Ernest
Black, Kim
Black, Ronnette
Bender, Julius
Brabson, Jacqueline
Bradley, Louise
Brown, Phil
Bolden Jr., Carl B.
Branson, Esther
Brewer, Betty Mason
Brookshire, Mary Louise
Buttrom, Anthony
Cash,Naomi R.
Carter, Jealean
Chambers, Maurice
Cope, Melvin
Crenshaw, Camille
Davis, Versey Lee
Del Rio, James
Dukes, Charles
Elliott, Gladys Lee
Fields, Edgar
Furlow Daedra
Hampton, Ernestine
Vanessa,Ward Hines
Hogan, Verlon
Huthinson, Karen
Jackson, Arthur C.
James, Mark
Jenkins Jr., Jimmie Lee
Johnson, Ervin Donte
Jones, Bernadine
Jones, Lois Evelyn
Kimbrough, Donald
Lockett,Roosevelt
Maddox, Alesia
Maddox, Armonie
Mason, Jinks
Mays, Ralph
McCoy Jr., Edward L.
Mcferran, Charles
McQuerry, Solia
Meeks, Edgar Owens
Merritt - Wallace, Linda
Moss, Clarence
Murdock, Sean
Muse, Johnnie
Noble, Jessie
Osborn, Frank
Upshaw, Alfreda
Richmond, Elbert
Roberts, Gregory
Robinson, Freddie Mae
Seabrooks, Johnny
Sharpe, Lavic
Sims, Larry
Smith, Sonya Marie
Smith, Ronald
Stallworth, Katrina
Tillman, Donnie McCoy
Walker, James
Washington, Darren
Washington Daisy Lee
Watts, Lucille
Webb, Michael
Williams, Queen
Williams, Walter
Williamson, Lloyd
Winn, Rosa M.
Womble, Edna Mae
Young, Anderson C

LIFE

The Queen arriving at Berry Gordy's birthday party

The Legacy of Aretha Louise Franklin
She was the epitome of arts, entertainment and community service.
By Carla Jones

Many years from now, most of us will still remember where we
were when we heard our “Queen of Soul,” Aretha Franklin, had
passed away. We will remember pulling out our albums and CDs,
opening our music apps and turning up our car radios to immerse
ourselves in that melodic, golden voice. We will remember the
lyrics to her songs that told our own stories of love and loss and
struggle and triumph. We will remember because she left that
deep an imprint on our hearts and minds.
Aretha Louise Franklin was born in Memphis, TN, to Barbara
Siggers Franklin, an accomplished pianist and vocalist, and C.L.
Franklin, a Baptist minister. When Aretha was five, her father
relocated to Detroit, where he took over the pastorship of New
Bethel Baptist Church on Linwood at Philadelphia.
Aretha was raised in Detroit. After her mother died, several
women, including her grandmother, Rachel, and Mahalia Jackson
helped take care of her and her siblings. During that time Aretha
learned to play piano. She attended Detroit Public Schools,
including Detroit Northern High School, but dropped out during
the 10th grade to take care of her two sons and to pursue her
musical passions. Throughout her life she was awarded numerous
honorary degrees, and was involved in the civil rights movement.
She began her career singing at New Bethel. When Franklin
was 12, she performed on the so-called “gospel caravan at
various churches, gaining national recognition. Her father
helped sign her first recording deal and the rest is history. In
the 1960s during a performance at the Regal Theatre, a radio
personality announced Franklin should be crowned “the
Queen of Soul.” By 1964, Franklin had begun recording
more pop music, reaching the top ten on the R&B charts.

Aretha Franklin had one of the most iconic voices in music
history and she could really bang out a tune on that piano. In a
career that spanned nearly six decades, she recorded 112 charted
singles on Billboard, including 77 Hot 100 entries, 17 top-ten
pop singles, 100 R&B entries and 20 number-one R&B singles,
becoming the most charted female artist in history. She won 18
Grammy Awards, including the first eight awards given for Best
Female R&B Vocal Performance from 1968 through 1975. She
is one of the best-selling musical artists of all time, having sold
more than 75 million records worldwide.
We were all shocked and saddened upon hearing that she was
battling pancreatic cancer. Prayers went up around the world.
Only her closest friends knew the seriousness of her health.
She died in her home in the Riverfront Apartments in Detroit,
surrounded by family and close friends.
Unequivocally, her homegoing and funeral rivaled that of heads
of state, kings and queens and financial barons. Dignitaries from
around the world came to Detroit to celebrate her life and legacy.
Hundreds of people packed Greater Grace Church on 7 Mile,
and lined the surrounding streets, while millions watched on
visual media.
Her passing may have provided the greatest positive international
attention that Detroit has seen in a long time. I don’t think that
I have ever witnessed an event or person who has come or gone
that made Detroit look so phenomenal worldwide. Aretha was
very proud to be a Detroiter and the spotlight on our city has
never shined so brightly.

(continued on pg. 127)
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Dining & Entertainment

Detroit 24/7
Floods Bar and Grille was
voted the best bar in Detroit
by our readers. It remains
the one constant in Detroit’s
night life. And after years
of fun and good food, it is
still the one spot you can go
to and be assured a good
time. It has live entertainment most evenings and
a great moderately priced
menu. Most Detroiters love
it. Located at 731 St. Antoine, 313-983-1060.
The Block is an exceptional restaurant by any
standards. Considered an
upscale venue it has be-

appear to target the mature
young professional crowd.
3929 Woodward Ave Detroit, (313) 832-0888.
Demi's is considered upscale and classy.The Happy
Hour prices are the best
anywhere. It is a great bar
and restaurant. Known for
its good drinks, amazing
food and relaxing atmosphere. Located at 24201
W 7 Mile, 313-766-7802.
The Soupdive has an array of healthy and delicious
soups, salads, sandwiches,
seafoods, smoothies and
more. 26051 W. 12 Mile Rd.
Southfield Mi. 248-262-7300

Friday,which is one of the
hottest parties in town.
Located at 2548 Grand
River. 965-4789.
They Say is located at 267
Jos Campau. They offer an
outstanding menu of well
prepared meals, with some
of the best food in Detroit.
They have a friendly staff
and phenomenal entertainment. 313-446-4682.
Central Kitchen is the latest offering of trendy downtown eateries. They serve
great food, nice drinks and
they have a very friendly
staff. (313) 963-9000; Lo-

TULC

Key Club

Floods Bar & Grille

Helen, Peaches, Steve

Kimmie,Sherman,Delores

Kappa Alpha Psi

come a business meeting
place by day and a trendy
hang-out by night. They
serve all of the deli cuisine
dishes, dangerously delicious desserts and more.
3919 Woodward For reservations 313-832-0892 .
Garden Theater is a beautiful and welcome addition
to Midtown, and to the local
roster of performance venues. It's the perfect size for
a gathering of 300 guests
but still small enough to
maintain an intimate feel.
It's a little nicer, classier
than other venues of comparable size around town.
The events hosted here are
slightly more upscale and

Jovonne’s Lounge is located at 9138 Greenfield.
It has developed a following of 35 and older patrons
who know how to party.
They dance to everything
from vintage Temptations to
Snoop Dogg. 836-7039.
The Key Club located at
1440 E. Franklin is available
for rental and special events
parties
313-393-0018.
Baker’s Keyboard has excellent entertainment and
of course great food with a
spirited atmosphere. It is affordable and is a wonderful
place to take a date or meet
friends. Located on 8 Mile
and Livernois, 345-6300.
TV Hosts Fabulous First

cation: 660 Woodward Ave
Teresa’s is jumping all day,
everyday, seven days a
week. Known for their good
drinks, it is a place where
a lot of OGs go to get a
good meal and check out
some beautiful women. It
is a great place to hang out
if you can find a parking
space.14000 McNichols
Lockeroom located at
18290 Livernois is a nice
place to party. With a live
band and DJ. It is a sure
bet for most days and
nights to have a good time
864-1220
Beans and Cornbread is the
heart and soul of Southern
cooking in our area. They
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were voted the best restaurant in Metro Detroit by
our ND readers.They serve
everything from chicken
wings to fresh salmon.
Their dinners are moderately priced and delicious.
It’s a great place for a date,
or to meet friends. 29508
Northwestern Hwy. 248208-1680
TULC is the “Cheers’’ of
Detroit. Everybody knows
everybody else and everybody likes meeting new patrons. It is a fun place with
very loyal customers. located on Grand River near Joy
Sinbads

Big Lu,Sharon,Thomas

Rd. 894-0303.
BB’s Diner serves the best
food on the eastside and
some people say it serves
the best food in the city.
They have chicken, fish,
fries, burgers, lobster and
steak. Located at 5223 E.7
Mile, 336-0905.
Louisiana Creole Gumbo
Known for their Gumbo,they
serve shrimp creole, classic
Jambalaya and many other
great Cajun meals. Located
at 2051Gratiot & 360 Michigan Ave 313-567-1200
Sweetwater It has become
the hang out for a variety
of people , some old and a
lot of young trend setters
go there to mix and mingle,

drink, eat and have a good
time. 400 Congress, 9622210.
Firewater is the real deal
for the fifty something party
goers.On certain nights it
is the hottest spot in town.
With DJ Tyrone Bradley
spinning the music, the
dance floor stays crowded.
They also have good food,
and great drink prices. Located on Brush at Milwaukee 872- 0812.
Lady Louisa’s is a soul
food lover’s delight. They
serve everything your mother cooks, only it's better.

little hang out for some of
Detroit’s coolest people. The
drinks and food are affordable
and good. Located in the Eastern Market District 393-0966
Yesterday’s Dance Club is
located on Telegraph and
the 94 Highway in Detroit.
It has emerged as the Must
Go spot On Tuesday when
Mr. Smooth offers Ballroom
lessons.
Mandee’s is known for
their inexpensive drinks
and good food. They serve
everything from lobster
to crab legs and anything
else you can think of. It is

at 233 North Huron,Toledo
Ohio 419-244-5552.

Starter’s is a family owned
and operated business
that has proudly served
the west side of Detroit
since 1977. Now with 3 location they still have some
of the best food in town
18426 Plymouth Rd. 4501
Woodward Ave, Call them
at (313) 831-1877.
24 Grille has a casual
approach to fine dining. Offerings of classic
American dishes paired
with family oriented service and culture. It is a
great place to bring a date
or meet friends It is mod-

and the cocktails are great
(313) 926-0783, 431 Times
Square, Detroit, MI. 48226
Clique 1326 E Jefferson.
259-0922 This place is
consistently perfect. The
pancakes are amazing,
the bacon is thick cut,
and the omelets are the
size of your head. The
staff is also really nice.
Views is Detroit's newest
upscale bar and lounge
with a mature vibe. They
seek to enthuse the sports
lover and exceed expectations of nightlife with awesome drinks, music and
mouth watering classic en-

TV Lounge

Prime

Floods Bar & Grille

Floods Bar & Grille

Detroit's Finest

Tony,Fred, Willie

Angye,Don, Brenda

Alpha Phi Alpha

From Memphis style ribs, ox
tails, liver, jambalaya, okra,
collard greens cornbread
to fish, chicken, steak and
more. Located at 15535 W.
McNichols 313-272-7427.
Kuzzo's Chicken & Waffles
Their food is good, including
all of its signature dishes of
fried chicken, waffles, shrimp
steaks and grits. Located at
19345 Livernois Ave. 8610229 Open Tuesday Sunday 8am til 2pm.
Standby is a bar dedicated to serving the community with thoughtful service,
fine food, and good drinks.
225 Gratiot Detroit 313736-5533.
Cutters has become a nice

also a decent party spot.
17132 Conant 891-4330
Gregory’s in Lansing is the
best place to have a good
time outside of Wayne
County. We call it the Lansing
Country Club because everybody you need to know goes
there. They got everything.
2510 M.L. King Blvd. 517-3237122.
Our Brothers Bar has
a limited menu, offering
about a half a dozen really good sandwiches and

erately priced with decent
drinks and environment.
204 Michigan Ave 313964-3821

trees. 24200 Grand River
Detroit, MI 313-693-9401
Exodus is a buzzing hotspot
featuring local DJ's, live
music preformances, and a
cocktail bar. 529 Monroe Ave
Detroit 313-962-1300
Minnie's Rhythm Café, is
a soul food cafe with a Cajun
flair,they serve up good cocktails and live music. Located
546 E, Larned St, Detroit, MI
48226 (313) 285-9651
Duos is the place to be in
Southfield. Good drinks,
good people, and a good
place to meet and greet. It is
always on jam. 29555 Northwestern Hwy (248) 864-5852

dinner specials that feature
grilled or fried tilapia, shrimp,
etc. Their drinks are good especially their signature drink
(the Blue Oasis). Located

BB Butcher has brought
some of the best cooking in
the city to Eastern Market.
They have chicken, fish, fries,
burgers, lobster and steak
and more 313-818-020 1489
Winder St. Detroit, MI 48207.
Savannahblue is a gathering place where people can
enjoy a delicious meal or
simply meet up to relax and
converse over drinks and
appetizers at the bar. The
menu offers Contemporary
Soul food with fresh ingredients prepared with Southern flavors. The wine list
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Mayor Coleman A. Young

Rev. Jesse Jackson

Dr. Arthur Jefferson

Grant and Tamia Hill

Kenya Moore

Arthur Blackwell

Bishop Wayne T. Jackson

Karen Dumas

Vernice Davis Anthony

Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick

Offin Rivers

Gov. Jennifer Granholm

Marie Sanche

Kim Johnson

Ashley Marie

NATIVE DETROITER
BE
BEAAPART
PARTOF
OFHISTORY
HISTORY
ARCHIVE ASASITITHAPPENS.
HAPPENS.
The NATIVE DETROITER Archive spans from 1983 to the present. With original covers,
articles, interviews, pictures, advertisements, and more. Nobody knows the city better than we do.
We live here, we work here, and we plan to stay here.
If you are interested in writing an article, telling a story, modeling for our
fashion section, subscribing, or buying advertisement, call or email us at
(313) 822-1958
| nativedetroiter1@aol.com
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It's Up To Us!
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Platinum Performance

Dependable Delivery

Janice M. Winfrey
Detroit City Clerk

Detroitmi.gov/elections

Arawana Construction Trucking, Inc.
ACT, a Michigan Corporation, MWBE, DBE, launched its inaugural fleet Spring 2018, as a construction

trucking service provider. We are an integral component of the civil contractor team for buildings, roads and
bridge projects, handing logistics for both new construction and demolition.

ACT, is founded by Beverly Hannah-Jones, a Native Detroiter, with over 30 years of experience in the
design & construction industry. Our team brings a proactive approach to management, scheduling
assignments, and processing payment applications to provide exemplary administrative service.
Our motto: “Platinum Performance & Dependable Delivery”

Let’s be prepared Detroit and VOTE!

Experienced drivers and brand-new equipment maximizes our "up time".
We are at our location on time - every time.
Our Clients quickly learn that no dump truck logistics company out-performs Arawana.

Its Not Only Your Right,
It’s the Right Thing to Do!

DETROIT

ROAD TO
DEMOCRACY

2018
General Election:
November 6, 2018

ROAD
CLOSED

ACT provides short haul
services transporting dirt,
rocks, sand, gravel,
construction materials and
demolition debris to and from
construction sites.
118
118

Close of Registration for
General Election:

October 9th

www.arawanatrucking.com

The following pages contain a list of
polling locations for the November
2018 Gubernatorial Election. Should
any of these locations change, voters
effected will receive a new voter
registration certificate with their new
polling location.
For more information, about polling
locations, please visit
www.detroitmi.gov/elections
or call 313-876-0190

Detroit Department of Elections
2978 W. Grand Blvd. Detroit, MI 48202-3007
313.876.0190
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DETROIT POLLING LOCATIONS
Location Name

New Canaan Mbc
St Maron Ch
Golightly Tech.
Faith Clinic Cogic
St Matthew Cath Ch
Clark School
Fire Station 52
Greater St Stephen Ch
Salem Lutheran Ch
Marquette Elementary School
East Eng Villg Prep Acad
Bethany Lutheran Church
WCCC East Campus
Fisher Magnet Upper
Denby High School
Carleton Elementary School
Wayne School
Fire Station 58
Heilman Recreation
Metro Matrix
Jesus Tabernacle Ministry
Fire Station 50
Columbus School
Ronald Brown Academy
Hamilton School
Farwell Rec Center
Perfecting Church
Our Lady Of Heaven
Pulaski School
Brenda Scott
Galilee MBC
True Church Ministrie
Greater St Paul
Fisher Magnet Lower
Cross Of Glory Lut
American Serbian Memorial Hall
Faith Temple Ch.
Holmes, A.L. Elementary School
Islamic Center for North Detroit Hall
Lasky Rec Center
Gee White Academy
Iman Islamic Complex
Church of Redeemed
Catherine C. Blackwell Institute
Fire Station 46
Wm. Beckham Acad.
Refuge Cathedral
Osborn High School
Timbuktu Academy
Detroit Catholic Pastoral Alliance
New Zion MBC
Burns 7th Day Adven Ch
Bethel Bapt. Ch. East
Operation Get Down
MT Zion Baptist Church
Greater Christ Ch
Chrysler School
Horatio Williams Foundation
Bunche Preparatory Academy
St Johns Pres Church
Franklin Wright Center
King High School
Moses Field School
Marcus Garvey Academy
River House Apts
Bethel AME Ch. Hall
Plymouth United Church of Christ
First Congregational Church
Spain School
St Elizabeth Ctr
Douglass Branch Library
River Front Apts
Central United Meth. Ch.
Cass Technical High School
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Precincts
Address
13
8946 Charlevoix
24
11410 Kercheval
5 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 30
900 Dickerson
10 56
12260 Camden
11 17 / 31 / 51
5970 Audubon
12 13 / 23 / 24
15755 Bremen
14
5029 Manistique
15 16 / 25
3952 Dickerson
18 20 / 21
21230 Moross
19
6145 Canyon Street
22 34 / 499
5020 Cadieux Rd
26 29 / 32 / 33 / 36
11475 E Outer Drive
27 28
5901 Conner
35 37 / 38
15491 Maddelein
39 59 / 502
12800 Kelly Rd
40
11724 Casino Street
41 42 / 52
10633 Courville
43
10801 Whittier
44 45 / 82 / 83
19601 Crusade
46 49 / 76 / 77
13560 E Mcnichols
47 54
11001 Chalmers
48
12985 Houston whittier
50 53 / 60
18025 Brock
55
11530 E Outer Drive
57 58 August 7, 2018 Primary Election: August
142237,Southampton
2018 Primary 08/07/2018
61 193 / 194
2781 E. Outer Drive
62 63
7616 E. Nevada
64 65 / 88
8200 Rolyat
66 67 / 87
19725 Strasburg
68 69 / 70 / 75
18400 Hoover
71 72 / 73
5251 E Outer Drive
Page 19500
1 of 8 Schoenherr Street
74 78
79 81 / 492
15325 Gratiot
80
15510 E. State Fair
84 85
16661 E State Fair
86
19940 Van Dyke
89 174 / 179 / 503
19000 Conant
90 98 / 107
8950 Crane Street
91
12605 McDougall
92 94 / 95 / 96 / 196
13200 Fenelon
93 197
5161 Charles
97
4000 Miller Street
99 108
9360 Van Dyke
100 101
9330 Shoemaker
102
10101 Knodell
103 104
9860 Park DR
105 109
12227 Findlay
106 491
11600 E. 7 Mile
110 112 / 113
10800 E Canfield
111
9200 Gratiot
114
10203 E Canfield
115 119
10125 E Warren
116 118
5733 Holcomb
117 121
101007,Harper
August 7, 2018 Primary Election: August
2018 Primary 08/07/2018
120 131
3600 Van Dyke Street
122
3544 Iroquois
123 155
1445 E Lafayette
124
1010 Antietam ave
125 127
2715 Macomb Street
126 156
1961 E Lafayette
128
Page 3360
2 of 8 Charlevoix
129
3200 E. Lafayette
130 133
1100 Sheridan
132 134
2301 Van Dyke
135
8900 E Jefferson
136 149 / 152
5050 St Antoine
137 141
600 East Warren Avenue
138 151 / 500
33 E Forest Avenue
139
3700 Beaubien
140 142
3127 E Canfield
143
3666 Grand River
144
250 Riverfront Dr
145 157
23 E Adams
146 153
2501 Second Avenue

Cross Streets

S of Mack E of Van Dyke
N of Jefferson W of Conner
At E Jefferson
E of Conner N of Ford Freeway
S I-94 E Cadieux
S of Warren E of Chalmers
E of Conner at Warren
at Mack
S of Ford Fwy
At Berden
At Southampton
Chalmers & Berkshire
Near St. Jean St.
At Brock
at Whittier
Btwn Morang & Moross Rd
N of Ford Freeway
N of Ford Freeway
Near Gratiot
N of Outer Drive
E of Conner at Gratiot
S of E Seven Mile W of Kelly
At Chandler Park Dr.
N of Warren
Btwn Klinger & Ryan Rd
at Van Dyke
E of Van Dyke N of E 7 Mile
Btwn Statefair & Manning
S of E Seven Mile
N of E Seven Mile Rd.
Btwn State Fair and Seven Mile
S of E Eight Mile
Near Hayes Street
at Kelly
Near Outer Drive
At E Seven Mile
Near Erwin St
Near Davison Freeway
S of E McNicholas E of Conant
At Dwyer Street E of Conant
N of Harper
At McClellan St Near Gratiot
At Grace St Near Gratiot
E of Conner N of Ford Fwy
At Dresden
at Hoover
Btwn Mack & Warren
At Ford Fwy.
E of Cadillac N of Mack
at Cadillac
E of Van Dyke S of Gratiot
at Cadillac
At Mack
at Mack
E of Russell
Near Gratiot
Near Chene
W of Chene
N of Vernor W of Mt Elliot
Btwn Elmwood & Leib
Btwn Agnes & Lafayette
at Kercheval
E of Van Dyke
N of E Warren E of Woodward
Near I-75 Freeway
At Woodward
Btwn Mack & Alexandrine
McDougall
Near Trumbull
S of W Jefferson W of Woodward
at Woodward
At Ledyard St

ZipCode

48214
48214
48215
48213
48224
48224
48224
48215
48236
48236-2009
48224
48224
48213
48205
48224
48224-1173
48224
48224
48205
48205
48213
48205
48205
48224
48213
48221
48234
48234
48205
48205
48234
48205
48205
48205
48205
48234
48234
48213-2273
48212
48212
48212
48211
48213
48213
48213
48213
48205
48205
48214
48213
48214
48214
48213
48213
48214
48214
48207
48207
48207
48207
48207
48207-3812
48214
48214
48214
48202
48201
48201
48201
48207
48208
48226
48226
48201-2601

E of Van Dyke
N of E Warren E of Woodward
Near I-75 Freeway
At Woodward
Btwn Mack & Alexandrine
McDougall
Near Trumbull
S of W Jefferson W of Woodward
at Woodward
At Ledyard St
Btwn Lincoln and Lodge Fwy
At Lodge FWY
Btwn Cass & Woodward
At Rosa Parks
N of Clairmount
at Clairmount
N of W Grand Blvd
S of W Grand Blvd E of Lodge Fwy
N of W Grand Blvd
at Clairmount
N of E Grand Blvd at Oakland
E of Woodword At John R

48214
48202
48201
48201
48201
48207
48208
48226
48226
48201-2601
48201
48207
48201
48206
48202
48202
48206
48202
48202
48202
48202
48203

Pershing School
Conant Garden Ch.
Mason School
Nolan Middle School
Chosen Gen WLB Hall
Conant Avenue United Methodist
Fire station 44
New Prospect Ch (ANNEX)
Pasteur School
Police Prec 12th Station
Word of Power Ministry
All Saints Episcopal Church
Sherwood Forest Branch
Mumford High
Gesu School
Thurgood Marshall
Flowery Mount Baptist
House of Prayer
Dexter Ave Bapt. Ctr.
New Mt Zion MBC
Bates Academy
Northwest Act Center
Oak Grove AME Church
Gospel Tabernacle
Gtr. Emmanuel
FLICS School
Messiah Baptist Ch.
Bagley School
Unity Temple of Faith

135
8900 E Jefferson
136 149 / 152
5050 St Antoine
137 141
600 East Warren Avenue
138 151 / 500
33 E Forest Avenue
139
3700 Beaubien
140 142
3127 E Canfield
143
3666 Grand River
144
250 Riverfront Dr
145 157
23 E Adams
146 153
2501 Second Avenue
147 154
1300 W Canfield
148
1101 E Warren
150
123 Selden
158 162 / 438
1926 Virginia Park
159 160
9851 Hamilton
161 168 / 171
8904 Woodward
163 165 / 442 / 444 / 445
7724 14th
164
6100 Second
166 167
8000 Woodward
August 7, 2018 Primary Election: August
7, 2018 Primary 08/07/2018
169
9026 Woodward
170
586 Owen
172 198 / 199 / 205
420 W Seven Mile
173 176
18875 Ryan Road
175 180
18460 Conant
177 191 / 192 / 195
19955 Fenelon
Page 1150
3 of 8 E Lantz
178 185 / 186 / 187 / 189
181 183 / 190
2326 E. Seven Mile
182 188
18600 Conant Street
184
35 W 7 mile
200 221
19940 Livernois
201 202
19811 Stoepel
203
1441 W Seven Mile
204 206
17400 Manderson
207
3837 W 7 Mile Road
208
7117 W. Seven Mile
209 387
17525 Wyoming
210 211 / 214 / 238
17139 Oak Drive
212 213
15531 Linwood
215
13603 Linwood
216 390 / 391
16520 Wyoming
217 218 / 219 / 434
3350 W Davison
220 435
2201 Elmhurst
222 223 / 243 / 257
19701 Wyoming
224 236 / 245
18100 Meyers
225 226
19801 Cherrylawn Street
227 230 / 255
19371 Greenfield Road
228 229 / 232 / 233 / 234 / 235 19161 Schaefer
231 247 / 294
6501 W Outer Drive
August 7, 2018 Primary Election: August 7, 2018 Primary 08/07/2018
237 256
8100 W Seven Mile
239 258 / 259 / 260
8100 Curtis
240 241 / 242
17376 Wyoming

At E Seven Mile
S of E Seven Mile
Btwn Lamont & Conley
S of E State Fair W of Conant
W of Ryan
Near 7 Mile
At John R St.
S of W Eight Mile
W of Livernois N of W 7 Mile
Seven Mile at Woodward
W of Woodward
Near Livernois
near Livernois
Btwn Santa Clara & Thatcher
W McNicholas E of Livernois
at Lodge Freeway
At Davidson
E of Livernois S of Fenkell
at Dexter
W of 12th Street S of Davison
S of W 8 Mile W of Livernois
at Curtis
At Pembroke
At Vassar
W Seven Mile
at Hubbell
W of Livernois
W of Livernois
N of W McNichols

48234
48234
48234
48203
48234
48234
48203
48221
48221
48203
48203
48221
48221
48221-2414
48221
48238
48238
48238
48238
48206
48221
48235
48221
48235
48235
48221
48221
48221
48221

Gtr. Mitchell Church
Randolph Tech
J R King School
Coleman Young Sch.
Wright School
Detroit Service learning Academy
Greater Grace Temple
Crowell Rec. Center
Henry Ford H S
Cambridge Towers
Wayne County Comm College
Calvary Presb Ch
St Schol Activity Bldg
Bow School
Chase Library
Winans Rutherford Academy
Amazing Grace International
Gompers Elementary School
Christ. Fell. Of Love
Mt Vernon Bpt Ch
N Rosedale Pk Comm
Cooke School
New St Paul Tab
St Timothy Unt Meth
Burns Elementary School
Edison School
Chaney Library
Comm and Media Arts HS

244 246
13737 Curtis
248 249 / 250
17101 Hubbell
251 252 / 253 / 318 / 380 / 490 15850 Strathmoor
Page 4 of 8
254 322 / 392
15771 Hubbell
261 262
19299 Berg Rd
263 265 / 266 / 267 / 272
21605 W. Seven Mile
264 271 / 274
23500 W. Seven Mile
268 269 / 270 / 273 / 301 / 304 16630 Lahser
275 276 / 281 / 286
20000 Evergreen
277 280
19101 Evergreen
278 279 / 283 / 284 / 305 / 307 8200 W Outer Drive
282 287
19125 Greenview
285 297 / 313
17351 Southfield Rd
288 290 / 291 / 292 / 293 / 296 19801 Prevost
289
17731 W Seven Mile Rd
295 314
16411 Curtis
298 300
24699 Grand River Ave.
299 325 / 350 / 354 / 501
14450 Burt Rd.
302 303
22400 Grand River
306
15125 Burt Road
308 310
18445 Scarsdale
309 495
18800 Puritan
311 312
15340 Southfield
315 316 / 317
15888 Archdale
319 320 / 321 / 357 / 358
14350 Terry Street
323 324
17045 Grand River
326
16101 Grand River
327 328 / 329
14771 Mansfield Street

W of James Ccouzens Hwy
At W Outer Drive
S of Puritan W of Schaefer
S of Fenkell W of Meyers
W of Lasher N of W 7 Mile
At Lahser
Btwn Berg & Shiawasse
S of W McNichols
Btwn Trojan & Fargo
at W Seven Mile

48235
48235
48227
48227
48219
48219
48219
48219
48219
48219
48219
48219
48219
48235
48235
48235
48219
48223
48219
48223
48223
48223
48223
48227
48227
48227
48227
48227

River House Apts
Bethel AME Ch. Hall
Plymouth United Church of Christ
First Congregational Church
Spain School
St Elizabeth Ctr
Douglass Branch Library
River Front Apts
Central United Meth. Ch.
Cass Technical High School
GEE Edmonson Academy
Freedom Place
Detroit School of Arts
Grace Episcopal Church
Community Social Services
Considine Little Rock
Thirkell School
Fire Station 17
Metro United Meth.
Detroit Int Acad
Gtr. New Mt. Moriah
Greenfield Union Sch

DETROIT POLLING LOCATIONS

W of Southfield at W 7 Mile
at Outer Drive
W of Greenfield N of W 7 Mile
E of Southfield Rd
W of Greenfield N of W McNichols
At Salem St
At Lyndon
Btwn Lahser & Telegraph
W of Evergreen S of Fenkell
S of Puritan W of Southfield
W of Southfield N of Grand River
at Grand River
E of Southfield at Puritan
Between Lyndon & Intervale
At Southfield
W of Greenfield
At Grand River
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Mt Vernon Bpt Ch
N Rosedale Pk Comm
Cooke School
New St Paul Tab
St Timothy Unt Meth
Burns Elementary School
Edison School
Chaney Library
Comm and Media Arts HS
Boys & Girls Club l
Second Grace Ch.
Dixon Acad
Fire Station 55
St. Peter And Paul Bldg
St Thomas Aquinas
Don Bosco Hall
Mann School
Citadel of Praise
Leland Miss Baptist Church
Christ Temple Baptist Church
Dossin Elementary School
Gethsemane Church
Henderson Upper School
Faith Redemption Center
Northwest Church of Christ
Wm. Ford Mem. Ch
Adam Butzel Rec Center
Christland M. B. C.
Fitzgerald School
Northwest Unity Church
Noble School
Keiden School
St John Ch
Mackenzie Elem-Mid School
St Mark COGIC
Greater Mt Tabor Ch
Meditation MBC
Tabernacle Bpt Ch
Celestial Church Of Christ
Unity Baptist Church
True Love Baptist Church
Fire Station 22
Priest School
Greater New Jerus Ch
St Paul Ame Zion Ch
Boys & Girls Clubs ll
Central High School
New Bethel Bpt Ch
New Paradigm Glazer
Northwestern High School
West Side Unity Ch
Roy A Allen Sen Ctr
St Stephen AME Ch
Holy Cross Bapt. Ch.
Carter Metro Ch
Frederick Douglass Academy
Our Lady Qn of Angels
Western HS School
Zion Chapel Of Ch
Burton Int Acad
Clemente, Roberto Academy
People's Community Services
S Westrn Ch Of God
Mark Twain
Bennett Elementary School
Calvary Baptist Church
University Prep Science & Math High School
Coleman Young Rec
N. Amer. Indian Ctr.
Total lines: 203

306
15125 Burt Road
308 310
18445 Scarsdale
309 495
18800 Puritan
311 312
15340 Southfield
315 316 / 317
15888 Archdale
319 320 / 321 / 357 / 358
14350 Terry Street
323 324
170457,Grand
River 08/07/2018
August 7, 2018 Primary Election: August
2018 Primary
326
16101 Grand River
327 328 / 329
14771 Mansfield Street
330 375
16500 Tireman St
331 332 / 347
18700 Joy Rd.
333 339 / 341 / 342 / 343
8401 Trinity
334
18140 Joy
335 336 / 340
Page 7718
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337 338 / 355
5780 Evergreen
344 345 / 346 / 348
19321 W Chicago
349 363
19625 Elmira
351
20280 Lyndon
352 353
22420 Fenkell Street
356 393 / 394 / 404
10628 Plymouth Road
359 378 / 379
16650 Glendale Street
360 361 / 362
17701 Glendale
364 366 / 369 / 372 / 373 / 374 16101 Chicago
365 367 / 368
15727 Plymouth
370 371 / 408
5151 Oakman
376 377
16400 W. Warren
381 382 / 383 / 396 / 397
10500 Lyndon
384 385
12833 Puritan
386 388 / 403
8145 Puritan
389 402
8345 Ellsworth
395 398 / 400 / 401
8646 Fullerton
399 428
4441 Collingwood
405 411 / 414
4950 Oakman
406 407 / 409 / 410 / 412 / 415 10147 West Chicago
413
13000 Joy Rd
416 417
7345 W
Chicago
August 7, 2018 Primary Election: August
7, 2018
Primary 08/07/2018
418
5841 Oregon
419 448 / 449 / 453
2080 W. Grand Blvd
420 421
7047 Tireman
422
7500 Tireman
423
8130 Tireman Street
424
6830 McGraw
425 481
Page 7840
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426 427
12837 Dexter
429 432
11359 Dexter
430 431 / 446
4242 Collingwood
433 436 / 439
2425 Tuxedo
437
8430 Linwood
440
2001 Labelle
441 443
2200 W. Grand Blvd
447 451
4727 Joy Rd
450
4924 Joy Rd
452 454
6000 Stanford
455 456
6220 Linwood
457 459 / 469
1510-12 W. Grand Blvd.
458 464 / 465 / 467
2001 W Warren
460 477 / 478 / 479
4200 Martin
461 463 / 470 / 471 / 475 / 476 / 480
1500 Scotten
462 468
3000 24th St
466
2001 Martin Luther King
472
1551 Beard
473 474 / 487
420 South Leigh Street
482 483 / 486
3032 S Fort St
484 485
12800 Visger
488 489
2111 Mullane
Street08/07/2018
August 7, 2018 Primary Election: August
7, 2018 Primary
493 494
1000 Robert Brady Dr
496
2664 Franklin St
497
2751 Robert Bradby Drive
498
22720 Plymouth

W of Evergreen S of Fenkell
S of Puritan W of Southfield
W of Southfield N of Grand River
at Grand River
E of Southfield at Puritan
Between Lyndon & Intervale
At Southfield
W of Greenfield
At Grand River
Btwn Asbury Park & Woodmont
Btwn Evergreen & Southfield Fwy
Btwn Joy Rd & Tireman
at Southfield
South Of Tireman
Btwn Warren & Ford Rd
E of Evergreen
W of Evergreen S of Plymouth

48223
48223
48223
48223
48227
48227
48227
48227
48227
48228
48228
48228
48228
48228
48228
48228
48228
48223
48223
48204
48227-1210
48223
48228
48227
48204
48228
48235
48227
48238
48238
48238
48204
48204
48204
48228
48204
48204
48208
48204
48204
48204
48210
48210
48238
48206
48204
48206
48206
48238
48208
48204
48204
48210
48208
48208
48208
48210
48209
48216
48208
48209-2073
48209
48217
48217
48209-1529
48207
48207
48207
48239

DETROIT POLLING LOCATIONS

Btwn Telegraph & Lahser
At Meyers
near Schoolcraft
At Southfield
Btwn Mettetal & St Marys
Btwn Greenfield And Southfield
At Wyoming
E of Southfield
Near Myers
W of James Couzens Hwy
W of Livernois
S of Fenkell E of Wyoming
E of Meyers N of Plymouth
Btwn Broadstreet & Dexter Ave
S of Chicago
Btwn Chicago And Joy Rd
Near Meyers
Near Livernois
N of Tireman E of Livernois
Btwn Grand River & Lawton
S Of Tireman
W of Livernois
Near Livernois
W of Livernois
W of Livernois N of McGraw
S of Davison
N of Joy Road
Near Broadstreet
At Linwood
N of W Grand Blvd
Btwn Linwood and 12th
Btwn Lawton & Grand River
E of Grand River
W of Dexter
W of Grand River N of Tireman
S of W Grand Blvd
at W Warren
Btwn Rosa Parks & 14th
S of Michigan W of Livernois
Btwn Bagly & Porter
N of Michigan W of Jeffries Fwy
Btwn Rosa Parks & Wabash
At Chatfield
At Lyon
Fort Street at Francis
At Fort St
Near W Vernor
At McDougall
At Chene
5379
W of Evergreen

YOUR VOTE IS IMPORTANT
Page 7 of 8
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Andrews

FUNERAL HOMES
DETROIT CHAPEL

17209 Rosa Parks Boulevard (at Glendale) Detroit MI 48226
Terrance D. Andrews, Executive Director
313- 868-4065 (Main Office ) - (313) 869-8987 (Fax)

Terrance D. Andrews
Executive Director

Full Service Funeral Home

Pre-Arrangements | Traditional
Cremation | Shipping
Handicap Equipped

• We specialize in Recontructive Surgery
• We Honor All Life Insurance Policies

RIVER ROUGE CHAPEL

282 Visger Rd. River Roge MI 48218
Denyse Andrews, Directress/ Maaaager
(313) 382-2800 (office) | (313) 8698987 (Fax )|

A New Generation Of Caring
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(Continued from page 44)

Computer Virus {"God"}
586-441-3520
{"JAY AUBREY JACKSON"}
21514 Kelly Rd. @ 8 1/2 Stripmall}

$50

FLAT RATE

Eastpointe
Eastpointe

MobileComputerRepairDoctor.name
MobileComputerRepairDoctor.name
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One of the most important aspects of being a man is knowing how to defend yourself and protect your family. In the
world today, this may involve self-defense classes, firearms
training, or something else. He may never need any of this
knowledge, but if the time should ever come he should know
that it is his responsibility to protect and defend his family if
proper authorities are not available or if proper authorities try
to hurt a loved one.

rant, disrespectful, and felonious. Society wants him to look
and be stupid so they can justify killing or jailing him for no
reason. Rap music and some videos encourage his stupidity
and are just straight up bullshit and do nothing positive to
influence young men.
Don’t let the media be involved in raising your son. A study
conducted last year observed that there are very few positive male images on TV
or positive stories where
we are the focus. In many
cases our men are portrayed as either clowns,
criminals, or gay. There
have never been as many
gay men on television as
there are today. It is apparent that many of our
young men have been influenced by these images. And God knows that
a beautiful sister who
is not a hoodrat or just
plain ignorant on prime
time television is a no,
no. So a young man, who
watches TV every day,
grows up thinking every
woman on earth is more
beautiful and smarter
than his own. The media
shows our young men
few options in life other
than to be an athlete, rapper, or a thug.

You want to introduce
your son to violent behavior in a nonviolent
environment so that he
is not afraid. There is
always a time in every
man’s life that he has to
kick somebody’s ass or
they will kick his. So you
should keep your son involved in physical activities. Boys are naturally
aggressive and their testosterone increases during their teenage years.
They need a positive outlet to release their energy.
Enroll them in contact
sports such as wrestling,
basketball, football or
karate. Organized sports
and other activities teach
a young man a lot, such
as discipline, self-control, how to stand up for
yourself, how to control
The man that your son is to become, is the man that you make him. Don't let
Dr. Cornell West of Yale
and release aggression,
the media be involved in raising your son . They will make sure he is foolish.
University coined the
how to win and lose, and
phrase“Niggerize.”In order to be on television today, you
other elements. A young boy needs somebody who will put
have to be niggerized. You have to look like and act like they
their foot in his ass when he does something stupid. Most
want to portray us. They are going to make sure that your son
coaches and instructors will do that. Equally important,
sees few positive images that he can identify with on TV. Be
sports teaches him how to deal with challenging situations
careful what you let him watch because they are programand to overcome adversity. If you don’t understand, just do it.
ming him to be stupid, and on some shows, gay. Your son
can learn 5000 different ways to be stupid just by watching
The Negro Control Commission: My mother swears that
television, but not one way to look, act, or be intelligent.
there are some guys from Mississippi who work in Washington, whose job is to make sure that your son becomes a
It is important that you help your son set positive goals in
failure. Don’t ever forget that we live in a society that targets
his life as early as you can. Steer him in a positive direction
our young men to self-destruct. Everything from television,
of achievable goals. Realize he cannot make himself a man,
to video games, to music, to basketball is designed to suggest
but you can, with the help of family and friends. Make him
to them that being a thug and going to jail is okay. Also, that
a leader not a follower. Teach him how to think and problem
being ignorant, stupid, and inconsiderate is cool. If you want
solve. When he is young make him figure things out. Don’t
something, take it. The media also suggests to him that wearing your pants down, not cutting and combing your hair is
give the answers until he has had a chance to process the
okay. They want him to look like a fool, because that makes
necessary information. If he can’t figure out a situation, then
it easy for them to disrespect him. The entertainment media
and only then give him the answer, but tell him how you deis commercialized with negative male images that are igno-

(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)
termined the answer. Always make him think first.
A person’s intelligence and awareness can be developed by
reading, writing, and math. Game playing such as chess,
checkers, some cards, and board games, can also be helpful but definitely not video games. Most video games only
teach a person to react to situations and not to think them
through. The brain does not have to perform or process information to play a video game. They are the worst form
of entertainment for young men, because they learn nothing
while playing and in many cases they reinforce destructive
behavior.

$1.25. They never heard of Nat Turner and know very little
about their own history. They have no idea of what the words
phenomenal or lucrative mean. In other words, today’s students are graduating without even a basic education. You, as
a parent, must get involved in his learning. I visited a school
in Southfield. The students were being taught Greek History.
WHAT ABOUT BLACK HISTORY? What in the hell can
they learn from the Greeks that they can't learn from their
own history. Even worse than not teaching our children our
history is they no longer teach them how to write. There is
not a university in the world that you can graduate from if
you cannot write a sentence,
a paragraph, or a basic composition. Even more important is that writing teaches
an individual how to think
and process information. A
single thought from your
brain to a sheet of paper is
called a sentence. An idea
from your brain to a sheet of
paper is called a paragraph.
Writing teaches a student
how to communicate and
how to process his thoughts
into ideas. Good writers are
good thinkers.

Equally important is common sense. First teach him
the difference between right
and wrong, which is learned
in various degrees from his
parents and your associates.
Since many young men listen to their friends before
they listen to their parents, it
is paramount that his friends
are astute and also have
common sense. If you can
weed out his friends who
may advise him poorly, he
may be able to avoid a lot of
Teach your son that his appearance does matter. Most men with influence
dumb stuff. However, your
Teaching your son to think
are neat and clean. Let him know that only a crack baby would want to
walk around looking like a nasty ass bum.
son must see you behave as
will be one of your greatest
an intelligent person and make good decisions. Watch what
challenges, because it involves inductive and deductive
you do and say in front of him. You are his guide for comreasoning to form a conclusion or an action. There are two
mon sense. Have a conversation with him every day to see
types of decisions a person can make, emotional decisions
where his head is at. Maybe you can offer him a better perbased on how you feel about a situation, and logical
spective on things that matter to him.
decisions based on facts and information. Teach him to
make decisions with his brain using facts and information
Encourage him to work as soon as he is able. A job teaches a
and not his emotions. This will help him throughout his life.
young man discipline, work ethics, time management, selfcontrol, how to handle money, save money, budget money,
Remember that you are not just raising your son. You are
and in many cases how to spend money. However, don’t
raising somebody's husband and somebody's father. Raise
limit his ambitions to just working for someone else. Let
him well.
him know that he can start a business too. Make him aware
that he can own that store on the corner also. But when he is
Finally, all mothers of sons must clearly understand that
young his only real job is getting an education and preparing
your son is not your king. He is not all you need. He is
for manhood.
not the man of the house. He is a boy who needs a father
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Emphasize the importance of education or learning a skill or
trade. Let him know early in life that there are very few goals
that he can achieve without an education. Check his grades,
do assignments with him, talk to teachers, find out what he is
learning. If he is a DPS student make sure he is taught basic
math and writing before he attempts algebra and geometry.
Set his standards high, nothing but A’s will do. If he can’t
play basketball or football his way to a better life, his only
option is to educate himself. However, it must be understood
that public schools are no longer trying to educate our children. The average high school graduate today cannot define
or write a simple sentence. They cannot calculate 15% of

or a fatherly role model. Don't delude him into thinking
he's the man, because he'll grow up to devalue men and
fathers and probably be a bad one himself. Don't let your
false sense of independence infect him. Be positive,
smart, have class, work hard, and attract good men so
he can see first hand what a real man is suppose to be,
because you both need one.

Finally, if you are a successful mother in raising your son,
when he turns 21, you will have a man. One who can take
care of himself as well as others. A man who can defend and
protect his family, who is honest, independent, hardworking
and most importantly, determined to survive.

FINDING A MAN IN DETROIT
(continued from pg. 61)

The Perfect Woman
According to 100 Detroit men

In fact, all of the old rules are off in the dating game in
Detroit. You get what you get or you get what you can.
Even the pretty girls can't always have a man in this
town. The best advice we can give women is to stop
looking for a partner. Focus on your goals and building
your life. The right person will eventually find you.

No Children living with them.
Educated: high school, or beyond.
Sane: not crazy, no following, keying your car, trying to kill
you, destroy you, or talk about you like a dog.
Disagreement: Does not argue about everything. Does not
sweat the small stuff.
Respects her man's privacy, time, money, and never orders
from the high side of the menu, without asking.
Thoughtful: a woman that can give as well as take.
Remembers that you are out of coffee. Picks up your favorite
candy bar at the gas station.
Face: beautiful, nice skin, smooth features
Hair: their own, medium, long, short, and well groomed.
Body: must have a waistline and be between 125lbs to
160lbs .
Weight: Most men want a woman who weighs 10 to 20lbs
less than them.
Height: Between 4'11 and 5'10
Feet: Ten perfect toes.
Personality: funny, knows at least one good joke. Fun, can
dance, laugh, party, never gets drunker than you. Somebody's
gotta drive home.
Talk to about anything, your dreams, your schemes, ideas,
goals, plans, and trust her not to share them with anyone.
Intelligent: can handle her business and can give good
consult or advice when needed.
Ideas: have at least one good idea a year.
Loyal: When a guy walks up to her, she says two words, I'm
taken. I got her back, she's got mine.
Heart and Hustle: never too tired to make a buck.
Loves to travel and can pay her own way if necessary.
Perfect Age: 25 to 40.
Decent Crib and a decent ride and keeps both of them clean.
Cook: knows how to cook at least one fantastic meal.
Sex: Good in bed. can do more than lay down and close
her eyes.
A partner not a dependent.
Has her man's back: The most important element in a
relationship is looking out for one another.

(Aretha Franklin continued from pg. 113)

(Wayne County Community College District continued from pg. 27)

pounder. So, sisters some of you may want to pay more
attention to your weight. Men also felt that hair is a big
part of being fine, although there is no ideal hair style
that men preferred.
Now, let's talk strategy, gaining an edge. Do not under
any circumstances go out with a bunch of women to a
bar. If you do, everybody should split up once they get
there. That way everybody attracts their own prey and
if a man comes your way, he is coming specifically
to talk to you. Now if you and your girl go in the bar
together, a man will talk to whoever appears to be the
most interested in what he has to say, but why take your
competition with you.
Women can also gain an edge by using their God given
game. If you got game use it. I recommend making the
first move. If you see a man you want, make eye contact
with him. The aggressive women are the ones more
likely to get the guy. Don’t worry about turning off guys
by being too pushy. It might scare the shit out of them at
first, because many men are not used to it, but they will
adjust. It’s a myth that men only enjoy the chase. They
also love being captured.
Another way to get an edge in dating is to date out
of your comfort zone. Older men can be a great source
of fun, knowledge, experience, and stability. Most older
men will jump at the opportunity to date a younger
woman, PYT. After all, they got two checks coming in
every month and viagra if they need it. Try dating men
from other social, economic and ethnic groups. You are
something new, different, and in many cases exotic to
them. A lot of sisters have already made that move and
have developed strong personal relationships.

Since her early days in the neighborhoods around Woodward and
Dexter and 12th, she was a positive force in Detroit. Friends say Aretha
was as common as cornbread. She loved Detroit, she loved to dance,
get dressed up, and enjoy good food, drinks parties and talk. A good
friend of hers said “if you didn’t know she was rich and famous, you
would think she was somebody’s girl from across the street. She was
that kind of person.” She was one of us. She leaves behind four sons;
Clarence, Edward, Teddy and Kecalf, and a host of other relatives and
close friends.
Many famous people have lived in Detroit. Many achieved national
and international fame. Many of them have already been forgotten. But
there are some people that Detroiters will never forget. Aretha Louise
Franklin is one of them.

health and wellness, to learning new technologies and software.

The District is also investing in its facilities, including its Horticulture
Education Center at WCCCD’s Downriver Campus, City Center – a
multidisciplinary health science educational facility – located at its
Downtown Campus, new community spaces at its Northwest Campus, and
more.
WCCCD is the largest urban community college district in the state and
among the largest in the nation. In recent years, it has expanded its services
to meet the needs and demands of the region, becoming a critical institution
countywide.
WCCCD is where learning leads to a better life. Vote November 6!
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HOROSCOPES

The horoscopes are strictly for entertainment and are written by our staff for the pleasure of our readers. The
individuals whose photos we used are special Detroiters who in some way have contributed to our city.
ARIES
MARCH 21-APRIL 20
Key Phrase: I want
You are in a good position
to meet someone you really
like. Don't be too hasty. Take
your time and things will
work out. After that, focus on
getting paid. You need some
money. Lucky days Monday.
Lucky numbers 7, 337, 405,
317, 12.
TAURUS
APRIL 21- MAY 20
Key Phrase: I rationalize
The changes in your life recently will prove to be beneficial. Friends and family
have your back. So, if you
have a problem, tell somebody. You are never alone
in your struggles. Lucky day
Tuesday. Lucky numbers
346, 707.

“Serving Detroit for over 40 years!”
Mini Mart Specialty Meats
16435 West McNichols Road
Detroit, Michigan 48235

313.272.2250

9am - 8pm Mon - Fri • 9am- 8:30pm
Saturday • 9am-7pm Sunday

“Mini Mart Meat is hard to beat!”
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GEMINI
MAY 21- JUNE 21
Key Phrase: I Intellectualize
To have good friends, you
have to be a good friend and
you are. So don't be surprised
when you receive a cherished
gift. However, the best and
worse times are coming. Your
friends will help. Lucky days
Sunday and Monday, Lucky
numbers 12,36,67,207
CANCER
JUNE 22- JULY 23
Key Phrase: I feel
Don't let your feelings get
in the way of taking care of
your business. You owe a few
people, so pay them. They
haven't forgot. Some money
is coming your way. Lucky
days Monday, Friday. Lucky
numbers 98, 56, 27.

LEO
JULY 24-AUG 23
Key Phrase: I deserve
Things are a little hectic now
but will slow down soon.
Don't worry about paying
or receiving child support.
Things will work out when
you start to focus on things
that really matter. Lucky days
Sunday and Thursday. Lucky
numbers- 733, 83,661.

Dale McGee
Sagittarius

Fatima Nkata
Libra

LIBRA
SEPT 24- OCT 23
Key Phrase: I need
Things could be better but
things could be worse. It is
time to get off your butt and
make things happen, Call an
old friend because they can
and will help you. Don't be
too proud to beg. Lucky days
Sunday and Tuesday. Lucky
numbers- 757, 527, 955.

Ron Gardenhire
Scorpio

Pennie Millender
Gemini

VIRGO
AUG 24-SEPT 23
Key Phrase: I criticize
A player hater has taken your
conversation out of context and told someone that
you spoke poorly of them.
A close relative can make
things right. Lucky day Saturday. Lucky numbers 119,
748, 964.

Taryn Asher
Libra

Tonya Miller
Leo

SCORPIO
OCT 24-NOV 22
Key Phrase: I scrutinize
Your frankness has pissed
some people off. As a result
they are trying to destroy
your reputation. If asked, let
them know. A confrontation
is not necessary. Life is too
short. Lucky day, Wednesday
Lucky numbers 239, 746.

SAGITTARIUS
NOV 23-DEC 22
Key Phrase: I indulge
No matter how bad you are
feeling now, things are about
to get better. All of the dumb
stuff you have been worrying about is about to go away
with the help of your friends.
Trust and believe in yourself. Lucky day Wednesday,
Lucky numbers 25,175, 938.
CAPRICORN
DEC 23-JAN 20
Key Phrase: I seek
What you have been trying to
sell, will be sold by the end
of the lunar quarter. Take the
profits and have a good time
You deserve only the best
of everything. Lucky days,
Tuesday, Thursday Lucky
numbers 547, 383, 858.
AQUARIUS
JAN 21-FEB 19
Key Phrase: I analyze
Some of the bad luck you
have been experiencing is
partially due to some of the
player haters in your life. Let
some of them smiling faces
go. They mean you no good.
Lucky days Friday and Tuesday. Lucky numbers 904,
768, 836.
PISCES
FEB 20-MAR 20
Key Phrase: I fantasize
It is time to get back to business and put your personal
problems on hold. Don't focus on your bills, focus on
getting the money to pay
them. A new friend can help.
Lucky day- Sunday. Lucky
numbers 622, 675.
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DATELINE DETROIT
Detroiters mourned the death of Aretha Franklin. For more than two
weeks following her death, the Queen of Soul united the city with an
epic funeral and processional. Hundreds of people waited in long
lines for hours for her public viewing at the Charles Wright Museum.
While thousands of Detroiters packed the sidewalks for miles to
view her momentous motorcade and to be a part of Detroit history.The
magnitude of the moment was beyond most Detroiters believe. It was an
event that I am sure many will never forget.
Mayor Mike Duggan and City Council President Brenda Jones
announced that the city plans to rename Chene Park Aretha Louise
Franklin Amphitheatre.The Detroit City Council has unanimously
approved a plan that will rename Chene Park to honor the legendary
Detroit icon.

Free Mobile App Now Available
To Pay Property Taxes!
Thousands of Detroiters lined the streets for
Aretha's funeral procession.

After 44 years Charlie Beckham's phenomenal career has come to
an end. His career spanned five decades. He’s held influential roles
in city government for nearly every mayor since Coleman A. Young.
The Detroit Public Schools Community District decided to sell 24 of
its vacant school building. The schools are now listed on the DPS Real
Estate site.
Detroit City Councilman Gabe Leland pleaded the 5th when asked
about shaking down developer Robert Carmack for $15,000 for his reelection campaign.

Wayne County Community College District breaks
ground for a new facility at its downtown campus.

Dan Gilbert's Rock Ventures has the go-ahead to build the jail complex
to replace the long-scrapped "fail jail" site on Gratiot Avenue. The
county will invest $380 million and Rock will cover the rest.

Visit www.DivDat.com or Treasurer.WayneCounty.com for more information. To ask a question, please email the Treasurer’s team at
TaxInfo@WayneCounty.com or call 313-224-5990. If you need assistance please call our Mobile App helpline number 888-427-9869.

Mathew Moroun and The Ford Motor Company announced the
redevelopment of the old Michigan Train Station. The symbol of
Detroit’s decay for so many years now has a future with Ford.
Businessman Dan Gilbert recently announced plans to redevelop
the old Detroit Police Department headquarters at 1300 Beaubien.
A Michigan agency says drinking water in three southeastern communities has tested positive for contamination. MLive.com reports that
the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality found perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances in water in New Baltimore, Mount
Clemens and Ira Township.
Michigan lawmakers are considering legislation that would institute
work requirements for Michiganders who receive Medicaid. Sen.
Mike Shirkey, R-Clark Lake, introduced Senate Bill 897 that would require able-bodied adults who receive Medicaid to work, go to school
or pursue education for 30 hours per week to be eligible for Medicaid.
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Warren Evans regarded as the best County Executive
ever will be running for re-election this Fall.

Detroit Public Schools Supt Nikolai P. Vitti said
that what the state legislators did to DPS was
criminal.
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Aretha Franklin
Life & Legacy

Vote YES November 6th for
Wayne County Community
College District
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